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From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein
To: Captain Carol Gregg @ Palm Beach County Sheriff (greggc@pbso.org); Jean Francis @ Florida - State Attorney


 (15th Judicial Circuit) (jfrancis@sa15.org); Michael Rachel @ Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit)
 (mrachel@sa15.state.fl.us); Michael Rachel (Mrachel@sa15.org)


Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Marc
 R. Garber Esq. (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.
 (marc.garber@flastergreenberg.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA


Bcc: ""tourcandy@gmail.com" (tourcandy@gmail.com)"; Eliot I. Bernstein, Inventor ~ Iviewit Technologies, Inc.;
 Undisclosed List; Pat Handley (svm231@aol.com); Patrick "Pat" Hanley (cpsvm@yahoo.com)


Subject: Additional Information regarding Kimberly Moran Arrest
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 7:33:00 AM


Dear Captain Gregg, Jean Francis and Michael Rachel,
 
Please take the following correspondence as further information to add to my case file with your
 offices.  I have copied below an important part of the transcript from a September 13, 2013 hearing
 before Judge Martin Colin upon his discovery of FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS on six documents,
 filed for six separate parties, including one POST MORTEM for my father that were illegally
 deposited with his Court as part of a Fraud on the Court and Fraud on the Beneficiaries of my
 Mother’s Estate.  In the following hearing excerpt, at this stage in the hearing the Judge is not aware
 that signatures were FORGED by Moran and only thinks she has taken documents signed by the six
 parties, including my deceased father and just placed a Notary Stamp on them inappropriately as
 this is what Moran first claimed to the Governor Rick Scott’s Notary Public Division in a sworn
 statement that the documents were identical to ones people signed and she just affixed a Notary
 Stamp.
 


17 THE COURT: Mr. Bernstein, I want you to
18 understand something. Let's say you prove what
19 seems perhaps to be easy, that Moran notarized
20 your signature, your father's signature, other
21 people's signatures after you signed it, and
22 you signed it without the notary there and they
23 signed it afterwards. That may be a wrongdoing
24 on her part as far as her notary republic
25 ability, but the question is, unless someone
00060
1 claims and proves forgery, okay, forgery,
2 proves forgery, the document will purport to be
3 the document of the person who signs it


 
At this time in the hearing, nor at any time in the hearing, do Attorneys at Law, Tescher, Spallina and
 Mark Manceri or my brother Theodore, notify the Court that the documents have been FORGED by
 Moran.  This despite the fact that Moran had already confessed to PBSO that she had FORGED the
 documents from whole cloth and in fact those were not our signatures, those were not documents
 we signed or ever even saw.  Instead they proceeded through the hearing as if the documents were
 identical other than the notary stamp and continued the Fraud on the Court that Judge Colin had
 already warned them he had enough to read them their Miranda’s on when he discovered that my
 deceased father was used while dead to continue serving documents on the Court for four months
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 as Personal Representative/Executor, including these six Waivers.  In fact, Moran’s story to the
 Florida Governor Rick Scott’s Notary Public Division was that the documents were identical other
 than her stamp and she perjured herself in this sworn statement when she later stated to PBSO
 investigators that she had FORGED them, all of them, including one for my deceased father.   As you
 can see from Judge Colin’s statement in court the proving of Forgery is essential for it to invalidate
 the Waiver document, otherwise it may be construed as my signature that was improperly
 notarized.  I think one of the first things to address therefore is if Moran should be charged with six
 counts of Forgery and six counts of Notary Fraud and if you want to reduce them later that would
 be your decision but to selectively prosecute the wrong crimes and not even charge her with the
 crime she committed is to do me and my deceased father injustice as Victims of Forgery and Fraud. 
 In fact, I presented evidence to Det Miller that all of the Waiver’s presented to the Court in my
 name appeared Fraudulent as on my original Waiver I had added handwritten notes to bottom of
 the page that stated I was only signing the Waiver because my father was under extreme emotional
 and physical duress due to the actions of my siblings and I did not want to kill him by delaying
 anything but that I was not signing the Waiver truthfully at the time as I was waiting for Attorneys at
 Law Spallina and Tescher to send me the information to make my Waiver statements true, including
 what my interests I would be waiving were.  I never received those documents legally owed to me
 by Spallina and Tescher that they said would be sent in May 2012 and still have not received them,
 in violation of Probate Rules and Statutes.  In the Court records I do not find that original Waiver
 with my handwritten notes at all, in either of the two attempts to posit the Waiver in my name with
 court that are on the docket, one Waiver was rejected by the Court for lack of notarization and one
 that attempted to replace that one was then FORGED and Fraudulently Notarized and both were
 supposedly a copy of my original but do not have my notes on them.   I asked Det Miller to secure
 the original documents as part of his investigation and I am unclear if once he was aware of Fraud
 and Forgery by Moran and Tescher and Spallina he secured or subpoenaed any of the original
 documents to test the voracity of Ms. Moran’s claims stated in the PBSO Report that appear taken
 at face value.
 
The fact that the Attorneys at Law who were “involved” in the crimes of Moran, as Spallina stated to
 Judge Colin in the hearing he was “involved” as the Attorney at Law, did not come forth with the
 truth in the hearing to Judge Colin and in fact continued to Fraud the Court and Beneficiaries is not
 only ethically impermissible but more criminal acts in concealing the Felony.  As Attorneys at Law
 they must report crimes of Attorneys at Law to the proper authorities as stated in the Florida Bar
 Rules and here we have them further concealing the Forgery from the Judge and trying to pepper
 the Record of the Hearing with false statements to conceal their crimes.  As for the Attorneys at
 Law, Tescher and Spallina, their separate and distinct crimes of using my deceased father’s identity
 for four months to close the estate of my mother illegally and then continuing to Fraud the Court
 for there were many statements in the September 13, 2013 hearing and the October 28, 2013
 Evidentiary Hearing that are further false official statements in official proceedings, committed by
 the Attorneys at Law, Spallina, Tescher and Mark Manceri and my brother Theodore.  I have
 included information regarding those statements in my Motion @
 www.iviewit.tv/20131010MotionCompelFreezeYouHavetheRighttoRemainSilent.pdf
Pages 89-156 Section “(II) MOTION TO FOLLOW UP ON SEPTEMBER 13, 2013 HEARING AND CLARIFY
 AND SET STRAIGHT THE RECORD - PERJURED STATEMENTS IN OFFICIAL HEARING”
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The crimes committed by Attorneys at Law, Tescher, Spallina and Manceri in perpetrating a Fraud on
 the Court and Fraud on the Beneficiaries and my deceased father are too numerous to count but we
 now have admission of them, perjured statements, false official statements in official proceedings
 and more and it appears that these have been either wholly overlooked or selective prosecution has
 failed to even identify them or put them into the PBSO Report as either investigated or dismissed, in
 fact, despite the fact that Spallina, Tescher and Theodore et al. were complained of for these crimes
 and a host of other felony crimes appears nowhere in the PBSO records I have and yet Detective
 Miller’s PBSO Report states he saw no evidence of other crimes other than those he presented for
 charges of Moran to the SA and in light of this Prima Facie evidence this would seem impossible.  As
 I mentioned in my letter of January 07, 2013 to Captain Gregg and cc’d to State Attorneys, Jean
 Francis and Michael Rachel, this could be interpreted that he investigated these other crimes
 against other alleged suspects and found no evidence of wrongdoing against the others but as the
 report is vague and has no mention of anything but the Moran crimes it cannot be ascertained if he
 even investigated the multitude of other crimes reported to PBSO or other alleged suspects in those
 crimes and this is what I would like first straightened out to protect my due process and procedure
 rights and make sure this does not interfere with attempts to have all these crimes against others
 properly investigated and prosecuted in the future. 
 
As there are ongoing civil actions alleging even more Fraud against Moran and Spallina and now new
 evidence leading to criminal reports of Grand Theft with PBSO and Insurance Fraud and Fraud on a
 Federal Court ( see www.iviewit.tv/20131208MotionStrikePleadingAdamSimonForFraudOnCourt.pdf ) and
 more filed in Federal Court, involving both Moran, Spallina, my brother Theodore and others, it
 would be premature to rush through with Moran when now she actually needs to be further
 questioned and investigated as to her involvement in all these other crimes and her admission of
 Forgery may prove useful in negotiating a more truthful statement from her, as she has already
 made three false statements in official proceedings and this leverage may get her to talk in efforts
 to reduce charges prior to any sentencing.  In fact, changing her charges to six counts of Forgery and
 six counts of Fraudulently Notarizing Official Documents in Official Proceedings may make her talk
 more truthfully and then if that happens it may be appropriate to water down the charges for her
 cooperation in revealing her involvement in all of these crimes.  But rushing to let her off the hook
 on charges that may or may not imply that she only affixed a fraudulent notarization to documents
 that people signed when that is factually incorrect may due grave injustice to me and interfere with
 my civil cases and as you can see, Judge Colin certainly finds a difference in the two crimes that is
 important to the case.  I would agree that in a cooperative situation, if telling the whole truth and
 nothing but the truth and aiding the investigation of the more central conspirators of the larger
 crimes that Moran’s charges should be watered down as she is only responsible for one facet of a
 much larger series of crimes that are alleged, although her crimes enabled many of the other crimes
 ongoing.  She was not the main culprit complained about but seems to be the only one investigated
 and for only one small crime that I complained about and it is the least of the crimes committed and
 reported.   Moran Conspired with others to commit these crimes despite her claim that she acted
 alone in a statement that is now factually false in comparison to other official and sworn statements
 she has made, making her statements wholly untrustworthy and perjurious.  Moran is alleged to
 have conspired with others and was directed by her employer Tescher & Spallina, P.A. and
 Attorneys at Law Tescher and Spallina to Forge and Fraudulently Notarize the signatures to enable
 their other crimes and the crimes the Attorneys at Law committed must now all be investigated or
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 reinvestigated to determine what really happened and how it relates to the other crimes reported
 that all appear missing currently from the PBSO Report.
 
I hope this further explains my concerns with the PBSO report and SA charges against Moran alone
 and the need to properly investigate ALL the alleged crimes and perpetrators of those crimes as
 either investigated and dismissed or charged and why it is important to hold off on sentencing of
 Moran until these matters are resolved and the ongoing investigations and civil actions involving
 Moran are resolved. If you have any questions or need additional information please feel free to
 contact me.  As the sentencing hearing is in two days, a prompt reply would be greatly appreciated.
 
Thank You,
 
Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv
 
NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this
 email without warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative
 oversight and it can happen to ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor
 protection save to vote against any incumbent endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18
 U.S.C. SS 2510-2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may
 contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-
mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended
 recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium, please so advise the
 sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs
 distribution of this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the
 specified recipients only; it may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information.
 The originator hereby notifies unintended recipients that they have received this Message in error,
 and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination, copying, and content-based actions.
 Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete the original
 message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must
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 have the originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator
 acknowledges others’ copyrighted content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by
 originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.
 
 








From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein
To: Captain Carol Gregg @ Palm Beach County Sheriff (greggc@pbso.org); Michael Rachel (Mrachel@sa15.org); Michael Rachel


 @ Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (mrachel@sa15.state.fl.us); Jean Francis @ Florida - State Attorney (15th
 Judicial Circuit) (jfrancis@sa15.org)


Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq. (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc
 R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C. (marc.garber@flastergreenberg.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg
 P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net)


Bcc: ""tourcandy@gmail.com" (tourcandy@gmail.com)"; Eliot I. Bernstein, Inventor ~ Iviewit Technologies, Inc.; Undisclosed List;
 Pat Handley (svm231@aol.com); Patrick "Pat" Hanley (cpsvm@yahoo.com)


Subject: Eliot Bernstein - Additional Charges I would like to file that may have been overlooked of Extortion and Bank Fraud. SA CASE
 NO. 2013cf010745 and PBSO CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312)


Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 9:21:00 AM


Dear Captain Gregg, Michael Rachel and Jean Francis,
 
In furtherance of our discussion and in relation to the cases of my parents’ estates I would like to file new
 Extortion charges against Robert Spallina, Esq., Donald Tescher, Esq., Mark Manceri, Esq. and Theodore
 Bernstein and others involved.   The heart of the matter is the alleged illegal takeover of a business,
 Bernstein Family Realty LLC (“BFR”) that my children own that pays our family’s expenses and bills for many
 years and was to be funded after my parents’ deaths with our inheritances.  This company receives all the
 bills, the bills are in the name of the company, I do not receive them or pay them and this has been ongoing
 for about 7 years uninterrupted due to the unique situation my family is in with car bombings and all that
 Public Office Corruption RICO matters explained in my earlier messages to all of you, until several months
 ago when the company was hijacked by my brother and Spallina in again a massive fraud involving several
 other alleged criminal acts to accomplish this. It also contains information regarding the fact that BFR’s
 checkbook with my father as the only signatory was used at the direction of Spallina by others for months
 after my father died at Legacy Bank, who when I contacted them to see if my wife could sign checks as
 Spallina was directing her to, they were stunned that no one had notified them of my father’s death, that his
 accounts were being used and they froze the account and demanded to talk to Spallina.  I have attached
 herein a link to letters from Tescher, Spallina and my brother Ted, along with my rebuttal @
 http://www.iviewit.tv/20131229EIBResponseToTedBernsteinandDonaldTescherReEmergencyDistributions.pdf
 which has much of the details of the extortion and more and how since arrest of Moran has been made they
 are trying to extort us by turning on and off utilities and more to force us to either play in their schemes and
 drop our pursuit of them criminally and civilly or else face further economic calamities.  Of course, I will not
 participate in their fraudulent activities and so they have begun to play games with my family’s company and
 cause immediate harm upon us.   I will send over the original email after this correspondence but it may get
 stuck in your junk box due to its length and number of attachments, please let me know if you receive that
 or if the link will suffice.  As I am a public figure both for my world changing inventions and my efforts to
 combat Public Office Corruption I believe it is important in these matters to have all investigators and
 reviewers now screened for potential conflicts with me prior to involvement at any level and having
 everyone sign the Conflict of Interest Disclosure form I sent last night in my email to all of you would insure
 the matters are handled free of conflicts and adverse interests with me, which will further insure protection
 of my family who again is bringing these crimes forward against Attorneys at Law and others.
 
If you would like to discuss this further or would like me to go file a new complaint please let me know.  I do
 believe some of this information regarding this corporate hijacking and extortion were tendered to Det.
 Miller and I am not sure it was one of the emails he did not read.  As this is ongoing and causing life
 threatening situations upon my family, including my three minor children, this is urgent that we deal with
 the complaint to prevent further harms.  As you know, desperate men will do desperate things and this
 extortion is one example of the efforts to quash me that are ongoing and I certainly want to prevent further
 more damaging acts from occurring.  I want also to be notified if Det Miller investigated this crime reported
 and that it is not part of the evidence he reviewed that he claims he found no other wrongdoings in his
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 Official Report, as again, I do not want any of these crimes to slip through cracks and be considered
 investigated and prosecuted for, through the prosecution of Moran for her crimes only.
 
Thank you,
 
Eliot Bernstein
 
Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv
 
NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email
 without warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can
 happen to ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against
 any incumbent endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS
 2510-2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
 confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is
 prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all
 copies of the original message or call (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to
 receive communications through this medium, please so advise the sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs distribution
 of this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients
 only; it may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies
 unintended recipients that they have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message
 review, dissemination, copying, and content-based actions. Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator
 immediately by e-mail, and delete the original message. Authorized carriers of this message shall
 expeditiously deliver this Message to intended recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the
 originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’
 copyrighted content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein,
 iviewit@iviewit.tv and www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.
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From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein
To: Captain Carol Gregg @ Palm Beach County Sheriff (greggc@pbso.org); Michael Rachel (Mrachel@sa15.org);


 Michael Rachel @ Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (mrachel@sa15.state.fl.us); Jean Francis @
 Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (jfrancis@sa15.org)


Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster
 Greenberg P.C. (marc.garber@flastergreenberg.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.
 (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA


Bcc: Eliot I. Bernstein, Inventor ~ Iviewit Technologies, Inc.; Undisclosed List; ""tourcandy@gmail.com"
 (tourcandy@gmail.com)"; Pat Handley (svm231@aol.com); Patrick "Pat" Hanley (cpsvm@yahoo.com)


Subject: Eliot Bernstein - Additional Charges I would like to file that may have been overlooked of Extortion and Bank
 Fraud. SA CASE NO. 2013cf010745 and PBSO CASES #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312)


Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 9:28:00 AM
Attachments: reply to candice eliot re expenses december 2013 - FINAL.pdf


20131226 Donald Tescher Letter Regarding Bills.pdf
20131227 Adam Simon Letter to Drop Motion to Remove him as Counsel Heritage Jackson Simon Insurance.pdf


Copy of email sent earlier with attachments


Dear Captain Gregg, Michael Rachel and Jean Francis,


In furtherance of our discussion and in relation to the cases of my parents’ estates I would like to file new Extortion
 charges against Robert Spallina, Esq., Donald Tescher, Esq., Mark Manceri, Esq. and Theodore Bernstein and
 others involved.   The heart of the matter is the alleged illegal takeover of a business, Bernstein Family Realty LLC
 (“BFR”) that my children own that pays our family’s expenses and bills for many years and was to be funded after
 my parents’ deaths with our inheritances.  This company receives all the bills, the bills are in the name of the
 company, I do not receive them or pay them and this has been ongoing for about 7 years uninterrupted due to the
 unique situation my family is in with car bombings and all that Public Office Corruption RICO matters explained in
 my earlier messages to all of you, until several months ago when the company was hijacked by my brother and
 Spallina in again a massive fraud involving several other alleged criminal acts to accomplish this. It also contains
 information regarding the fact that BFR’s checkbook with my father as the only signatory was used at the direction
 of Spallina by others for months after my father died at Legacy Bank, who when I contacted them to see if my wife
 could sign checks as Spallina was directing her to, they were stunned that no one had notified them of my father’s
 death, that his accounts were being used and they froze the account and demanded to talk to Spallina.  I have
 attached herein a link to letters from Tescher, Spallina and my brother Ted, along with my rebuttal @
 http://www.iviewit.tv/20131229EIBResponseToTedBernsteinandDonaldTescherReEmergencyDistributions.pdf
 which has much of the details of the extortion and more and how since arrest of Moran has been made they are
 trying to extort us by turning on and off utilities and more to force us to either play in their schemes and drop our
 pursuit of them criminally and civilly or else face further economic calamities.  Of course, I will not participate in
 their fraudulent activities and so they have begun to play games with my family’s company and cause immediate
 harm upon us.   I sent over a link to the original emails in the event this email became stuck in your junk box due to
 its length and number of attachments, please let me know if you received both emails with all attachments.  As I am
 a public figure both for my world changing inventions and my efforts to combat Public Office Corruption I believe
 it is important in these matters to have all investigators and reviewers now screened for potential conflicts with me
 prior to involvement at any level and having everyone sign the Conflict of Interest Disclosure form I sent last night
 in my email to all of you would insure the matters are handled free of conflicts and adverse interests with me, which
 will further insure protection of my family who again is bringing these crimes forward against Attorneys at Law
 and others.


If you would like to discuss this further or would like me to go file a new complaint please let me know.  I do
 believe some of this information regarding this corporate hijacking and extortion were tendered to Det. Miller and I
 am not sure it was one of the emails he did not read.  As this is ongoing and causing life threatening situations upon
 my family, including my three minor children, this is urgent that we deal with the complaint to prevent further
 harms.  As you know, desperate men will do desperate things and this extortion is one example of the efforts to
 quash me that are ongoing and I certainly want to prevent further more damaging acts from occurring.  I want also
 to be notified if Det Miller investigated this crime reported and that it is not part of the evidence he reviewed that he
 claims he found no other wrongdoings in his Official Report, as again, I do not want any of these crimes to slip
 through cracks and be considered investigated and prosecuted for, through the prosecution of Moran for her crimes
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December 6, 2013 



 



Candice and Eliot, 



 



In response to the emails you have sent me over the past few weeks, I will attempt to address 



each of you in this one correspondence.  I am going to try and set the record straight as there 



seems to be a great deal of confusion and inaccuracy in your emails. 



 



Although I have made repeated requests for you to establish proper trust accounts so that 



distributions could be made to your children’s trusts, you have not done so.  Because of my 



concern stemming from my fiduciary role as well as the fact that Joshua, Jacob and Danny are 



my nephews, Robert Spallina and I agreed that I would pay some of the bills for your family that 



I deemed necessary for their well being, on a temporary basis.  For example, I have paid for such 



things as health insurance, electric, water, phones and Internet.  I have made these payments 



from the Shirley Trust account and I will deduct these amounts from any distributions that are 



ultimately made to the three boys’ trusts. The expenses such as Lacrosse trips and paying your 



credit card bills are not deemed necessary.  Although I understand these are trips that you would 



like the boys to take, have you explored other sources of funding? 



 



As there is a finite amount of money to be distributed to the boys’ trusts, the level and type of 



expenses you have requested cannot be justified in light of the current financial situation of your 



family.  Paying the household bills for your family is not my responsibility as trustee or in any 



other capacity. You have repeatedly stated that I now have fiduciary responsibility for your 



family and therefore, I am responsible for paying bills and making support payments.  That is not 



the case.  



 



Janet Craig at Oppenheimer Trust has not “forwarded” responsibility to me.  Can you help me 



understand why you believe she has done so and why you believe that Robert Spallina directed 



her to?  I am not aware of Oppenheimer having any responsibility to pay bills for your family.  



You sought distributions from the Oppenheimer trusts for support because the trusts owned the 



house that you live in and those were the only monies available to pay the ongoing expenses of 



the home and related items because you willfully continue to avoid seeking employment.  Even 



if Oppenheimer hypothetically did have such responsibility, it could not be forwarded to me as 



you have completely drained each of the boys’ trust accounts set up by mom and dad during their 



lifetime to support your family which is an obligation that you have to your children and not vice 



versa.  Janet Craig has not forwarded instructions to me of any kind.  I have nothing to do with 



Bernstein Family Realty and therefore, I have not missed any deadlines.  I cannot and would not 



consider acting in any formal capacity as a result of the slander, defamation and 



misrepresentations levied against me by you. 



 



I do hope that one or both of you are making arrangements to assume responsibility for your 



household expenses from income or other assets you may have.  It appears there is an enormous 



discrepancy between what you believe to be the value of the estate and trust assets and what 



actually will be distributed to each trust.  Case in point is that you continue to send your children 



to one of the most expensive private schools in the area as if there are unlimited funds to do so.  



If you can afford to send the boys to private school with money other than their limited trust 











funds, that is a choice you are free to make as parents.  In total, I do not anticipate there being 



more than $200,000 - $250,000 for each of the trusts for your children.  Of course, this is before 



creditors and expenses and I have serious concerns about the expenses being incurred by the 



estate and the trusts for litigation you are unnecessarily generating.    



  



Further, I am not aware of the other special and elaborate estate planning documents that have 



been created for your permanent support as you continue to state with such conviction.  It would 



be extremely beneficial if you could provide them to me, Don and Robert at this point as there is 



nothing that was done to our knowledge despite your continued allegations.  In fact, you were on 



the conference call that dad set up with me, Pam, Lisa, Jill and Robert shortly before his 



unexpected death where he told all of us that he was directing the estate and trust monies to the 



grandchildren and not to any of us and you (and we) agreed that he made the right decision.  You 



entered into an agreement with mom and dad in 2007 which provided that any monies they gave 



you to help support your family, including medical insurance reimbursements, during their 



lifetimes ($100K/year) would be considered as an advance against any inheritance you would 



receive.  A condition of this arrangement was that you not threaten or sue anyone in the family 



which is all you have done since our father’s death.  



 



It seems to me that you do have access to resources that would allow you to pay for your 



expenses but for a host of irrational reasons you continue to block those funds as well.  You 



stand to receive 1/5 of the life insurance proceeds ($325,000) from dad’s policy.  For the life of 



me, I cannot understand why you are challenging that policy in federal court, in Illinois.  I am 



not a lawyer, merely an interested 1/5 party in the same policy, so my opinion of your challenge 



is probably of little legal value.  With that said, my opinion is that you are doing nothing more 



than delaying the inevitable.  Don’t you need funds to support your family?  You seem to want 



the boys to partake in special activities that may help them in the future including this $15,000 



lacrosse trip to play five games.  You want them to attend privileged schools.  You want Josh to 



have a car that will come with expenses for insurance, gas, maintenance.  I am sure you will 



want to do the same for Jake.   



 



The $325,000 of dad’s insurance proceeds seems to be money that could belong to you and could 



be used any way you see fit.  It makes absolutely no sense to try and utilize the assets of the 



boys’ trusts in lieu of money that is immediately available to you and money that is certainly 



going to end up being paid where dad intended it to be paid.  Even if you feel there is a chance to 



eek out a few more dollars by causing those proceeds to be directed to dad’s estate where your 



family’s share would be 30% (through your boys’ trusts) and not 20% (directly to you) in the 



case of the lost trust, there is a substantial claim which could reduce what would then otherwise 



go to your children.  Are you really in a position today to take that chance?  I am deeply 



concerned about this thinking in light of the limited and finite amount of assets.  Additionally, 



your aiding Bill Stansbury to intervene in the insurance proceeding (and with estate matters) is 



troubling and speaks volumes to your inability to understand what is at stake here for you and 



your family.   



 



I am concerned that both of you are conflicted with respect to the assets earmarked for the boys 



and that you are not able to act in their best interests.  Your requests for us to take over all the 



household bills for your family, from assets of the trust, lead me to believe that you do not 











understand the nature of those assets that belong to Joshua, Jacob and Danny and what your 



obligations of support are to your children.  



 



With respect to the KIA, I am sorry but I do not have a great deal of knowledge about this matter 



as it falls outside my responsibility.  Having said that, I do know that it is owned by dad’s estate 



and under his will would pass to the five of us unless some special arrangement is made to title it 



to Josh.   



 



Candice and Eliot, we have tried every possible avenue to reach a resolution with the two of you 



(both through attorneys and with you directly) to alleviate your misperceptions and your 



misunderstandings about the reality of the financial situation. Notwithstanding that, you continue 



to believe that our parents were worth $40 million dollars when they were worth $4 million 



dollars and that mom and dad made some eternal commitment to support you and your family in 



perpetuity.  I am sorry but that is just not the reality of this situation.   



 



You have alienated your entire family who may have been there to help you in the future in a 



time of need.  You burned through two lawyers during this process, both of whom realized after 



a period of time that there was no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow and there has been no 



convincing you of these realities which inevitably requires you to provide support for your 



family.  You pursued and caused to be arrested a paralegal that our parents loved and without ill-



intent, only tried to help a situation along because of dad’s death, and it now appears that you are 



in the process of trying that again with my assistant who has done nothing wrong.  You continue 



to drag Don and Robert through the mud, both of whom our parents were very fond of and who 



did very good work for our family, notwithstanding your relentless and slanderous accusations.   



 



Seriously Eliot, how many more people are you going to involve in this family matter?  How 



much more of the estate will you waste in professional fees carrying on like this?  Trying to 



extort money out of me with threats that you will drag my name through the mud is counter-



productive, unnecessary and intentionally malicious.  We will not continue to ignore these 



threats and the damage you are inflicting. 



 



As far as meeting with me, Don, Robert and Mark Manceri, we are eager to do so and have 



requested this of you at least a half a dozen times to no avail.  We have missed no meetings, nor 



ignored any communications or requests by you or your attorneys as you suggest.  We have 



repeatedly asked to meet both informally and formally through mediation and your only response 



has been to do it by Skype for fear that we might cause you harm, a fear which is both 



groundless and unsubstantiated.  We will meet with you wherever you request.  Can we schedule 



something for next week? 



 



Please advise as we have no intentions of being bullied by either of you any longer.  I hope we 



can put all of this behind us and carry on with our lives as you are wasting our valuable time and 



resources, defaming us and leaving a wake of nastiness behind that cannot be undone.  Mom and 



dad do not deserve to have you make a mockery of their lives and estates.  They did so much for 



you and your family.   What a shame.  



 



Ted 













From: "Donald Tescher" <dtescher@tescherspallina.com> 
Date: December 26, 2013 at 3:56:57 PM EST 
To: <tourcandy@gmail.com> 
Cc: "Robert Spallina" <rspallina@tescherspallina.com>, 
<tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com> 
Subject: Bernstein Estates 



Candice - we have responded to both you and Eliot several times and have repeatedly requested 
meetings to resolve issues both through your attorneys and the two of you directly to no avail 
over the last year.  For whatever reason you continue to believe that your children's trust monies 
are there to obviate your obligation to support your children which is simply not the case.  You 
have an obligation to support them and Judge Colin made that clear at the very first hearing. All 
of this was brought on by yourselves based on Eliot's belief that your in laws were substantially 
wealthier than they were. Eliot is using the courts and other legal authorities in a way that is 
clearly frivolous and wasteful of everyone's time and money. This is not retaliation but the 
position we have been placed in due to Eliot's repeated attacks, slanderous accusations, 
misunderstandings  and repeated mistrust.  There is a substantial claim filed in Si's estate by 
Stansbury that takes precedence at this time (who Eliot has made a bedfellow for whatever 
reason).  As a result, we have made no distributions to anyone. Ted as trustee of Shirley's trust 
did make some partial distributions and that issue was also addressed at the first hearing where 
Judge Colin again addressed Eliot on the proper course of action. Despite Eliot's refusal to open 
up trust accounts for your boys, Ted has paid necessities for your family (since the Oppenheimer 
trusts were depleted by your actions) to keep the house running. Notwithstanding that, how long 
will the two of you believe that your kids trusts have an obligation to support your family?  You 
have interfered with the distribution of the insurance monies in Illinois which are available to 
you.  Again, Eliot's desire to have the monies distributed to the estate to receive 10% more 
through your kids trusts as beneficiaries of the estate is nonsensical where Stansbury has a claim 
pending.  Eliot continues to challenge every aspect of his parents estates with no basis other than 
the irregularities with the closing documents in Shirley's estate which has been ruled on by the 
court at this time. Your email below is additional posturing on your part in an attempt to prove 
we have not been proactive or attempted to resolve the issues. We have asked the two of you 
numerous times to sit down to reach a resolution.  Eliot is and has always been the only 
impediment to receiving what your parents directed to your children's trusts and him 
individually. Until such time as we meet to get all the issues resolved there will be no bullying of 
us or Ted to make support payments to your children's trusts or to either of you for expenses 
which fall squarely on you as parents. You took your Volvo in for repair. It is your obligation to 
pay for that repair and not your children's trusts. Please advise a time to meet so that we can 
resolve the pending issues and move forward with all of our lives. We are ready to meet and are 
hopeful that the two of you are as well. Thank you.  
  
Donald R. Tescher, Esq. 
TESCHER & SPALLINA, P.A. 
4855 Technology Way, Suite 720 
Boca Raton, FL 33431 
Telephone: 561-997-7008 
Facsimile: 561-997-7308 
dtescher@tescherspallina.com 
  
If you would like to learn more about TESCHER & SPALLINA, P.A., please visit our website at www.tescherspallina.com  
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Pursuant to the provisions of Internal Revenue Service Circular 230 that apply to written advice provided by Federal Tax practitioners, please be 
advised (a) that if any advice herein relating to a Federal tax issue would, but for this disclaimer, constitute a "reliance opinion" within the meaning of 
Circular 230, such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by the affected taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may 
be imposed on the taxpayer, and (b) any written statement contained herein relating to any Federal tax issue may not be used by any person to support the 
promotion or marketing of, or to recommend, any Federal tax transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed herein. We would be happy to discuss the effect of this 
disclaimer, and alternatives to this disclaimer, with you if desired. 
  
The information contained in this message is legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named 
above. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY 
DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this 
communication in error, please immediately notify us by e-mail or telephone. Thank you. 
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Thank you,


Eliot Bernstein


Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv


-----Original Message-----
From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:53 AM
To: Ted Bernstein; Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.
 (rspallina@tescherspallina.com); Donald R. Tescher ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.
 (dtescher@tescherspallina.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Hunt.Worth@opco.com); William McCabe Esq. @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (William.McCabe@opco.com);
 Mark R. Manceri, Esquere @ Mark R. Manceri, P.A. (mrmlaw@comcast.net); Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice
 President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (Janet.Craig@opco.com)
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.
 (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.; Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster
 Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Lisa S. Friedstein (Lisa@friedsteins.com); Lisa
 (lisa.friedstein@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (jilliantoni@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (Iantoni_jill@ne.bah.com);
 Guy T. Iantoni @ GTI LIFE, Inc. (guy@gtilife.net); Guy T. Iantoni (giantoni007@gmail.com); Pamela Beth Simon
 (psimon@stpcorp.com)
Subject: RESPONSE TO TED and DONALD LETTERS RE EMERGENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THREE
 MINOR CHILDREN AND MORE


NOTE TO ALL, I HAVE SENT THIS EMAIL EARLIER TODAY AND A FORMATTED COPY.  However, it
 may have gone into your Junk folder due to its length and so I have resent in this Plain Text Version in efforts to
 avoid that but you may want to read the formatted version for ease of reading.


Ted, Donald, Robert and Mark Manceri,


In response to Ted’s letter which appears to represent Donald and Robert as well, dated Dec 06, 2013 attached
 herein and Donald’s similar letter dated December 26,2013, I will address most of the false, defamatory, slanderous
 and misleading claims in both.  Sorry it took so long to detail an in-depth response but there were just so many false
 statements in these letters that attempt to paint a false record now that an ARREST has been made in the Estate of
 Shirley for FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS and admitted FORGERIES of five documents in our names and
 one in our father’s name, which was FORGED POST MORTEM for him by Donald and Roberts Legal Assistant
 and Notary Public, Kimberly Moran.  I do like how Donald’s letter tries to call the admitted Forged and
 Fraudulently Notarized Documents in the estate of Shirley merely “irregularities” and not what they really are,
 FELONY CRIMINAL ACTS leading to an ARREST but the spin is telling.  Further, we learned in the September
 13, 2013 that there was also a separate and distinct series of Frauds in Closing the Estate with Simon allegedly
 acting as Personal Representative while he was DEAD to close the estate and Ted, Robert and Donald all are
 centrally involved in that nexus of events as the perpetrators of the FRAUD ON THE COURT AND
 BENEFICIARIES.  I understand the desperate need to try and now twist things at this point and try to make me
 look bad, as if I did something wrong, as if I am a bad father not supporting my children, after you were all silent
 for months until the arrest.  Now that you may all be prosecuted for some pretty serious FELONY CRIMES further
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 detailed herein, I get it and so I will unravel your statements herein at great length and point out the factual realities
 by responding to your delusional, false, harassing, threatening, slanderous and misleading statements in detail.


Ted’s Letter Claims and My Responses


1) In response to Ted’s claim, “Although I have made repeated requests for you to establish proper trust accounts so
 that distributions could be made to your children’s trusts, you have not done so.”


a) We have learned in court that the beneficiaries of the estates may not be the grandchildren as Ted, Robert and
 Donald claim and the alleged change in Beneficiaries that Simon supposedly made in both estates and trusts days
 before he died now must be reviewed by the courts in each estate, all due to Fraud, Forgery and more, as described
 in my court pleadings listed below which remain unheard in large part in both estates.  In the October 28, 2013
 Evidentiary Hearing in Shirley’s estate which was REOPENED DUE TO FRAUD AND FORGERY committed by
 Donald and Robert’s employee/legal assistant/notary public Kimberly Moran, everything is under review and the
 estate/trust is not closed to make final distributions to any party properly and the trust and estate beneficiaries are in
 dispute over this and several other issues all as a result of all of your actions as defined herein.  Moran who has
 been ARRESTED now even FORGED and FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED a Waiver for Simon, POST
 MORTEM and one for me without my knowledge or consent.  Further, it was learned that from September 13, 2012
 to January 2013 Simon acted as Personal Representative to close Shirley’s estate while DEAD, more criminal acts
 constituting a Fraud on the Court and Beneficiaries by the alleged fiduciaries, crimes which were not perpetrated by
 Moran but by Ted’s close personal friends and business associates, Robert and Donald, which led Judge Colin to
 state in the hearing that he had enough evidence to read you all, Ted, Donald Tescher, Esq. and Robert Spallina,
 Esq., your Miranda Warnings, twice.   These crimes have not yet been dealt with by Judge Colin or criminal
 authorities.
b) Further, even if the alleged 2012 Wills and Trusts in Simon’s estate allegedly executed days before he died
 survive, Shirley’s beneficiaries using Simon’s alleged Limited Power of Appointment, from an alleged 2012 Will
 and Amended and Restated Trust, that attempts to change the beneficiaries (Jill, Lisa and me and our six children)
 of her 2008 Will and Trusts to all ten grandchildren after her death was not possible as was learned in the October
 28, 2013 hearing.  The Beneficiaries could only be changed to the grandchildren of Jill, Lisa and me by Simon, as
 Simon’s Limited Power could only use Shirley’s Beneficiaries she elected prior to her death, which language
 wholly exclude Ted and Pam and their lineal descendants.  Simon’s alleged 2012 Will and Amended Trust are now
 both currently under investigation with state authorities investigating now Ted’s Assistant, Lindsay Baxley, as Ted
 astutely noted in his letter, for further improper notarizations and other defects.  The documents have also been
 legally and properly challenged in the court for other deficiencies and thus distributions would at this time be
 illegal, knowing the ultimate Beneficiaries may not be who they appear to be and thus none of you should have any
 final distributions made to any trust accounts, in anyone’s name at this time, until all these matters are civilly and
 criminally resolved.
c) Sadly Ted and Pam are wholly disinherited from both Shirley and Simon’s 2008 Trusts and no matter who is
 ultimately determined to be Beneficiaries, the grandchildren or Jill, Lisa and myself, Ted and Pam would receive
 nothing.  I am not sure why Ted wants to be involved in the Estates, Trust or the Entities that were set up for my
 family in our inheritances and due to his total lack of interests has not already resigned from any/all fiduciary
 capacities he claims, especially, as Ted knows I am trying to have him, Robert and Donald et al. prosecuted for
 serious felony crimes and you now all have absolute irrefutable Adverse Interests with me and other conflicts in
 handling anything in any fiduciary capacity related to the Estates and Trusts or Entities of my family any longer.  I
 believe that the 2012 Will and Amended and Restated Trust documents are fraudulent, forged and illegally executed
 as well, as they were prepared by Spallina, witnessed by Spallina and Moran and notarized by Baxley and these
 documents allegedly give Spallina and Tescher fiduciary powers and interests and the documents were alleged done
 when Simon was experiencing extreme physical and emotional duress, days before he died.  Robert and Donald
 know as Attorneys at Law that witnessing and executing documents that you create legally as lawyers, that give you
 direct interests and fiduciary controls is improper and top that off with FRAUD AND FORGERY already
 discovered and the documents all begin to look like a big hoax executed and filed for Simon POST MORTEM with
 a little Forgery and Fraudulent help from Ted’s close personal friends and business associates Donald and Robert et
 al.  All the documents used to try and change the Estates are problematic, all filed after Simon died, as it appears he
 never made any changes while alive.  In fact, several witnesses have stated that weeks before Simon passed Ted
 was having heated and angry fights with Simon over him not making the changes Ted had hoped on back in May
 2012.  That Simon appears to have never made the changes he was merely considering in May 2012 and when he
 died “suddenly and unexpectedly” as Ted claims in his letter the changes apparently were made for Simon and then







 were used to attempt to change Shirley’s long established Beneficiaries after Simon and Shirley were dead.  A few
 of the things Simon did while DEAD and thus could NOT BE SERVING as Personal Representative as Judge Colin
 pointed out in the September 13, 2013 hearing, include but are not limited to,


• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed an AFFIDAVIT/STATEMENT
 RE: CREDITORS, filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and submitting the document as an
 Affidavit on this date.  Petitioner alleges that this document is FORGED and FRAUDULENT.
• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed a PETITION FOR
 DISCHARGE, filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and submitting the Petition on this date.  Where
 almost all of the alleged statements made by Simon under penalty of perjury in this Petition are false on the date the
 document is allegedly signed on April 09, 2012.  Petitioner alleges this document is forged and fraudulent.
• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed a WAIVER OF
 ACCOUNTING AND PORTIONS OF PETITION FOR DISCHARGE; WAIVER OF SERVICE OF PETITION
 FOR DISCHARGE; AND RECEIPT OF BENEFICIARY AND CONSENT TO DISCHARGE for himself.  It is
 alleged that this is a FORGED and fraudulent document created Post Mortem for Simon and was never filed and
 docketed with Judge Colin’s court while Simon was alive.  Further, this alleged Waiver was not notarized per
 Colin’s rules and was thus rejected.  This document allegedly was signed with the alleged Petition in (ii) above on
 April 09 2012. 
• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed a NON-TAX CERT
 /RECEIPT/AFFIDAVIT filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and signing it on this date.
• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed a PROBATE CHECKLIST,
 filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive.  This document is dated February 15, 2012, yet it is not
 docketed by the Court until October 24, 2012 and it is signed by what appears to be Spallina’s signature, in an
 unknown capacity.
• On 19-Nov-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed an alleged replacement
 WAIVER OF ACCOUNTING AND PORTIONS OF PETITION FOR DISCHARGE; WAIVER OF SERVICE OF
 PETITION FOR DISCHARGE; AND RECEIPT OF BENEFICIARY AND CONSENT TO DISCHARGE.  That
 the Waiver was then amazingly notarized in November 2013 for Simon while he was still dead on a document dated
 April 09, 2012.  This new Waiver notarized by a dead man in the past as if in the present has now been admitted to
 be a WHOLLY FORGED AND FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED document created from scratch by Moran. 
 Simon filed five other WHOLLY FORGED AND FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED WAIVERS for his five
 children on this date while dead, ALL crafted and signed by Moran and filed by Tescher and Spallina for Simon as
 Personal Representative as if he were alive.
• On 03-Jan-2013, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed a FINAL DISPOSITION
 SHEET, filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and acting while dead as Personal Representative.
• On 03-Jan-2013, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed an ORDER OF DISCHARGE,
 filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and acting, while dead, as Personal Representative.


Keep in mind that Judge Colin stated in his Order that he would not be at this time reviewing the documents filed by
 Simon while he was “SERVING” as Personal Rep and note that all the documents above however were filed while
 Simon could not possibly be serving in any capacity, nor filing anything with the court while DEAD, as one cannot
 “Serve” while dead.


d) Both Robert and Donald are also aware that they are 100% wholly responsible and liable for the Criminal Acts of
 their Notary Public and 100% liable for their own Criminal Acts in closing the estate illegally and thus all costs,
 legal fees and damages to the injured parties will be incurred by them and not the estates Beneficiaries, whom have
 been victimized by these Criminal Acts.  I am not sure the Court has issued Ted at this time his Letters of
 Administration after appointing Ted but the court stated they would be issued only once Ted followed all probate
 rules and statutes to so gain them, as per the judge’s order.  I wonder if Ted has completed those steps and gained
 the Letters yet, because as Beneficiaries of the Estate, my children and I have received nothing from Ted to date as
 required by Probate Rules and Statutes and we certainly will be challenging any fiduciary role Ted plans on
 accepting.  We have repeatedly told Ted, Robert and Donald that no distributions could be legally made to any
 parties until all of this mess created primarily by Donald, Robert and Ted et al. is resolved in both Estates. 
e) So I will not be opening any trust accounts on any of your direction in anyone’s name, nor taking any final
 distributions, until the court rules on all these matters first and determines the true and proper Beneficiaries, as this
 would be construed as converting assets illegally and participating in what I allege is fraudulent activity.  Due to the
 proven and alleged FELONY Criminal Acts in the Estate already and my efforts that led to the arrest of Donald’s







 and Robert’s Legal Assistant, Moran, who according to Ted’s letter is his close friend and Ted is upset with me
 because I got her ARRESTED for her FELONY ACTS in my Mother’s estate FORGING SIGNATURES and
 FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZING DOCUMENTS and since Robert and Donald, who are wholly responsible and
 liable for the acts of their employed Notary Public Moran, all of you have absolute and irrefutable Adverse Interests
 with me.  Donald and Robert for sure understand their law firm will be sued for the damages done by both Moran
 and them directly and that they are being pursued by me for several other admitted and alleged other crimes, that
 are not involving Moran.  As Ted noted in his letter that he, Robert and Donald are further angry at me that I am
 trying to have Donald, Robert and Ted “drug through the mud” shows that there are hostilities at my family by all
 of you for what is happening, when factually I am not dragging you through the mud but rather trying to have you
 all prosecuted for FELONY CRIMINAL ACTS and put in jail.  Knowing that a Judge Colin had enough evidence
 already to read you all Miranda Warnings from my efforts at exposing your crimes to the probate courts, the Illinois
 Federal Court, Sheriff and others, all of you should have immediately resigned from any fiduciary roles.  Especially
 where Donald, Robert and Manceri as attorneys at law know resignation is now required by Attorney Conduct
 Codes and Statutes where absolute irrefutable Adverse Interests and conflicts of interest now exist between
 beneficiaries and the fiduciaries, caused in whole by the continuous violations of Probate Rules and Statutes by the
 fiduciaries.   
f) Therefore, I will not be taking any final distributions or create any “proper” trust accounts for final distributions at
 this time, which if done now most likely will turn out to be paid to improper parties and thus knowingly
 fraudulently conveyed to the improper parties.  Due to the delays of our inheritance from bad faith acts of felony
 criminal nature caused by the actions of the alleged fiduciaries, emergency distributions must be made to my
 family, which is being catastrophically endangered without the inheritance monies and since there is more than
 enough monies coming to my family, either the beneficiaries turn out, either me or my children or both, to pay the
 expenses we have submitted in toto already and the ongoing expenses and reduce these amounts later when all this
 gets worked out.
g) Donald’s letter attempts to claim that Candice and I mistakenly believe our children’s trusts are to pay our family
 expenses.  This claim is FALSE in that our family’s inheritance WERE set up by Simon and Shirley to do just that
 through elaborate estate vehicles defined further herein to continue to pay the family expenses for many years to
 come for Candice, me and our children.  In fact, Donald you know of these elaborate steps as your firm prepared
 the documents for many of them and many of them were done only for me and my children exclusively.  Simon and
 Shirley set up several entities to insure that after they died our family’s expenses would be paid through the
 inheritances and through these elaborate vehicles designed to further protect our family.  Now that Donald, Robert,
 Moran and Ted’s actions have delayed the inheritances and transfer of assets to the proper parties through criminal
 acts and violations of Probate Rules and Statutes acting as fiduciaries, emergency distributions must be made
 instead and without them you are putting the beneficiaries, including three minor children further in harm’s way.


2) In response to Ted’s claims, “Because of my concern stemming from my fiduciary role as well as the fact that
 Joshua, Jacob and Danny are my nephews, Robert Spallina and I agreed that I would pay some of the bills for your
 family that I deemed necessary for their wellbeing, on a temporary basis.  For example, I have paid for such things
 as health insurance, electric, water, phones and Internet. I have made these payments from the Shirley Trust account
 and I will deduct these amounts from any distributions that are ultimately made to the three boys’ trusts. The
 expenses such as Lacrosse trips and paying your credit card bills are not deemed necessary. Although I understand
 these are trips that you would like the boys to take, have you explored other sources of funding?”


a) I am are unclear what Ted and Robert have discussed regarding our bills and the payments of them and are unsure
 how Robert and Ted have taken over and hijacked Bernstein Family Realty LLC, my children’s company, where
 our family’s bills are sent and paid each month and how and under what authority Robert and Ted are now deciding
 which bills to pay and which not to.  I ask you all, Ted, Robert and Donald in what capacities are each of you acting
 in handling the receipt and payment of BFR’s bills and expenses.  I anticipate in your response to this letter you will
 explain and provide details regarding your fiduciary capacities in BFR you are acting under, including when and
 how you began acting in these capacities. 
b) Ted, the monies you have been using to pay the bills you have “deemed” necessary to pay, you claim are funds
 from Shirley’s Trust and as either me or my children are ultimate beneficiaries, please provide us detailed
 accounting of who and what bills you have paid as you have not informed of any specifics on this and which bills
 you are suddenly and without warning deeming unnecessary, for we are in the dark on this for three months since
 you and Robert hijacked and took over BFR’s management from Oppenheimer in what appears another illegal
 transaction. 
c) Provide in your response an explanation of what you mean by you will be paying the bills on a temporary basis







 means, as you have already began not paying many of them without notice. 
d) Since my children or I, or both, are Beneficiaries and have NEVER received proper and legal timely notice from
 Ted informing us that he is the alleged Successor Trustee in Shirley’s Estate and Trust with a copy of the Will and
 Trust and all amendments attached, accountings and our interests defined, etc. we therefore, as stated in previous
 correspondences, have never accepted Ted’s validity as Trustee of anything and have notified all of you of this
 several times over the last year, which was ignored wholly and Ted continued to act in unauthorized and without
 legal standing roles as fiduciary in several capacities.  Also, we have never received any Trust Inventories or
 Accountings and other items required by law from Ted, Robert and Donald in your alleged fiduciary roles in the
 Estates and Trusts of Shirley and Simon.  In fact, all of you have failed on almost every requirement under law
 owed to the beneficiaries while acting as alleged fiduciaries in the Estates.  In fact, at the September 13, 2013 and
 October 28, 2013 hearings it was learned that Ted was not the Trustee of the Estate or Trusts of Shirley at the time
 he was acting in such capacities in the prior year he acted in such alleged fiduciary roles.  Ted even claiming on the
 record to Judge Colin in the September 13, 2013 hearing that he was Trustee of the Estate, only to find later in the
 hearing this was untrue.  The reason Ted was not at the hearing the Trustee or Personal Representative of the
 Estates or Trusts was that Simon died as Personal Representative and Trustee of the Estate and Trusts of Shirley
 and no successors were chosen or properly elected to succeed, as bizarrely the estate was closed my dead father
 acting as if he were alive and still serving as fiduciary and this was achieved through criminal acts of Robert and
 Donald using his identity Post Mortem to close the Estate of Shirley.  Since Spallina and Tescher did not notify the
 Court when Simon died that he was Dead, NO successors were chosen or nominated in the Estates and Trusts, all
 due to this major FRAUD on the Court perpetrated by Tescher and Spallina et al..  So Shirley’s estate was closed
 with a dead man, my father, illegally in January 2013 four months after he was dead and NO SUCCESSORS were
 ever chosen making Ted’s claims that he was a fiduciary at the hearing factually false.  
e) In fact, we learned at the two hearings that nobody represented the Estate of Shirley as Personal Representative in
 the proceedings due to this Fraud on the Court and no successors after Simon died have been issued Letters, which
 may leave those hearings open to rehearing with a Personal Representative representing the Estate interests.  After
 learning of this Fraud on his Court, Judge Colin stated that he had enough evidence of Fraud on his Court
 committed by Robert, Donald and Ted, to read you all your Miranda Warnings, twice.  Note these crimes that Judge
 Colin issued the Miranda Warnings for are for separate and distinct crimes from the crimes admitted to by Moran of
 FORGERY and FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZING six separate documents for six separate people in Shirley’s
 Estate and which she was subsequently ARRESTED for.  Where Colin stated these Miranda warnings directly to
 Ted, Donald, Spallina and Manceri and not to Moran and not in regard to her crimes but for their crimes.  The
 Miranda Warnings are in regard to the use of dead person Simon, as if alive, to file and serve official papers with
 the court, in a capacity he could not serve in while dead, which violates so many Probate Rules and Statutes that it
 is staggering and enough for Judge Colin to issue those warning on the record to all of you.
f) Ted, when you state in your letter that you have paid bills like electric, phones and internet I must correct you. 
 First off our Phones and Internet have been shut off twice already without warning or notice since you hijacked
 BFR and took over our bills causing great disruption to work efforts, the kids schooling, etc. and this failure to pay
 was done by you without any notice to us that you were deeming these utilities unnecessary and not paying the bills
 so they would lapse and get shut off and cost of a ton in back bills unpaid and deposits.  We even had to borrow
 some monies to reactivate them, as the deposits and reconnection costs were high but Candice paid them along with
 the deposits and therefore you did not pay them out of your loving concern as your letter falsely claims, nor pay
 them back as reimbursements. 
g) Since Ted has taken over the responsibilities for our bills from Janet Craig at Oppenheimer and Ted began acting
 as Manager of BFR instead of Janet and volunteered to receive and pay our bills and expenses for the last three
 months, bills and reimbursements are now for the first time in seven years over two months past due and with
 utilities lapsing and food and supplies cut off without notice.  Also, Ted and Robert, please explain how Ted
 became the alleged Manager of BFR from Oppenheimer without first getting approval from the Members of BFR,
 the Members are my children’s 2006 trusts with me as their guardian/trustee, and no legal steps were taken as
 required in the governing documents to transfer the Manager Title to Ted, which state,


“5.1.2 Initial Managers/Designation of Managers/Voting. The Members agree that the initial Manager of the
 Company is SIMON BERNSTEIN. Unless otherwise specifically agreed herein, business decisions of the Company
 shall be made by said Manager. The Members shall vote their Interests such that only the aforementioned person is
 Manager of the Company for so long as he is alive and not mentally disabled or incompetent. After proper notice, in
 the event of death or mental disability or incompetence of the Manager, the Members shall vote on and elect a new
 Manager.”
“5.7 Resignation. Any Manager of the Company may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Members of







 the Company. The resignation of any Manager shall take effect upon receipt of notice thereof or at such later date
 specified in such notice; and, unless otherwise specified therein, the acceptance of such resignation shall not be
 necessary to make it effective. The resignation of a Manager who is also a Member shall not affect the Manager's
 rights as a Member and shall not constitute a withdrawal of a Member.
“5.9 Vacancies. To the extent not expressly provided for in Section 5.1.2 "Voting Agreement of Members," and only
 to said extent, if any: Any vacancy occurring for any reason in the number of Managers of the Company may be
 filled by the affirmative vote of Members holding a majority of the Percentage Interests present at an election at a
 meeting of Members called for that purpose or by the Members' unanimous written consent. A Manager elected to
 fill a vacancy shall be elected for the unexpired term of their predecessor in office and shall hold office until the
 expiration of such term and until their successor shall be elected and qualified or until the Manager's earlier death,
 resignation or removal. A
Manager chosen to fill a position resulting from an increase in the number of Managers shall hold office until his
 successor shall be elected and qualified, or until his earlier death, resignation or removal.


The Members of BFR are DANIEL BERNSTEIN IRREVOCABLE TRUST dated September 7, 2006, JAKE
 BERNSTEIN IRREVOCABLE TRUST dated September 7, 2006 and JOSHUA Z. BERNSTEIN IRREVOCABLE
 TRUST dated September 7, 2006 who own 33.3% of BFR each.


I do not recall a vote to transfer Manager Role to Ted on Robert’s direction to Janet at Oppenheimer who was acting
 as Manager.  Janet claims Ted volunteered and she obliged.  Further, I do not recall ever voting Janet into the
 Manager role after Simon passed and I wondered how Robert had assigned that Title to her. 


From Bernstein Family Investments we find the following language,
“6. Business and Purposes. The purpose and business of the Partnership shall be the ownership, investment,
 management and control of the Property and other investment properties (including, without limitation, investments
 in real property, loans, business enterprises, marketable securities, either directly or through interests in
 corporations, limited partnerships, limited liability companies, and other entities), to provide a means for the
 BERNSTEIN family to own investment property and preserve its assets, and to conduct such other activities as may
 be necessary or appropriate to promote such business and purposes, it being agreed that each of the foregoing is an
 ordinary part of the Partnership's business. In addition to the foregoing, or as part thereof, the Partnership shall
 accomplish among other things the following: (a) maintain control over BERNSTEIN family assets contributed to
 it, (b) consolidate fractional interests in BERNSTEIN family assets, (c) seek to increase BERNSTEIN family
 wealth, (d) establish a method by which gifts can be made without fractionalizing BERNSTEIN family assets, (e)
 provide protection to BERNSTEIN family assets from future claims against members of the families, (t) facilitate
 the administration and reduce the costs associated with the disability or probate of the estate of members of the
 BERNSTEIN family, (g) provide a mechanism to resolve BERNSTEIN family disputes, and (h) if applicable, hold
 restricted securities until such securities become unrestricted and free of underwriting limitations of the Securities
 and Exchange Commission. The Partnership shall not engage in any other business without the prior consent of
 Limited Partners owning (in the aggregate) at least eighty (80%) percent of the limited partnership Interests owned
 by the Limited Partners.”


h) The fact that I am pursuing legally, Donald, Robert, Manceri, Moran, Baxley and Ted, to have all of you
 prosecuted for a host of proven, admitted and alleged criminal activities in the Estates of Shirley and Simon and
 have you jailed and fined for the damages, may have a lot to do with this sudden and unexpected retaliation to harm
 our family caused by the IRREFUTABLE AND ABSOLUTE ADVERSE INTERESTS now created between the
 alleged Personal Representatives in both Estates (Ted, Robert and Donald) and my family who are exposing the
 crimes, who are causing arrests to be made and who are filing criminal complaints notifying the authorities.  This
 illegal takeover of BFR and interference now bills of my family is further evidence that you are attempting to extort
 us and try to shut us down and starve us out before we have you all prosecuted for the crimes.  I have factually
 accused you Ted, Robert and Donald formally of extortion for this scheme in the courts and I will be adding Ted
 and Donald’s letters and this response as further evidence to all appropriate parties to illustrate the continued
 extortion.  I am also not sure what gives Ted and Robert the rights to pick and choose what bills you deem will be
 paid and what you will not for BFR, or determine where our kids go to school and how we should spend our
 inheritance monies but we also feel this in efforts to coerce us to take monies through the fraudulent distribution
 schemes you are demanding and stop having all of you prosecuted and exposed or else you will further misuse your
 alleged fiduciary powers to shut us down and cause financial harm and damages to our family and loot our
 inheritances and hijack my family’s entities left through our inheritances through various fraudulent schemes.  All







 we have to do to end the financial pains according to your letters is play your way and accept your terms and
 conditions, despite the alleged illegality of them.  
i) As you all know, Shirley and Simon for years paid our entire family’s living expenses because of our unique
 situation, which has made it very difficult for us to get jobs and more, due to death threats and car bombs and RICO
 related activities against us for the past decade, as Robert and Donald are well aware and why they were paid to do
 these elaborate planning devices exclusively for my immediate family,  Not only had these safeguards been in place
 for years before their deaths they planned carefully to make sure everything continued that way after their deaths
 through a series of documents, agreements, assets and entities they left for my family.  Ted’s letter claims that none
 of you know what I am talking about and nothing special exists. 
j) The records for some of the elaborate planning devices Simon and Shirley did, including Entities left to our family
 exclusively and the provisions to take care of our family made thereunder can be found online for Bernstein Family
 Realty LLC (“BFR”), Bernstein Family Investments LLLP(“BFI”) and Bernstein Holdings, LLC (“BHL”) at
 http://www.iviewit.tv/BFR%20BFH%20BFI%20RECORDS.pdf.   The Entities and other Trusts for my children
 and me were to be funded after their deaths and continue paying the expenses of BFR at Shirley and Simon’s deaths
 through my family’s inheritances.  According to Simon I was to be in charge of all of these Entities and Trusts
 when he died and managing them or electing Manager’s to them for my family.  There was to be no anticipated
 delays in transferring the inheritances or anticipated looting of our inheritances that would interrupt our family
 expenses being paid but now all of this has been stymied and delayed directly due to the proven and alleged
 criminal actions of you, Robert and Donald et al. causing an emergency situation on our family that the fiduciaries
 of the Estates caused through their delay tactics and criminal acts and now try to deny emergency distributions with
 intent to harm us. 
k) Ted, you and Robert and Donald will ultimately be responsible for these additional damages that you are
 intentionally heaping upon my family and children caused by these extortionary acts you, Robert and Donald, are
 all now taking part in.  This “Play or Pay” scheme, where I either accept monies through transactions I allege
 fraudulent and release my claims against you guys, stop requesting documents, accountings, inventories, etc. legally
 due to me to determine the actual value of the Estates or else my bills will be selectively paid, utilities will be shut
 down without notice, my children will kicked out of school without notice for nonpayment (in a few days),
 groceries and essential home and medical supplies funds will not be reimbursed (now for three months) and cut off
 without notice or explanation.  All of these intentional acts exposing three minor children to grave dangers and
 more, which is factually what is occurring.   Do you really think this is what Shirley and Simon planned all these
 elaborate protections for with Robert and Donald for my family?
l) Robert and Donald are acting as alleged Co-Personal Representatives in the estate of Simon and are acting in
 unknown and illegal capacities in Shirley’s estate, including using Simon when he was dead illegally to close
 Shirley’s estate and have been directly “involved” as Spallina admitted in the September 2013 hearing, in the Fraud
 and Forgery of Moran as the Attorney at Law directing her activities.  Additionally, Robert admitted his part and his
 law firm Tescher & Spallina, P.A.’s part in the separate and distinct crimes Spallina and Donald committed when
 perpetrating a Fraud on the Court in closing Shirley’s estate with Simon by fraudulently using Simon as if he were
 alive and serving as Personal Representative and Trustee while he was factually dead to illegally close her Estate,
 which has caused it to be reopened.  These acknowledgements and admissions of criminal acts Robert and Donald
 are directly involved in as stated in the hearing records, now mandate that they resign all fiduciary and legal counsel
 roles they claim to have in both Estates, as they are directly involved in proven and alleged criminal acts.  This
 again puts them with Adverse Interests to the Beneficiaries (especially my family) they are charged with
 protecting.  Where those same Beneficiaries, my family, are now criminally and civilly pursuing them and our
 efforts have led to the arrest of Moran already and well, the conflicts and adverse interests with us are irrefutable. 
 Yet, none of you can be expected to, sue yourselves, report yourselves to the authorities, remove yourselves as
 fiduciaries, or act to support the Beneficiaries that are pursuing you and for these reasons we are seeking the courts
 to remove all of you and protect the Beneficiaries but you all should do it voluntarily remove yourselves as required
 by Probate Rules and Statutes.  I have filed Motions to remove you all as fiduciaries in both Estates and I am
 waiting to have them heard.    
m) Ted, I am sure Robert, Donald and Manceri understand as attorneys at law the Rules and Statutes regarding
 Adverse Interests and Conflicts of Fiduciaries and know the Criminal Statutes rules on this as well and these all
 demand that in a situation like this where fiduciaries are intimately involved in criminal acts both alleged and
 proven, they must legally immediately resign from their fiduciary roles and any roles as counsel to any and all
 parties they are adverse to. I am really baffled at how Robert, Donald and Manceri’s E&O and malpractice
 insurance carriers are allowing them to continue to act in any capacities, legal or fiduciary in these matters now in
 light of what has happened and their involvement as learned at the hearings.  Perhaps they have not properly
 reported these matters to their carrier(s) at this point and this may put Beneficiaries at further risk.  Donald, Robert
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 and Manceri, please address in your response if each of you reported the massive liabilities yet to your carriers,
 which I have asked for and been denied in previous correspondences.  In your response please reply with your
 Malpractice and Liability Carriers names and numbers as I have requested prior and been denied.
n) We are glad after three months in control of all the bills and their payment directly and our multiple written
 requests for information regarding them, Ted and Donald have finally responded with what they now “deem”
 necessary and unnecessary living expenses but only in part, not in particular to the bills and reimbursements sent to
 BFR.  The response also a little late after three months of emails requesting payment or explanation for non-
payment Ted’s letter came after intentionally letting utilities lapse and become severely delinquent with large past
 dues with no notice and these hardships alone forced the kids to not attend school functions and sports events they
 were committed, including missing an international trip through the holidays and all without notifying us you
 would not be paying timely or at all, until after you knew the final hour for payment for their trips passed and
 causing them to miss the trips and us to lose large deposits.  Yes, you really succeeded in shattering our son’s trip to
 Poland and Israel after being nominated as 2 of 15 children nationwide and play with the Israel Professional
 Lacrosse players, coached by Harvard’s Assistant Lacrosse coach and you really screwed the whole team and plans
 that had been made months earlier.  We will not forget.
o) As for Candice’s credit card bills Ted that you state you will not pay as you deem them unnecessary and attempt
 to spin it in your letter like they are for her personal credit card account charges, well again your spin is sad when
 you know the charges are not personal credit card charges at all and are for, GROCERIES to feed our children,
 home maintenance supplies, kids clothing, kids medical bills and supplies and nothing personal for Candice.  You
 have the statements from her bank card with each charge billed with the vendor and category and so you know that
 these are food and essentials for the children.  It appears by trying to call these credit card bills of Candice’s that
 you are not paying, you are now claiming that Groceries, Food, Medical and School supplies that are what was
 charged are not deemed necessary by you but phone, internet, etc. are.  As you have not responded to our emails
 that explain this and the urgent need for these funds and have not reimbursed her for three months, we can only
 believe you do not “deem” these expenses as necessary as alleged fiduciaries or you knowingly and with intent are
 not paying them to harm us and force us to cease our pursuit of you and stop the looting of our inheritances? 
p) As you also know, Candice and I have traditionally over 6 years, paid for the reimbursable items with our
 personal funds and then they are timely reimbursed to us through Bernstein Family Realty (BFR) and other
 agreements and where again we would not to seek any funds from Donald, Robert, Janet or Ted, if our inheritances
 were not delayed through a series of fraudulent activities ALL due to the unclean hands and bad faith acts of the
 current fiduciaries who we now longer trust.  Further, if our companies, entities and trusts set up by Simon and
 Shirley prior to their deaths specifically for my family, were also not being interfered with and hijacked illegally by
 all of you, monies and assets would have already flowed to my family in the three years since my mother’s death
 and over a year since my fathers and still we do not even having accountings and inventories or any knowledge of
 our interests, in violation of Probate Rules and Statutes.  We would not have to ask Ted, Robert, Donald or anyone
 else for EMERGENCY INTERIM DISTRIBUTIONS for our THREE MINOR CHILDREN and family to pay the
 expenses were it not for all the delays you have caused. 
q) These Adverse Interests and hostilities towards Beneficiaries you are alleged fiduciaries for, including three
 minor children that you are supposed to be acting to protect put you instead doing everything in your powers to
 harm them in efforts to stop us from pursuing you criminally and civilly, especially now that an arrest has been
 made and the tip of the iceberg of the crimes are being exposed.  This is the traditional definition of extortion Ted
 with you, Robert and Donald withholding monies from our inheritances and forcing us to beg for interim
 distributions because of the hardships intentionally cause and then using our children as pawns by withholding their
 food monies, school tuition monies, forcing them without notice to miss long planned school trips, stealing one’s
 car, turning off their utilities with no notice and more, unless of course we play your way and accept your terms,
 according to you and Donald’s letters. 
r) To answer your letters question about what we are doing about you cutting off these funds without warning and
 notice and leaving us in a bad way overnight and asking further if we have made alternative plans of funding these
 expenses, well, the answer is we did not seek other avenues of funding for these expenses.  The reason was because
 they have ALL always been paid for by BFR both pre and post Shirley and Simon’s deaths and we were given no
 notice or warning that suddenly, once you took over BFR’s bills that they were not going to be paid or paid as you
 now deem fit, until your letter three months later with the bills already way overdue and utilities and groceries shut
 off.  Your letter was timed months late so that utilities, food, school trips and events would be unpaid with super
 large past due balances and cause us severe economic and emotional hardships with no time to prepare once you
 finally sprung it on us, all of which you claim could be resolved if we take monies as you demand, accept you
 estimates on our inheritances without proper accountings and inventories legally owed to us, release our civil and
 criminal claims against you and your friends and commit several frauds in so doing.  Ted the December 06. 2013







 letter came only after repeated written requests for three months demanding to know what was going on with BFR
 and our bills and reimbursements once you began receiving them directly to yourself and all those requests for
 information went unanswered and this timed failure was to leave us without food and utilities paid at the very last
 minute and leaving us with no time to prepare a Plan B due to further Breaches of fiduciary duties and further
 alleged criminal acts, so no, we had not prepared for your surprise attacks. 


3) In response to your claim, “As there is a finite amount of money to be distributed to the boys’ trusts, the level and
 type of expenses you have requested cannot be justified in light of the current financial situation of your family.
 Paying the household bills for your family is not my responsibility as trustee or in any other capacity. You have
 repeatedly stated that I now have fiduciary responsibility for your family and therefore, I am responsible for paying
 bills and making support payments. That is not the case.”


a) Ted, in your letter you claim that you are acting as a fiduciary under Shirley’s Trust and making payments at your
 discretion of our bills and yet claim you are not responsible for paying our bills or making support payments as
 Trustee, when you know these interim emergency distributions are due to the delays caused by others bad faith acts
 in holding up our inheritances which would be paying the bills.  I am confused as this seems double talk.
b) What is a finite amount of money?  Since we have not received Inventories for the Trusts of Shirley or Simon
 since their deaths or accountings for the Estates and Trusts of either, in violation of multitudes of Probate Rules and
 Statutes, as pled in my pleadings with the courts I listed below, the amount of inheritances remains a mystery and
 large discrepancies between our estimates exist.  There is a finite amount of space in the universe too but when
 dealing with inheritances it should be a specific and well defined amount with generally accepted accounting
 principles that lead to exact numbers to the penny.  What is this amount to be distributed exactly and what are levels
 and types of expenses that are also undefined in your letter and why are some bills like grocery bills not justified
 expenses according to you?
c) Again, we do not believe that the boys may be the ultimate beneficiaries wholly and your last minute efforts to
 change Simon and Shirley’s Beneficiaries, alleged Post Mortem, will most likely not stand for a number of other
 reasons already explained in particular in my court pleadings and pled in the October 28, 2013 hearing.
d) Ted, in one breath you claim you are making distributions in some capacity as an alleged fiduciary of Shirley’s
 Estate and Trusts and as such you would have fiduciary responsibilities for my family as Beneficiaries in that
 capacity contrary to your claim for interim distributions when called for to take care of the necessary needs and
 expenses of the beneficiaries.  Also, as alleged Manager of Bernstein Family Realty LLC, you have other
 obligations to my family as described in the documents for that entity exhibited already herein.  As the alleged
 Trustee and Personal Representative you are responsible to make support payments to beneficiaries, especially in
 emergencies that are due to criminal acts of the fiduciaries, Robert, Donald and yourself.  We understand why you
 are refusing to help us when we are the one exposing your crimes and having the arrest of your friend Moran made
 and how upset and angry you are at us but imagine how we feel about your acts.
e) Please provide, Robert, Donald and Ted, instead of an unknown “finite” number an exact and definite factual
 number of funds that you allege will be going into the children’s trusts with all supporting accounting of our
 interests to the penny, as we still have NO accountings in either of the Estates or the Trusts and no inventories of
 the Trusts in either Estate at this time, for over three years in Shirley’s estate and over a year in Simon’s estate, in
 violation of Probate Rules and Statutes.  Therefore, since this “finite” number is a mystery today even to you, it can
 only be solved by full and formal accountings and inventories of the Estates and Trusts of both Shirley and Simon. 
 After reviewing the Simon’s inventory that was given to us by Judge Colin in the October 28, 2013 hearing in
 SIMON’S Estate that was never published to the beneficiaries by the alleged fiduciaries/personal representatives,
 again in violation of Probate Rules and Statutes, a whole host of assets now appear to not have been listed in the
 Inventory of both Shirley and Simon that we will be further noticing the courts and state and federal authorities
 about, showing millions of dollars of assets gone missing and unreported as required by state and federal law.
f) Donald, your letter claims that Candice and I believe my parents were worth more than they were but yet you and
 Robert and Ted acting as fiduciaries have ever notified the beneficiaries of their exact interests to this date in
 violation of Probate Rules and Statutes and thus this is the real reason for no one knowing what the “finite”
 amounts are that you claim are nothing but put forward on the record and in your letter only guesses and
 generalizations about the numbers.  Why?


4) In response to your claim, “Janet Craig at Oppenheimer Trust has not “forwarded” responsibility to me. Can you
 help me understand why you believe she has done so and why you believe that Robert Spallina directed her to? I am
 not aware of Oppenheimer having any responsibility to pay bills for your family. You sought distributions from the
 Oppenheimer trusts for support because the trusts owned the house that you live in and those were the only monies







 available to pay the ongoing expenses of the home and related items because you willfully continue to avoid
 seeking employment. Even if Oppenheimer hypothetically did have such responsibility, it could not be forwarded to
 me as you have completely drained each of the boys’ trust accounts set up by mom and dad during their lifetime to
 support your family which is an obligation that you have to your children and not vice versa. Janet Craig has not
 forwarded instructions to me of any kind. I have nothing to do with Bernstein Family Realty and therefore, I have
 not missed any deadlines. I cannot and would not consider acting in any formal capacity as a result of the slander,
 defamation and misrepresentations levied against me by you.”


a) Ted, as for your claim that you are not responsible and Janet Craig has not forwarded responsibility for our
 family’s bills and payment of them to you, the lies are thick here so I quote Janet from her August 28, 2013 email
 that she copied both you and Robert on, where she states,
“Please be advised [Eliot] that we will not be paying bills during this transition period.  Ted Bernstein has agreed to
 become the Managing Member of Bernstein Family Realty and all questions regarding the payment of household
 bills should be directed to him.” 
b) I presume Ted that you are stating that Janet has lied in this email regarding your volunteering to be
 MANAGING MEMBER of BFR and responsible for the payment of the household bills forward or that you just are
 plain delusional.  As BFR is a company owned by my family and you, Donald and Robert have nothing to do with
 it, or the children’s school trust funds that were depleted at Oppenheimer on Robert’s direction, I am not sure how
 or why you two became involved and seized BFR and hijacked these responsibilities and how exactly Oppenheimer
 allowed this and transferred the Managing Member role to you in violation of the BFR language I cited above and
 knowing I was pursuing you and Robert in the courts.  Of course, as evidenced in my prior correspondences with
 you, Robert, Donald and Oppenheimer, I have exhibited that the documents giving Oppenheimer fiduciary rights
 are also flawed and improperly signed and notarized and those documents have been also submitted to the courts
 and will be shortly submitted to state investigators for alleged fraud.  I am asking you, Robert and Donald also to
 explain what rights and authorities you had to interfere in BFR and the children’s school trust funds in the first
 place and what capacities you acted in, I have asked now for several months and NO response to these questions. 
c) Ted, acting as alleged successor trustee to Shirley’s Trusts and also as alleged Personal Representative and
 Trustee of her Estate as you claimed on the record and with Tescher and Spallina acting as alleged Co-Personal
 Representatives of Simon’s estate, all of you DO have fiduciary responsibilities to my family and our expenses and
 responsibility to make emergency interim distributions to cover them, where the emergencies are due to the delays
 caused by the criminal activities already described herein caused by all of you in your attempts to loot the estates,
 while suppressing and denying all the information owed to me and my children as beneficiaries in violation of
 Probate Rules and Statutes.  Again, the claim that you do not have fiduciary responsibilities in regards to my family
 and BFR appears delusional, as in one breath you claim you have the powers as a fiduciary to open the mail of
 BFR, pay BFR bills, manage my family’s company and affairs as you see fit and in the next breath you deny that
 you have these responsibility, despite Janet Craig specifically transferring the bills and responsibilities to you at
 your and Robert’s direction.  I am also uncertain why Janet involved you at Robert’s request and we have requested
 in prior correspondences to know how you volunteered and why for the BFR Manager Position from Janet and still
 have not received answers.  Where according to the records of BFR, no transfer of Manager Title could have taken
 place without the owners of BFR (my three sons trusts that I am Trustee of) approving and voting in the successor,
 all of which did not take place when Oppenheimer transferred the Title to you on the direction of Spallina.
d) Oppenheimer had been paying the bills of my family through BFR for over a year after Rachel had been handling
 it for Simon while he was Manager of BFR and then for months after he died until Robert got busted at Legacy
 Bank having Rachel use Simon’s BFR Legacy account months after Simon died.  Ted, Robert and Donald you are
 all wholly aware that Oppenheimer was paying these bills that you volunteered to handle and pay as Manager of
 BFR and have been copied on several emails by Oppenheimer regarding the bills and their payment through BFR,
 so your claim that you are wholly ignorant here and have no knowledge seems further delusional. 
e) Ted, to clarify, I never sought anything from Oppenheimer and let me explain. Robert directed Janet Craig from
 the start.  First off, we would not even know Janet if Robert had not introduced us to her after he was caught using
 accounts of Simon’s after his death that were BFR accounts that Simon was Manager and sole signatory for.  Where
 Spallina had directed Rachel Walker to write checks from the BFR account in Simon’s name after he was deceased
 in violation of law.  After you fired Rachel abruptly, Robert then tried to get Candice to start ILLEGALLY signing
 checks out of the BFR account and as this seemed really illegal for Robert to tell Candice to write checks out of
 Simon’s BFR account months after he was dead.  So finding this hard to believe was legal as we were assured, we
 contacted Legacy Bank to check with Rachel on the line and when they found out that accounts of Simon’s were
 being used months after his death and no one had notified them that Simon had died, well they FROZE THE
 ACCOUNT and told Rachel and myself that no one could use Simon’s accounts any longer and that it was







 ILLEGAL since his death.  Perhaps this is why Simon’s other accounts listed in his estate Inventory were so low. 
 Legacy Bank then directed us to have the Personal Representatives contact them immediately as they could not give
 Rachel or me any information as we were not on the accounts and neither was Candice.  This writing of check
 without authorization again appears to be FELONY CRIMINAL ACTS.  We have asked several times for an
 accounting of BFR to see how much was taken out and by whom after Simon died but have been denied and
 refused our requests.
f) That at this time and we are still unsure how when Simon died he was replaced as Manager of BFR by
 Oppenheimer, again without consent of the owners as required in the entities papers but after Robert spoke with
 Janet he told us Oppenheimer took over control as Manager of BFR.  That then Spallina, not I, directed
 Oppenheimer to open a new BFR account to replace the one SEIZED AND FROZEN for illegal and unauthorized
 use at Legacy Bank.  Spallina then introduced us to Janet and told us to have all the bills transferred to her from
 BFR and she began to receive them directly through BFR at her office and began paying them from the new BFR
 account established at Oppenheimer.  I quote again from Oppenheimer’s letter of August 28, 2013, copied to both
 you and Robert,
“As you are aware, the trusts for Daniel, Jacob and Joshua have depleted over time due to the payment of your
 household bills.  I have spoken with Mr. Spallina and he has informed me that the household bill payments will not
 be refunded to the trusts.   We have therefore decided to terminate the trusts due to their de minimus market
 values… Please be advised that we will not be paying bills during this transition period.  Ted Bernstein has agreed
 to become the Managing Member of Bernstein Family Realty and all questions regarding the payment of household
 bills should be directed to him” 
Only a week or so earlier she had stated she was turning the Managing Member role over to me but in the follow up
 email she suddenly at the direction of Robert and Ted switched to Ted.  From that quote I think you can understand
 why we believe that Robert Spallina directed Janet to act, which completely contradicts your letters claim that we
 directed her to do anything.  As stated in several correspondences and motions filed thus far and served upon all of
 you the use of the BFR legacy accounts for months after Simon was dead (without noticing Legacy that he was
 dead either) was illegal and when Robert allegedly transferred the frozen Legacy accounts and directed Janet to
 open a new Oppenheimer account for BFR to then pay the family expenses, which she then did for months, Janet
 then claimed the BFR funds were running out and Robert then directed Janet use our children’s pre funded School
 Trusts to pay the expenses of our family, promising the inheritances were on the way and these trusts would be
 replenished if necessary.  We have asked Robert and Donald and Oppenheimer to provide us under what authority
 Robert directed all of these transactions and why Oppenheimer acted under his authority and direction when they
 were alleged Managers of BFR and acting as Trustees of the children’s school trusts, and yet no replies have been
 tendered regarding this after months of repeated requests to Donald, Robert and Janet. 
g) From Janet’s initial contact with us on December 12, 2012 she also states,
“Because of your unique situation, and at the request of your father's attorney, Robert Spallina, we have set up an
 automatic transfer of $1,000 from each of the boys' trust to the Bernstein Family Realty LLC to cover the family's
 household bills.  We will also pay any school expenses for each boy from their respective trusts.”
h) From this quote Ted, we see that from the start Oppenheimer was directed by Robert, not me, on how to misuse
 our children’s school trust accounts for our family’s business expenses and switched from having them paid from
 the BFR accounts to my kids’ pre funded trusts for school. Ted, now that you volunteered to take the helm of the
 my family’s business BFR and expenses as a successor fiduciary in BFR, despite the obvious conflicts created in
 your taking that job immediately after you became aware that I am pursuing you, Robert, Donald and Moran both
 civilly and criminally in state and federal forums and where it just seems strange that knowing these facts that
 create adverse interests, you would then suddenly and without notice to me or my family volunteer for the BFR
 Manager position and to pay, I mean not pay, our bills.  This all happening after you and Robert had conversations
 with Janet to seize this management title illegally and now you falsely claim you have no responsibilities and no
 idea of what I am talking about and attempting to twist the truth to appear that we directed all of this with
 Oppenheimer despite the factual record. 
i) Please, as we have requested several times of all of you, provide all details of all conversations and
 correspondences you, Robert and Donald have had with anyone at Oppenheimer regarding my family’s businesses
 or accounts, which requests for this information have gone unanswered by Oppenheimer, Robert, Donald and you
 for months.  Also include who at Oppenheimer, you, Robert and Donald are working with other than Janet and
 Hunt Worth, any party, including those friends of yours who transferred from the Sir Robert Allen Stanford Bank,
 now infamous as the Stanford Ponzi and provide all details of all correspondences with any of them in any fashion
 regarding my family’s affairs or the affairs of the estates of Shirley and Simon. 
j) Also, I asked Janet for letters that were sent by Simon shortly before his death for accountings of his accounts as
 he felt that monies may be missing from the accounts in large amounts and wanted full accounting and







 information.  I also allege that large amounts may be missing from Simon’s investment accounts and as I and my
 children have been denied as Beneficiaries accountings and inventories for the trusts and accountings for the
 estates, in violation of Probate Laws and Statutes, I again request herein all these records, accountings, inventories
 and any correspondences of Simon with Oppenheimer.
k) Please provide a complete accounting of BFR’s Legacy Bank Account from start to finish, so we can ascertain
 how much money was illegally written from the account after Simon’s death and for what.
l) Ted, contrary to your letters claim, Oppenheimer did have fiduciary capacities and still does and was paying the
 bills through BFR for a year and this is not “hypothetical” as your letter indicates. The Trustees of the children’s
 trusts are still alleged to be Oppenheimer and further as the children’s trusts also own stock in a company LIC
 Holdings, which you are also involved in, we have made several requests under Florida statutes to you, Robert,
 Donald and Oppenheimer for information regarding those LIC stocks and company records as shareholders and
 have been refused timely response to the legal requests.  This stock in LIC is still in the children’s trusts and shows
 that contrary to your claim that nothing is in the trusts, there are still assets in them.  I do note that in an inventory
 received in Simon’s estate from Judge Colin at the October 28, 2013 Evidentiary Hearing, over a year after Simon
 died, which was suppressed and denied and not distributed timely to the beneficiaries according to Probate Rules
 and Statutes by Spallina and Tescher, the LIC Holdings stock has a To Be Determined value listed in the
 Inventory.  In fact, Simon’s inventory shows these stocks and a To Be Determined value and thus your claims the
 trusts do not have value is absurd and again appears delusional in light of the factual evidence but it must also be
 determined through accountings and records still denied and suppressed.
m) I am not sure why you attempt to claim that we, Candice and I, are willfully not seeking employment.  As you
 know I am full time employed pursuing my patent rights and I even exhibited in my petition alleging you are
 extorting us to the courts, that I am in current negotiations with AT&T for 30% of their entire stock and have
 several hundred other Fortune 500 infringers I am currently pursuing for my royalties and so I am not sure what you
 refer to.  I am also employed currently having to defend and protect my inheritances for my family from the likes of
 you and Robert and spending much time having to have prosecuted these things like FORGERY and FRAUD in the
 estates.  I also work on a Federal RICO action I am pursuing for a Trillion dollars against many thousands of other
 infringers of my technologies and those responsible for attempting to steal them, some of your friends included,
 especially those from the Stanford Ponzi that transferred I believe to Oppenheimer and JP Morgan after Stanford
 was arrested for the second biggest Ponzi in US history, (where other accounts of Simon and Shirley are alleged
 missing) and your friends at Proskauer, Greenberg Traurig and Gerald Lewin.  I believe Simon prior to his death
 was also questioning Oppenheimer and JP Morgan on what he thought were discrepancies in the family’s accounts
 prior to his death and have asked Oppenheimer to produce those records and they have failed to produce those at
 this point or even respond.  My jobs do not pay me at this time and as you know Simon and I had an agreement that
 covered me working to pursue both his and mine patent interests and interests in Iviewit companies.  By the way,
 did you or Robert ever get the stock certificates from Lewin or Proskauer that they prepared and distributed to
 Simon regarding his interests in those Iviewit companies they set up as I do not see them on the inventory of
 Simon?  Please, Robert, Donald and Ted respond as to what has happened with those Iviewit companies stocks, as
 you were in charge of contacting those parties and getting copies of them if you lost them or could not find them,
 like you cannot find trusts and insurance policies that were in your care and part of the estates? 


5) In response to your claim, “I do hope that one or both of you are making arrangements to assume responsibility
 for your household expenses from income or other assets you may have. It appears there is an enormous
 discrepancy between what you believe to be the value of the estate and trust assets and what actually will be
 distributed to each trust. Case in point is that you continue to send your children to one of the most expensive
 private schools in the area as if there are unlimited funds to do so. If you can afford to send the boys to private
 school with money other than their limited trust funds, that is a choice you are free to make as parents. In total, I do
 not anticipate there being more than $200,000 - $250,000 for each of the trusts for your children. Of course, this is
 before creditors and expenses and I have serious concerns about the expenses being incurred by the estate and the
 trusts for litigation you are unnecessarily generating.


a) Ted, your statement,  “It appears there is an enormous discrepancy between what you believe to be the value of
 the estate and trust assets and what actually will be distributed to each trust” is about the first thing you and
 Donald’s letters state that is true and factual.  We do not have any idea what the actual value of the Estates and
 Trusts are due to you, Robert and Donald’s continued suppression and denial of information to make an accurate
 determination and therefore you are correct and we do not know the exact value of our inheritances and as
 beneficiaries we are legally owed this information and to know all of our interests, again this behavior by alleged
 fiduciaries violates Probate Rules and Statutes. 







b) We eagerly await all the Estate documents, accountings, trust accountings, bank statements, corporate records,
 etc. owed to us that have been requested repeatedly over the last year and half, you even denied our requests by
 counsel and still most of the requested information has never come that is necessary to fully understand the values
 of the Estates, where assets have gone thus far and to whom, all necessary to get a full accurate accounting and
 inventorying done.  We have filed both criminal and civil complaints regarding a wealth of assets we allege are
 fraudulently being absconded with and many we now find are not on the Inventories regarding personal properties
 we just received. 
c) Simon and Shirley’s gross estates being valued at a total of four million as a guess by you and Robert when asked
 by Judge Colin in court at the September 13, 2013 hearing was laughable to say the least, when Simon had listed
 immediately prior to his death his home at $3,900,000 and the condo at $2,195.000, with IRA’s worth several
 million for him and Shirley, with $1,700,000 on one insurance policy, a minimum 2.5 Million in one JP Morgan
 account as learned at the September 13, 2013 hearing and untold amounts in Simon’s other investment accounts
 with JP Morgan and Oppenheimer.  These numbers alone exceed well over $4,000,000 with just these assets.  There
 are many other assets including missing jewelry and more as more fully defined in my petitions and motions that
 inflate the total worth even higher and parole evidence has the value of the estates between 20 million to 100
 million as stated in my pleadings with the courts. 
d) Therefore, we again demand that you, Donald, Robert and Manceri immediately turn over all financial and tax
 records, bank accounts for each account of Shirley and Simon’s, both personally and corporately, for the last ten
 years, with all corporate records, stock records, investment account records and any other information required to
 be given to Beneficiaries under Probate Rules and Statutes.  Again, you have Breached your fiduciary duties by
 failing to provide information thus far and thus leaving us in the dark as to the values of our inheritances and we do
 not believe for one minute your guesses and estimates as to the worth of our inheritances or the value of the gross
 Estates, especially with the criminal activity already proven in the Estates that have now caused an irreparable
 distrust for you, Donald, Robert and Moron and anything you say or put forward.
e) As you all know, our inheritances were to pay our expenses when Simon and Shirley died and whether Candice
 and I have jobs to pay them as a backup plan is not what matters, although I appreciate your spin and twist of what
 is going on to attempt to make this seem like our responsibility.  We did not anticipate these delays in our
 inheritances and the looting of the Estates and we assume that as soon as you all resign or are removed by the courts
 we will get the funds from non-conflicted fiduciaries that do not have absolute adverse interests with us and intent
 to harm us paid as interim distributions for the emergencies you have created for our family, not us.
f) Ted, your $200,000 to 250,000.00 estimate for my boys trusts in Shirley’s Estate, who may not be determined by
 the courts to be the Beneficiaries as we learned in the Evidentiary Hearing, well that seems way off, just using the
 sale of the proceeds of the condo you sold while acting in an unauthorized fiduciary capacity as Personal
 Representative and Trustee of the Estate and Trusts and not including the other assets in the Trust they have that
 much.  Again however, because you have failed to send Inventories and Accountings for the Trusts you allegedly
 are acting as Trustee for, these numbers still remain a mystery according to your letter, again this suppression and
 denial of information is in violation of Probate Rules and Statutes.  You however sold the Condo at $1.6 Million,
 way below the market value Simon had it listed at on the day he died of $2,195.00, in what appears a self-dealing
 fire sale transaction that despite me and my counsel’s protests not to sell anything without first notifying my
 children’s counsel or me you went ahead in a secreted transaction and sold it anyway and have not provided us any
 transaction details of the sale either pre or post sale since May 2013, again in violation of Probate Rules and
 Statutes. 
g) Ted, the amount of $200-250k you claim would not be the amount they would receive if the Condo were divvied
 up the way you think, if the 2012 alleged changes to Shirley’s Estate made allegedly by Simon were to hold up in
 court and the monies were split between the 10 grandchildren, as it would only be $160,000.00 to each child.  The
 number you are using more accurately reflects the amount of the Condo sale they would receive if the 2012 alleged
 changes are accepted but the alleged beneficiary changes are limited to the Beneficiaries Simon’s alleged Limited
 Power in Shirley’s Estate and Trusts could be used for, where then only 6 grandchildren would split the condo
 monies as you and Pam and your lineal descendants would be wholly excluded.  Since I have three of those six
 children this would equate to $800,000.00 for the three of them or $266,000 each, which more closely matches your
 number.  Finally, in the most likely beneficiary scenario, after we litigate these issues and hear all my unheard
 Motions, if the 2012 alleged changes made by Simon are denied by the courts in toto it would be $533,333 to me
 Jill and Lisa directly.  Of course, there is Shirley and Simon’s house and other assets in the Trusts that would inflate
 the amounts coming to either my children or me or both making the number way above your estimate.  Again, we
 are demanding no transaction take place the Lions Head Lane home or with any other assets in the Estates and
 Trusts without our prior approval and consent and full disclosures and without all of these matters fully resolved in
 the Courts, especially in light of the criminal activity proven and alleged in the Estates thus far, including your sale







 of the Condo while signing Tax Forms claiming you were the Personal Representative at time when you factually
 were not.  In fact, factually you are still not issued Letters as of this date.
h) As you know, Shirley and Simon set up Trusts and inheritance monies for our children’s schooling and to fund
 our family expenses well into the future and paid in advance for the kids colleges and these Trusts and others we
 allege are being interfered or missing entirely.
i) As for deductions for creditors and legal expenses, well again Ted, Robert and Donald, all these legal expenses are
 a direct result of your failures and Breaches of Trust and fiduciary duties, including criminal acts of Fraud on the
 Court, Fraud on the Beneficiaries, admitted Forgery, proven Notary Fraud, violation of Probate Rules and Statutes
 and more, all of which forced the reopening of Shirley’s Estate.  As for creditors Ted that appears to be a liability
 almost wholly attributable to your alleged fraudulent activities that has got the Estates tangled up in your mess.  All
 these damages will be incurred by all of you as a result of your actions, so I would not be so fast to deduct them
 from any of the injured parties exposing you to further liabilities.  Therefore, we believe all these costs, legal fees
 and liabilities caused will be ultimately paid by those who caused the expenses and damages and not those who
 have brought the criminal acts and more to the attention of the courts, exposed the FELONY CRIMINAL
 MISCONDUCT to the authorities leading to arrest and who have already been damaged by these costs as a result. 


6) “Further, I am not aware of the other special and elaborate estate planning documents that have been created for
 your permanent support as you continue to state with such conviction. It would be extremely beneficial if you could
 provide them to me, Don and Robert at this point as there is nothing that was done to our knowledge despite your
 continued allegations. In fact, you were on the conference call that dad set up with me, Pam, Lisa, Jill and Robert
 shortly before his unexpected death where he told all of us that he was directing the estate and trust monies to the
 grandchildren and not to any of us and you (and we) agreed that he made the right decision. You entered into an
 agreement with mom and dad in 2007 which provided that any monies they gave you to help support your family,
 including medical insurance reimbursements, during their lifetimes ($100K/year) would be considered as an
 advance against any inheritance you would receive. A condition of this arrangement was that you not threaten or
 sue anyone in the family which is all you have done since our father’s death.”


a) As far as your statement “Further, I am not aware of the other special and elaborate estate planning documents
 that have been created for your permanent support as you continue to state with such conviction” it appears a
 ludicrous when you are fully cognizant that Shirley and Simon set up companies and trusts solely for me and my
 children to protect us both while living and after they died.  In fact, YOUR ACTING AS A MANAGER
 ILLEGALLY FOR ONE OF THEM, BFR and BFI and BHL are exhibited herein already as further evidence of
 elaborate Estate planning for my family that Shirley and Simon did while alive as part of their estate plans.   Shirley
 and Simon paid for and protected a home for my children in companies the children own and set up these entities to
 pay for our family’s expenses without interruption after their deaths through our inheritances.  This was being done
 up until you seized and hijacked control of BFR a few months ago.  You know the unique position we are in and
 why Shirley and Simon took these actions to protect my family, with people threatening our lives and bombing of
 our car (remember you were the last in possession of the car before a bomb was put in it) and obstructing justice in
 our court cases and phone and wiretapping us illegally and all that jazz, as fully defined in the May 2013 Petition I
 served all of you.  Ted with Robert’s assistance you volunteered and were given by Janet title to be Manager of
 BFR and illegally seized control of one of these elaborate planning devices used to protect our family that you ask
 about, as if you do not know of these things and how they were designed to protect us.  Now you are trying to use
 undo these elaborate plans to directly harm us and prevent us from prosecuting all of you.  You are all also in
 possession of an alleged Mortgage on our home that Simon took out to himself, to protect the house from creditors
 and defendants in my RICO while he was alive and this again was an elaborate planning device to protect my
 family that you guys are now trying to claim is somehow an enforceable Mortgage owed to Simon and trying to
 evict the kids from their home.  Robert at first stating the Mortgage was to be forgiven at Simon’s death and then
 later when I sought counsel to protect my children and myself and attempt to get the estate documents released to
 us, he threatened he would foreclose on us if we did not cooperate with him and if we retained counsel to review
 what appeared fraudulent transactions, to get the records owed to us for two years and more. 
b) Ted, you and Robert were also acting with Walt Sahm regarding his mortgage on our home and falsely acting as
 Managers of BFR to him prior to Janet turning over that title to you and avoiding his calls and letters for his interest
 due for months.  You and Robert led Walt to believe you were acting as the Managers of BFR for months and all
 the while you jerked Walt along refusing to respond to him while you knew that Oppenheimer at that time was
 Manager of BFR and never told him to get his interest from them, again while acting in an imposter fiduciary role. 
 Walt even stated to us in the letters I forwarded to you that he felt that you and Spallina were intentionally trying to
 force him to foreclose on our family by failing to respond to his repeated written and verbal calls for interest due of







 $3,800.00 for months.  He was then forced to get an attorney whom you and Robert also avoided, similar to what
 Robert and Donald did to my children’s counsel Christine Yates and Walt details that abuse in the letters I have
 provided all of you.  Prior to being forced to foreclose on us, Walt, being a friend of Simon’s made a call to me and
 apprised me of the situation and what you and Robert were doing to him and his lawyer while acting as Managers
 for BFR and he was really confused as to why you dodge and evade him and leave him no other option than to
 foreclose to collect his interest, which was really bizarre when we learned one of the interest options he offered on
 his loan was a deferment of interest and thus would have cost nothing to BFR but still no response from you and
 Robert to his repeated requests.  So when he called me Walt said he felt he had no other option but file foreclosure,
 which he could not believe he was being forced to do, as evidenced in his letters.  As Walt stated emphatically in
 his letter to me that foreclosing was 100% opposite of Shirley’s and Simon’s intentions and told me in writing how
 disgusted and mortified he was at what was going on with you and Robert in regards to my family and in direct
 contrast to what he knew Shirley and Simon where doing in setting up these elaborate plans for my family and our
 home that he was directly involved in. 
c) Once I brought Walt’s claims to you and gave his letters to you, Robert, Donald and Oppenheimer, replete with
 his statements of disgust at your actions, things changed right quick and he was paid virtually overnight by
 Oppenheimer, as he had fingered you acting in an unauthorized capacity as Manager of BFR, when you and Robert
 knew you were not in that capacity at that time, as Oppenheimer was at Robert’s direction.  I also learned that
 Oppenheimer after learning that Walt was not paid for months while they were Manager then paid Walt, even after
 they had claimed they had no more money in the trusts for ANY of our expenses.  The worst part of that whole
 story is the whole time you and Robert intentionally avoided Walt and did not turn his requests over to Janet for
 payment when she was acting Manager of BFR, instead you and Robert went around telling everyone, including my
 children’s counsel and I, that Walt was threatening foreclosure and to stave it off Robert needed $100k to pay him
 immediately and I better sign up for your alleged insurance fraud scheme to get him paid or else be evicted, more
 play or pay extortionary tactics to participate in your illegal activities.  ALL OF THIS EVICTION AND
 FORECLOSURE STUFF ANOTHER BIG FAT LIE AND CON AND FURTHER EXTORTION!  I think that
 adequately gives you enough examples of the elaborate plans of Shirley and Simon for my children and family that
 you Robert and Donald are trying to now destroy instead of protect, due to your adverse interests and in the process
 causing great harm on our family with intent.  
d) Ted, your interpretation of the meeting with Simon in May of 2012 is again a fabrication as Dad did not tell us
 anything about his redirecting the Estate and Trust monies to the grandchildren, he merely stated he was thinking
 about doing such and wanted our agreement to his proposed plan.  Why he was thinking of doing such was due to
 extreme pressure being put on him at the time from you and Pam to force him to change the beneficiaries to include
 you and your children and Pam and her children back into the Estate plan.  This pressure you heaped on him from
 the minute Mom died was killing him and a direct result from the cruel and unusual abuse you and Pam were
 spearheading by trying to get all the other kids and grandchildren to boycott seeing Simon unless he made changes
 to the Estates and you were successful in your recruiting efforts with all but me, Candice and our children.  My
 family refused to participate in your plan to terrorize Simon by withholding not only our love for him but
 withholding our children from seeing him, in efforts to force him to bend to your ways and change the estate plans
 and stop seeing his companion Maritza.  You and Pam succeeded in getting Lisa and Jill on board and for over a
 year you had boycotted him over these matters and it was killing him.  When your children came to my house and
 tried to enlist my support to stop seeing Simon and Maritza, I thought they were nuts and told them to tell you so
 and I made contact with you and tried to reason with you to stop what you were doing as it was killing Dad and
 causing him great stress and we all know he had a sensitive heart and this torture could kill him.  That led to your
 letter to me and Dad in April 2012 that stated that we no longer existed to you and your only concern was for your
 wife and kids. 
e) Ted, it was my intervention that led Dad to hold the meeting in May 2012 to try and resolve the issues between
 you and Pam and the other girls (who only were upset about Maritza not a loss of inheritance) and Simon.  I was
 trying to help resolve these issues for both you and Pam to save Dad and help resolve things.  At the meeting in
 May 2012 Dad proposed a change of beneficiaries to possibly include you and Pam’s children ONLY, not you and
 Pam, back into the estate plan but only if the three beneficiaries, Jill, Lisa and me were willing to give up our
 inheritances and turn it over to the grandchildren instead.  Where you then agreed to cease the problems and hurt to
 Dad created by mainly YOU and let Dad see his grandchildren again.  The proposed agreement was that if Jill, Lisa
 and I executed on this plan after reviewing our interests that were suppressed and denied by Spallina and Tescher to
 me, Jill and Lisa as beneficiaries, you and Pam would stop the elder abuse, threats of lawsuits and torture of Dad
 and allow your children to see him again and move on.  I agreed I would do anything to stop Dad’s pain and
 suffering and then everyone else agreed in principal that this sounded like a good if Dad were to go through with it. 
 You really had nothing to agree to in the meeting regarding the Estate or Trusts or proposed plan because either







 way you personally were still being excluded and only me, Jill and Lisa were agreeing to give anything up in
 exchange for your and your children’s torture of Dad to cease.
f) Ted, at the May 2012 meeting it was also learned that you were claiming that you and Pam and your lineal
 descendants should be cut back into the inheritance in the estates because the businesses you inherited while Shirley
 and Simon were alive as given to you as living inheritances were now not doing well under your and Pam’s
 management and this was part of your claim to get back into the Estates and Trusts, despite the transfer of the
 businesses that were worth millions when you took them over in exchange for any future inheritances.  Further, you
 had the luxury all those years that me, Jill and Lisa or our children did not have of running businesses Dad started
 and grew for years’ worth millions and lived extravagant lifestyles from your living inheritances you took in
 exchange for any post mortem inheritances.
g) As I had just learned only days before the May 2012 meeting that I was one of three Beneficiaries of the Estate
 and Trusts of Mom and Dad, as my interests and the fact that I was even a Beneficiary had been suppressed and
 denied from me by Robert and Donald for 17 months after Shirley’s death, in violation of Probate Rules and
 Statutes.  Simon was quite surprised when he found out in scheduling the May 2012 meeting with me that Robert
 and Donald had never sent me, Lisa or Jill any information regarding our inheritances.  Part of the arrangement
 made in the May 2012 meeting so we could review the proposed Estate and Trust changes was that before I was to
 give up any interest and agree to any proposed change to the beneficiaries, Donald and Robert would send me an
 entire accounting and inventories of my interests and all documents and records that were owed to me for seventeen
 months since Mom’s death and they would be sent for my review before I waived any rights to any of my interests
 or changes were effectuated.  Robert and Donald agreed to send the information with other necessary documents for
 me to sign in the event Dad decided to go through with this proposal.
h) That days after the meeting I got one piece of paper from Robert and Donald, a Waiver, that I signed immediately
 like a good son to prevent further stress to Simon that could give him a heart attack but on that form I wrote in
 handwriting at the bottom and in the email I sent stating that I was only signing the Waiver to relieve Dad’s stress,
 despite having no idea what I was waiving rights in and that I was awaiting the documents regarding my inheritance
 from Robert and Donald to make my Waiver claims true.  Strange that the copies of the Waiver’s sent to the Court
 in my name are both missing the handwriting at the bottom and must not have been originals and where Moran has
 already admitted to creating one of the documents in my name from scratch, FORGING MY NAME and
 FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZING HER FORGED SIGNATURE and so I understand why that would be missing
 my handwritten note, however the email I sent had the note clearly stated just in case anything happened as Candice
 so smartly had me do.  I was being asked by Robert and Donald to waive interests in my inheritances and was
 claiming to have seen and have knowledge of and this and at the time I signed the statements were wholly untrue
 and why I wrote the note in the first place and at that time both Robert and Donald knew that I did not know what
 my interests were that I was waiving, as they never sent the documents detailing my interests as was required by
 Probate Rules and Statutes and intentionally suppressed and denied them and continue to this date to do so. 
i) Robert and Donald in fact never sent the information promised in the May 2012 meeting up until January of 2013
 when I had to retain counsel to attempt to get them as they continued to refuse to release these documents legally
 owed to me after countless written and oral requests.  Still yet, none of you have sent all of the requested and
 legally required records, accountings, inventories to me or my children as Beneficiaries in both Estates.
j) Having never received the records, etc. from Robert and Donald for months after the May 2012 meeting up to the
 time of Dad’s death and knowing that the war with you and Pam not only did not end but in your case Ted had gone
 from bad to extremely worse as fights between you and Dad intensified and there are witnesses to these fights who
 claim they never saw Dad so frightened and you outraged.  I assumed when Dad died that he decided not to go
 forward with the proposed plan, as nothing had been done, any new beneficiaries that would have been elected were
 never notified of any changes.  In fact, you, Pam, Jill and Lisa continued the hate on Dad and his companion
 Maritza to his dying day when you threw Maritza out of their home the night he died by threatening her at the
 hospital while he was dying to leave or else.  Since you, Pam, Lisa and Jill still were furious with Maritza and
 Simon until he died and you still were furious the Estate plans were not changed, you all continued to have boycott
 Dad and blocked your children from seeing him almost entirely until the day he died, it was obvious that the
 proposed plan in May 2012 was never executed on because your end of the proposed agreement was never
 honored.  Then suddenly after he dies, you make these claims that he changed the beneficiaries and refused to send
 the documents, forcing us to seek counsel to try and get them and we still do not have them and so it appears that
 Dad never made any changes while alive to the Estates beneficiaries and for good reason.  The changes all appear to
 be Post Mortem and the documents he filed DEAD while he could not serve them as Personal Representative and
 are still open to legal review according to Judge Colin’s order that states he is not reviewing at this time those
 documents filed while he served as Personal Representative but leaves open those he could not have served while
 Dead.







k) Ted, what is really scary about this is that your hate for Maritza that continued to his end led you to claim to the
 hospital that Maritza was poisoning Dad and hours after he died you had the Sheriff come to his house and take
 formal statements accusing Maritza formally of attempted murder through poisoning Dad.  Yet, Maritza was not
 some Anna Nicole and had no interests in the Estates and so it seemed odd she would murder him as you and
 Rachel claimed.  Additionally, the day he died, you contacted the Coroner’s office to order an Autopsy, which I
 believe failed to run a Poison screen, only a drug toxicology report was done and I am digging into that deeper now
 and further investigation with the Coroner regarding the tests done and reviewing the circumstances leading up to
 his death have been requested.
l) Ted, it was learned that you and Dad had a massive falling out only weeks before he died where you were still
 trying to force him, I believe with Robert along, to make changes to his estate plan and he would not.  At about this
 same time Dad also found that you and he were being sued by William Stansbury for several million dollars from
 acts done allegedly, according to Stansbury’s complaint, by you individually.  Allegations in his lawsuit include
 your fraudulently cashing checks made out to William and signing his name on them, taking monies owed to him,
 tricking him out of stock he owned in LIC Holdings and more.  That Dad according to witnesses was blown away
 when he first found out about William’s lawsuit thinking William, his close personal friend he loved like a son,
 would make such claims and sue him, when Dad had thought he had been paid by you what he was owed.  I believe
 when Dad looked into the matters further he found that monies of William’s and his own monies that were
 supposed to be reserved by you in the company were missing and he was furious with you and packed up his bags
 from the business office you shared with him, moved out and began to dissolve his business relations with you.  He
 abruptly left the office virtually overnight to start a new venture in a new business with Scott Banks, his assistant
 Diana’s husband, to get away from you and in fear of you.  When he contacted me and Candice to help get that
 business rolling he told he us left you because he was afraid of you and your wild temper and thought that you
 might have stolen money from William and him too.  Dad appears not to have joined your suit against William and
 you retained counsel that Dad would not participate with and I think Dad was thinking of suing you too for his
 monies lost.
m) Ted, Dad was afraid and at this time, only weeks before his passing “suddenly and unexpectedly” as you claim in
 your letter, as all these fights between you two really began to explode and about this same time he began to have
 all kinds of psychological and medical problems that he was going to doctor after doctor to see what was wrong and
 no one could figure it out.  Now that I think about it, it may have been poison and the question then would become
 who poisoned him and where it appears Maritza may have been the fall guy in the event something did come back
 and perhaps she was being set up by someone in case anything came back.  Maritza had no motive and I found it
 strange you would accuse her of such a serious crime without any real evidence other than Rachel’s and your
 account that she was some kind of money grabber. 
n) Ted, Robert and Donald, as for the agreement I entered into with Shirley and Simon in 2007 that was voided long
 ago when the terms were changed and things like BFR were set up instead to fund our expenses and Mom and Dad
 stated no chargebacks would be included in their estate planning documents and none were from what we have.  In
 fact, you, Robert and Donald did not even know of this old agreement until I put it forward in these matters to
 evidence that monies were being paid monthly for our living expenses since that time of that agreement to fund our
 living expenses. I did not see any listing for this contract on Simon’s personal property inventory or in any alleged
 2012 Amended and Restated Trust of Simon’s or Shirley’s 2008 Trusts, no call for chargebacks to me or my
 children relating to any contracts and thus not sure where you are heading with that other than a further attempt to
 make threats to me or commit further fraud. 


7) In response to your claim, “It seems to me that you do have access to resources that would allow you to pay for
 your expenses but for a host of irrational reasons you continue to block those funds as well. You stand to receive
 1/5 of the life insurance proceeds ($325,000) from dad’s policy. For the life of me, I cannot understand why you are
 challenging that policy in federal court, in Illinois. I am not a lawyer, merely an interested 1/5 party in the same
 policy, so my opinion of your challenge is probably of little legal value. With that said, my opinion is that you are
 doing nothing more than delaying the inevitable. Don’t you need funds to support your family? You seem to want
 the boys to partake in special activities that may help them in the future including this $15,000 lacrosse trip to play
 five games. You want them to attend privileged schools. You want Josh to have a car that will come with expenses
 for insurance, gas, maintenance. I am sure you will want to do the same for Jake.”


a) As you know Ted we do not have other access to resources that would us to pay our expenses and had not
 intended on needing them until our inheritances were delayed and are being looted not through hosts of irrational
 reasons but hosts of illegal reasons in violation of Probate Rules and Statutes, as discussed already herein and in my
 Motions before the courts.  I have not blocked any funds, I am just making sure they are transferred legally to the







 correct parties and the last wishes and desires of Shirley and Simon are carried out and not the plans of you and
 Robert et al. to make changes through Forgery, Fraud and more.  The insurance policy is a good start to explain just
 who is blocking funds.  The policy you mean that you, Robert and Pam claim is missing from the Estate and estate
 plans and no one can find even a copy of? Not only is there suddenly a missing policy but the trust you allege is the
 beneficiary of the policy, you, Robert and Pam also claim is missing from the Estate and estate plans and again no
 copies even of an executed copy exists.  Of course, we have pled that the policy and trust are being suppressed and
 denied so as to attempt to convert the asset from the proper beneficiaries to where you and Pam will benefit directly
 from these and other alleged fraudulent acts to fraudulently convey the proceeds of the policy.
b) This statement also appears delusional in relation to the realities regarding the insurance policy and much of this
 fraud is already before the federal court and I am not sure there are any insurance proceeds at this time or if they
 have been paid to a Federal Court in your alleged fraudulent Breach of Contract Lawsuit and now are lawsuit
 proceeds held by that court instead, for the time being.  I do not believe I stand to get 1/5 or any of the insurance
 proceeds from Simon’s policy LEGALLY through this fraud on a federal court and insurance fraud scheme, as
 Florida law clearly states that in the event of a lost beneficiary such as the lost trust or for any reason, the proceeds
 are then payable to the insured’s estate and therefore these proceeds should be legally paid to the Estate of Simon
 and then paid to the to be determined beneficiaries of the Estate, which obviously would not get you or Pam any
 monies directly, only your adult children might be part of the equation.  I have clearly explained why this Insurance
 Fraud scheme is legally flawed to you and Robert and put my allegations into my May 2013 pleading I filed with
 the court served upon you that remain unheard. 
c) What I did not know in May 2013 and until discovery in that lawsuit was given to me, was that Robert had filed
 an initial claim to the Policy acting as Trustee of a lost trust he claims never to have seen which was DENIED and
 this appears to be a fraud on the Insurance carrier and I have now made that claim to the Federal Court. 
d) It was good to see the insurance company was on their toes and denied Robert’s bogus claim and demanded a
 court order approving Robert’s claim to pay him as Trustee of a lost trust that no one had a copy of.  All this stinks
 to high heaven of suppression and denial of Estate documents to commit fraud.  More bizarre was after the carrier
 denied the claim to Robert and requested a court order, YOU personally filed the Breach of Contract Lawsuit for
 the claim that was not paid to Robert as Trustee of the Lost trust and in Your Breach Lawsuit against the carrier
 Jackson National, you suddenly claimed to now magically be the Trustee of the lost trust and not Robert.  Did you
 and Robert transfer roles while Lost in Space where you then transformed into the Trustee of the lost trust for the
 Federal Lawsuit filing, were the beneficiaries of the lost trust notified of the transfer of fiduciary titles from Robert
 to you?  Did you notify the Federal Court that Robert had filed the claim as Trustee fraudulently when you knew of
 his attempt to collect under this false fiduciary title?
e)  It was really freaky to see in Jackson’s National Counter Complaint that you were even advised by counsel prior
 to filing the lawsuit that you had no basis to file the lawsuit but chose to ignore this legal advice and instead had
 Pamela’s brother in law Adam Simon join your scheme to file the lawsuit as attorney of record in this vexatious and
 fraudulent lawsuit that attempts to abscond with the death benefits of the policy from the Estate to you and Pam’s
 family.  Worse yet, you did this intentionally behind my back and my counsel’s back at the time, instead leading us
 to believe you were seeking the requested court order from the probate court regarding approving your initial
 flawed beneficiary scheme as defined in my May 2013 pleading I served on you, Robert and Donald.  I do however
 disagree with the lawyer that advised you that you had no basis in filing the fraudulent lawsuit, you had lots of
 interest in filing it, as without it, YOU and PAM receive NONE of the benefits of the policy but if you are
 successful in this insurance fraud scheme through fraud on a federal court, you and her receive almost half, that’s a
 hell of an interest to file the lawsuit despite the illegal nature of doing so.
f)  I also pointed out that your attempts to move the proceeds of the policy out of the Estate and into you and Pam’s
 personal pockets in 2/5th parts was a clever scheme for you two to loot the Estate of the insurance and get monies
 from things you two had been wholly excluded from getting any benefits in.  What is sad is that through this
 Insurance Fraud scheme you would be taking the money in your pocket directly from the Breach of Contract suit
 while defrauding your own children and other minor beneficiaries of their rights to the benefits if the monies went
 to the Estate where it might be paid to them instead depending on who the TBD beneficiaries are. 
g) Sadder yet, you claim to be acting as Trustee’s for your children in the Estate on the one hand and converting the
 proceeds to your pocket on the other and this conflicting and adverse interest to put the money in your pockets and
 not theirs was wholly ignored by you and Pam and you were going to sign off their interests and never planned on
 telling them what you were doing.
h) Ted, I see Stansbury has interpleaded, as you note in your letter in the Federal Breach lawsuit, further purporting
 that it is an attempt to defraud him as a creditor of the Estate and I and others will serve him well as witness to you,
 Robert, Donald and Pam, telling us that you were going to try to hide the policy proceeds and other assets from him
 through a variety of fraudulent activity that I responded in writing to all of you that I would never consider doing







 such a thing, since they are criminal acts you proposed and this perhaps explains why the Breach lawsuit was
 secreted from me and my children’s counsel.  Further, to clarify your letters claims, you are not just merely an
 interested 1/5 party in the benefits in that federal action, you are the person that filed that action personally, acting
 again in a hallucinatory delusional fiduciary capacity, as Trustee of an alleged “lost trust” when filing it, a lost trust
 that no one has executed copies of.  Please provide how you and Robert switched trusteeship in the time period that
 Robert filed his fraudulent insurance claim that was denied and your filling the Breach suit weeks later and
 claiming you were Trustee, as otherwise it is more prima facie evidence of fraud.  Include in your response the lost
 trust document to prove your fiduciary role of Trustee of the lost trust as you claimed to a Federal Court.  We are
 filing criminal charges both federally and state for this insurance fraud and FRAUD ON A FEDERAL COURT, no
 threat, just a fact.  By the way, when you filed the suit I was not noticed as a Beneficiary or my children, of your
 legal action and I heard you met with Robert and others on how to design the lawsuit to sneak around me and my
 children and our counsel’s back when filing it.  More disgusting was it was learned that it was also conspired to
 conceal the insurance and abuse of process scheme from your own children as if they were not informed by their
 estate trustees (their parents) they would never know you had converted the insurance funds from them.  You
 actually were asking me to join in this second scheme defined in the May 2013 pleading as the Settlement and
 Mutual Release (SAMR) proposal and get the insurance proceeds paid to the children instead of the grandchildren
 and not the Estate where my children or me would get the proceeds and were asking me to sign off their interests in
 the proceeds as their guardian and trustee for their alleged inheritances and Robert further told us if we didn’t tell
 our children they would never know when Jill asked him if we could be sued by our children later.  Of course due
 to the illegality of the arrangement I refused and you stated you were going to get the probate court order the carrier
 requested approving this beneficiary scheme and instead you secretly filed the Breach lawsuit instead.
i) Yes Ted, we really need the funds but we are not willing to do anything illegal for them and anything was not part
 of the last legitimate Wills and Trusts of Mom and Dad.


8) In response to your claim, “The $325,000 of dad’s insurance proceeds seems to be money that could belong to
 you and could be used any way you see fit. It makes absolutely no sense to try and utilize the assets of the boys’
 trusts in lieu of money that is immediately available to you and money that is certainly going to end up being paid
 where dad intended it to be paid. Even if you feel there is a chance to eek out a few more dollars by causing those
 proceeds to be directed to dad’s estate where your family’s share would be 30% (through your boys’ trusts) and not
 20% (directly to you) in the case of the lost trust, there is a substantial claim which could reduce what would then
 otherwise go to your children. Are you really in a position today to take that chance? I am deeply concerned about
 this thinking in light of the limited and finite amount of assets. Additionally, your aiding Bill Stansbury to intervene
 in the insurance proceeding (and with estate matters) is troubling and speaks volumes to your inability to
 understand what is at stake here for you and your family.”


a) Yes Ted you are correct we sure could use the money from the insurance policy.  I mean factually the money
 from the Federal Breach of Contract Lawsuit that you did not include me in when you filed and claimed “4/5” of
 the Bernstein children were in agreement with the lawsuit scheme in your initial pleading with the court.  I was only
 notified of the Insurance Fraud scheme taking place in and on the Federal Court when Jackson National sued me as
 a third party defendant, notifying me of you, Robert and Pamela’s scheme to convert the proceeds outside of the
 Estate and Trust beneficiaries through your suit against them. 
b) Now this next statement of yours that I am using the boys trusts in lieu of money that is available is false, as first
 the insurance money is not available due to you and Robert’s alleged unlawful acts and nothing to do with me, as it
 is now tied up in a federal court also due to you, Robert and Pam’s losing the trust and policy or more likely
 suppressing and denying them to attempt to change the beneficiaries to include you and Pam. 
c) Ted, I do not agree that Simon intended the benefits of his insurance policy to be paid to an Illinois Court on a
 Breach of Contract Lawsuit that puts his intended beneficiaries at risk due to Robert committing alleged insurance
 fraud to collect it and then you making a second attempt to get it through an alleged Fraud on a Federal Court and
 suppressing and denying Dad’s trust document and policy, which most certainly would have been part of his Estate
 plan and he would have had copies of when he died at the house or office.  As I have filed in my pleadings, you did
 have Rachel leave the hospital right before Dad died and go to the house and remove piles of papers from his home
 and you also closed the office in supposed memorial for Dad, where it is alleged you and Lindsay Baxley began
 going through and removing files and other items from his offices.
d)  I also do not think that Dad intended that Robert would suppress and deny the information and trusts regarding
 his policy and claim the beneficiaries were lost and try to make a fraudulent claim for the proceeds as Trustee of a
 Lost Trust and then distribute the proceeds as you, Robert and Pam see fit.  I am not sure what your reference to
 eeking out a few more dollars by having the proceeds paid to the Estate means, as my desires to have the Estate







 paid are a matter of LAW as I have explained to you several times already.  In fact, in your scenario that appears
 delusional, I stand to lose 100% of my share in the monies to the Estate Beneficiaries by not participating in the
 insurance fraud and breach of contract schemes and I know you can’t understand why I would do the right and legal
 thing despite the consequence to me personally.  I feel bad for you in a way but that does not justify what you are
 trying to do in all these scams to abscond with assets and does not justify the extortionary tactics you are doing with
 Robert and Donald to my family to extort me to take the monies despite our beliefs that it would be fraudulent
 conveyance just because you have forced us to really need funds due to the recent hardships you, Robert and
 Donald are purposely forcing on us as failed fiduciaries with adverse interests and by not making the necessary and
 legally required interim EMERGENCY distributions to my family and/or BFR to pay the our expenses, again
 which are necessary from delays and egregious bad faiths acts caused wholly by the actions of you, Robert and
 Donald acting as the alleged fiduciaries.  Actions which put three minor children beneficiaries at risk from the
 delays and where such hardships are being caused wholly by your intentional acts to harm us and force us to accept
 things the way you have rigged them or else you will not make the interim distributions to three minor beneficiaries
 you claim you are responsible for as fiduciaries and in the next breath claim you are not fiducially responsible for. 
e) Ted, your statement “Are you really in a position today to take that chance?” sounds threatening and intimidating
 knowing that you are the ones putting us in a position of starvation through further misuse of your alleged fiduciary
 powers.
f) In fact, your claim that I am not taking monies available is further false as I am asking for monies to be distributed
 from the trusts to us that are available as learned in the September 13, 2013 hearing.  I just will not take the monies
 illegally until all of  these matters can be settled both civilly and criminally and the beneficiaries determined and
 therefore the only way to get the monies without committing fraud is through interim distributions and family
 allowances and more, which you are now refusing despite all of these delays being due to you, Robert and Donald’s
 bad faith acts and unclean hands thus far in the Estates, which have delayed and stymied any monies to the
 beneficiaries while you further loot the Estates, while wholly misstating the net worth of the estates while denying
 and suppressing the financial information.
g) Ted, your claim about me aiding William Stansbury to intervene in your Breach of Contract suit is hysterical.  I,
 like Dad, happen to like William and have been on conversations with others where you, Robert, Donald and
 Pamela have made statements that your insurance fraud scheme and other schemes were also to avoid William as a
 Creditor of the Estate, which seemed to me to be creditor fraud as well, which I articulated in my first pleading with
 the probate courts in May 2013 and served upon you, Robert and Donald.  I also sent you and Robert letters directly
 claiming this appeared illegal.  I think William and his attorney Peter Feeman, both outstanding men of honor and
 integrity, did not need my help intervening in the Federal Lawsuit, as I am not an attorney and William’s attorney is
 a pretty smart guy from what I have learned.  I know why Dad loved William as a son and was horrified at what
 happened to him and how you are alleged to have conned William out of stocks, converted his monies and cashed
 checks that were in his name as he alleges in his action against the Estate, which is a creditor action caused by
 actions done mainly by you Ted.  Again, the creditor claim is due to your actions, not mine, which have now put the
 Estates and Trusts at huge risk from his lawsuit.   However, again, I would not do anything illegal to convert
 monies around William that may be owed to him, even at a loss to me and my family directly and Dad too was a
 man of honor who died with no debts to anyone and I know he would have wanted the right thing for William to
 play out in the end and would not have wanted us to commit fraud to evade him.  Again, it is something else about
 right and wrong actions we disagree on.
h) Also, we have had no notice from the alleged fiduciaries of Simon’s estate, Robert and Donald,  as to the status of
 the Stansbury lawsuit and filings made and do not know if anyone is representing all the parties, interests and
 entities being sued in the matter, including Simon’s estate as required by Probate Rules and Statutes.  I do recall at
 first no one was representing the Estate, exposing the Estate to massive risks.  Again, most of this Stansbury
 liability is alleged to be the result of your direct actions and not Simon’s, which again have delayed distribution of
 assets to the TBD true and proper beneficiaries. 
i) I see my family’s company BFR was also sued in the Stansbury lawsuit and my question becomes is Mark
 Manceri representing my family’s company and if so who retained him and when and on what authority were they
 acting.  Please provide me and the boys with records, retainers, etc. for his hiring as I will be firing him as soon I
 regain control of BFR from you for his adverse interests with me now.
j) Ted, as you can see, in contradiction to your letter that it is your schemes, lost trust, lost policy and fraudulent
 Breach of Contract lawsuits that have also held up payment of the insurance proceeds to the proper beneficiaries
 and opposite of what you and Donald claim in your letters it has nothing at all to do with me, other than my being
 forced to respond as a third party defendant.  I am just responding to the lawsuit I was sued into as a result again of
 your actions not mine.  Again, as per law, the beneficiary in a lost beneficiary situation is the Estate and therefore if
 I took the money to me directly outside the estate as part of your fraudulent scheme, I could be responsible later for







 several criminal acts and be sued by my children and William or other beneficiaries for such acts and later forced to
 return or pay back the monies on my way to jail for insurance fraud, fraud on a federal court, creditor fraud,
 conversion and comingling and more, and following you, Robert, Donald, Pamela, Moran, Adam Simon et al. in
 cuffs perhaps.
k) A recent threatening letter from Adam Simon for me to withdraw my pleading in the Federal Court to remove
 him from the proceedings and more, is further evidence that speaks volumes as it threatens me to withdraw my
 claims or else and so I have attached that herein for review as well.
l) A statement from a recent pleading in the Federal Court by Jackson National that is repeated in each of their
 answers in response to your production request, I quote, “ANSWER: Jackson objects to the requests because an
 executed copy of the Trust has not been produced, and thus to the extent any finding is subsequently made that the
 Trust was not established and/or is not valid, it will not have been a proper party plaintiff to this suit, including
 propounding these requests. Regardless, even if the Trust is established, Ted Bernstein, upon information and
 belief, is not the proper trustee of the Trust, and therefore he does not have standing to pursue this matter on behalf
 of the Trust, including propounding these requests.”


9) In response to your claim, “I am concerned that both of you are conflicted with respect to the assets earmarked for
 the boys and that you are not able to act in their best interests. Your requests for us to take over all the household
 bills for your family, from assets of the trust, lead me to believe that you do not understand the nature of those
 assets that belong to Joshua, Jacob and Danny and what your obligations of support are to your children.”


a) Ted as for your claim of my not being able to act in the best interest of my boys does that best interest include my
 refusal to partake in your fraudulent schemes that put us at risk as you are doing to your family.  For your and
 Pam’s continued actions in adverse interests to your children, I have already put in a motion to the court to have a
 Trustee Ad Litum and Guardian Ad Litum forced upon you for your self-dealing transactions in conflict, your
 acting as a fiduciary in several transactions, including but not limited to, the alleged insurance fraud and the Condo
 sale, without having legal authority to act in the alleged capacities you acted under and for other alleged criminal
 acts and violations of Probate Law and Statutes and more, as pled in Motions before the Court, listed below.
b) Ted, my children’s best interests will be served by our integrity and honor to Shirley and Simon who we loved
 until their last dying days and above all following the wishes and desires Shirley and Simon had for us and our
 family and their other chosen beneficiaries, as put forth in the last apparently legitimate Wills and Trusts they did in
 2008 together while they were alive, with no one helping make changes through proven FRAUDULENT
 NOTARIZATIONS and admitted FORGERY and more, including a document FORGED POST MORTEM for
 Simon.  Your view on best interests and concerns for our children are valueless to us in light of what you are doing
 and have already done, in fact, it will be what I teach my children never to do or become.  Your letters support of
 Robert, Donald and Moran in their criminal activities against our father and mother’s  estates makes me sick and
 sad that you have chosen to try an exonerate their acts that directly benefit YOU and you have the nerve to talk
 about the best interests of my children.
c)  I have not requested you make any payments or take anything over and in fact claim you have hijacked my bills
 and entities to extort me and not help me and my children and I have asked only for interim EMERGENCY
 distributions from the Estates and Trusts, which are provided for under Probate Rules and Statutes, especially for
 these kinds of emergencies situations caused wholly by the fiduciaries bad faith acts and crimes and thus my family
 has rights to such funds, which can be deducted later from the ultimate beneficiaries TBD by the courts now, either
 me or my children or both.  There are more than enough funds coming to us from just the known assets at this time
 to cover these costs monthly until the Courts can determine all these matters and final distributions can be legally
 made to any party, even if it takes like Judge Colin said a year or two.  And remember it is you who volunteered
 with Janet and Robert to take on my household bills, although you now try to deny this and usurp the Estate plans
 of Shirley and Simon that provide for beneficiaries being taken care of if necessary by the alleged fiduciaries,
 especially in a case like this when the EMERGENCIES are being intentionally caused by the ALLEGED
 fiduciaries who appear to be looting the estate in a mass of fraudulent activities as well.
d) Ted, your statement regarding assets earmarked for the boys and my conflicts with them is truly delusional as
 well, as you, Pam, Jill and Lisa, are also conflicted with your children for the same reason I am and that forced me
 to seek independent lawyers for my children as the law firm I hired demanded this separate representation once they
 learned of the conflicts I was put into through these schemes of yours, Roberts, Donald et al.  The difference is
 while I recognized the conflict and sought separate legal counsel for my children and myself due to the conflicts
 created by you, Robert and Donald, including but not limited to, those caused by the lost trust and insurance fraud
 scheme and others schemes you have devised that put us in conflict with our children for Estate monies.  To prevent
 adverse interests from polluting any decision I would make in conflict, where I would get monies directly in my







 pocket while acting as fiduciary simultaneously for my children who I would be taking the money from, I was
 advised by counsel that I had to seek separate counsel for each party.  YOU on the other hand, even after being
 advised by me of my counsels’ positions, sought no independent counsel for yourself and your children from the
 conflict created by lost policies and trusts that put you in conflict for the benefits with your Adult children, where
 the benefits would go either to you directly through your concocted schemes or to your children allegedly through
 the Estate.  Hard to deny the conflict but Robert again even suggested to all of us on a conference call with others
 on the call not to tell our children and they would never know so there would be no conflict.  It seemed
 inappropriate that Robert spearheaded these efforts to get you money directly acting as your counsel apparently and
 advising you and even participating as alleged Trustee of the Lost Trust for you to get the benefit from these
 schemes to the detriment of your own children, when he is alleged to be Co-Personal Representative and Trustee
 protecting the Beneficiaries who are alleged to be your children and not you. 


10) In response to your claim, “With respect to the KIA, I am sorry but I do not have a great deal of knowledge
 about this matter as it falls outside my responsibility. Having said that, I do know that it is owned by dad’s estate
 and under his will would pass to the five of us unless some special arrangement is made to title it to Josh.”


a) Ted, this claim shows how little you really care about my children or family and what sick lengths you will go to
 cause pain and suffering to the kids.  In regards to Josh’s birthday gift from Simon to Josh that is exempt property
 as it was a gift, your claim now that it was not a gift and is a part of the Estate property of Simon is even more
 delusional in light of the fact that you know it was a gift and in an email you wrote you claimed,


From: Ted Bernstein [mailto:TBernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:28 PM
To: iviewit@iviewit.tv
Subject: RE: Josh getting his first wheels


Go Josh!! He must have gotten really, really, really good grades last year or have some incriminating pictures on
 someone to get a car at 15 :-! ;-)


Ted Bernstein


b) The fact that you, Jill and Lisa all wrote similar congratulations to Josh on the gift Simon gave him for his
 birthday and then had Manceri file in the court that all of you now claim that KIA Soul was Simon’s personal
 property and not a gift, knowing damn well it was Josh’s car makes your statement appear delusional, cruel and a
 big fat lie and further stands as another extortionary tactic involving further fraud to steal the car through abuse of
 process court filings fraught in lies, to make us play or pay your way or else you will go so far as to steal from a 15
 year old nephew you allegedly care so much about, his car given to him two weeks before Dad died on the last day
 he ever saw him alive.  More importantly, it is sad that Josh has for over a year not been able to drive the car Simon
 gave him outright which sits in on our street, uninsured and unregistered exposing the estate to great risk if
 something were to happen and well just more violations of fiduciary duties and law by the Personal Representatives
 et al.  Your cruel and unusual torture of Josh and false statements to the court regarding the car, further show your
 true colors and will be dealt with legally.
c) The alleged “some special arrangement” you refer to in your statement necessary to get Josh his car back from the
 Estate, what exactly do you mean by “special arrangement” will this involve more fraud or is it more play your way
 or pay extortion?


11) In response to your claim, “Candice and Eliot, we have tried every possible avenue to reach a resolution with the
 two of you (both through attorneys and with you directly) to alleviate your misperceptions and your
 misunderstandings about the reality of the financial situation. Notwithstanding that, you continue to believe that our
 parents were worth $40 million dollars when they were worth $4 million dollars and that mom and dad made some
 eternal commitment to support you and your family in perpetuity. I am sorry but that is just not the reality of this
 situation.”


a) Ted, this claim by you and Donald in your letters that we have evaded you is ridiculous and unsupported and
 another big fat lie and here is what two lawyers, Marc Garber, Esq. and Christine Yates, Esq. had to say about
 working with Robert and Donald,
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From: marcrgarber@gmail.com
To: cty@trippscott.com
Subject: RE: Bernstein  E/O Shirley Bernstein & E/O Leon Bernstein: FW: Bernstein  E/O Shirley Bernstein &
E/O Leon Bernstein: Status
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 11:02:40 0400
Christine:
I had difficulty sleeping, as I was sorting through our conversation. What troubles me has troubled me in prior
 situations. Spallina is not the first "bully lawyering" situation I have seen or heard about. "If you scream loud
 enough and pound the table hard and often, the other side will cave". It troubles me that many times this approach
 works. Sometimes it becomes a fee and time matter, other situations result in the good
lawyer becoming tired of dealing with "hard headed" uncompromising opponent. I have heard some people actually
 seek out a bully lawyer for these reasons. The reasons include the fact that they win using this
approach. Further, and as you implied, with all the time you expended, Spallina gave us very little, in terms of
 everything; from documents to involvement in the administration.


It truly troubles me that Spallina continues to spin his web of deceit, and I believe this conduct is further
 circumstantial evidence that "something is very wrong". I am very glad Eliot filed whatever he filed and I do
hope he prevails. I also hope Spallina is removed and perhaps punished for all he is doing. It also troubles me that
 once he learns of your withdrawal, Spallina will celebrate his victory. If I was licensed in Florida, I would take this
 on pro bono. Simply out of principal, and I would make certain a probate judge learns of Spallina's behavior.
 Unfortunately, I am not a Florida lawyer. If Eliot is able to get his motions before a probate
judge, I hope he asks and you agree to testify as to how Spallina treated you. A judge may take real notice of that
 testimony.


Thanks


b) Here is what Christine Yates, Esq. had to say,


From: Christine Yates [mailto:cty@TrippScott.com]
Sent: Friday, June 7, 2013 11:57 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'
Cc: Ibis A. Hernandez
Subject: Bernstein - E/O Shirley Bernstein & E/O Leon Bernstein: Status


Eliot and Candace, first I am glad that you are feeling better Eliot.
I have made no progress with Spallina in regards to obtaining documents and in my last call with him and Mark
 Manceri, Mr. Spalllina reiterated his position that the mortgage on the property you are currently residing in was
 what your father wanted, and that any information regarding the trust of your father would have to be addressed to
 your brother as trustee. At this time, in order to receive the information you want, I believe you will need to
 institute legal proceedings against the estate and trust. Since a new course of action will need to be undertaken, at
 this time, I will be withdrawing as counsel for your children, and believe that you should now hire separate
 litigation counsel for them. I will be happy to assist your new counsel in providing them with any information and
 thank you for the opportunity you gave me to assist you.


110 SE Sixth Street, Suite 1500
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
954-525-7500
Christine T. Yates
Director
Direct: (954) 760-4916
Fax: (954) 761-8475


c) Here is some more quotes to show just who has been evading whom,
From: Garber, Marc [mailto:Marc.Garber@flastergreenberg.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 9:33 AM
To: Christine Yates
Subject: RE: Bernstein estate matter
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Christine:


Thank you for the update. This is very disturbing. Do you think a much more aggressive approach is called for in
 light of Spallina’s response and the fact that he previously told Eliot that if he retains counsel Spallina will no
 longer help Eliot? I know for a fact that Eliot had at least two in person meetings with Spallina with his Dad and
 other family members and that Eliot and his wife Candice had at least three calls with Spallina since Dad died.
 Please advise. My concern is one of timing. Eliot told me recently that his brother David has reduced the sales price
 of Dad’s house considerably, and is taking a casual attitude about the art in Dad’s house, which Dad once told Eliot
 was worth over $5 million.


Marc


From: Christine Yates [mailto:cty@TrippScott.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 5:33 AM
To: Garber, Marc
Subject: RE: Bernstein estate matter


Marc, thanks for checking in. Surprisingly, when my assistant called Mr. Spallina refused to set up a conference call
 indicating he did not now who Mr. Bernstein was.  Therefore, I have been trying to contact him without a call. So
 far, no luck with reaching him.  At this we are preparing a letter informing him of our represenation. 
 


110 SE Sixth Street, Suite 1500
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
954-525-7500


Christine T. Yates
Director 
Direct:  (954) 760-4916
Fax:  (954) 761-8475
cty@trippscott.com


d) Ted, I was on the phone with others, when Christine spoke with Robert and he had a most misogynistic attitude to
 her with him barking at her like she were a dog, which was reprehensible to the say the least and made me
 apologize to her profusely after the call, as I had never heard a man talk to a woman like that in a business setting
 with such disrespect, other too were horrified.
e) You are however right in your claim that we believe the estates to be worth between $40-100 Million dollars or
 more and disagree with your guestimate of $4 Million which we have already proven herein to be far short of
 reality and where Spallina initially claimed to us that he only worked on the largest estates in Boca with his Partner
 Donald and that Simon was one of their biggest clients.  Spallina told us he was very friendly with Simon and new
 the worth and value of all of his holdings intimately and we should not worry he had left everyone bundles or words
 to that effect and it would be coming soon along with documents detailing our interests after Simon died, which to
 this date neither have ever come.  Now that we have exposed his crimes, he and you have suddenly changed tunes
 claiming there is nothing there and Simon was basically broke other than his home, which alone is valued at $4
 Million.  It appears that all the bundles of assets he initially claimed to be there appear to be being swindled out of
 the estates through these schemes described herein and in those contained in my pleadings filed with the courts. 
 However, again, as there have been no accountings for the Estate and Trusts and no Inventories of the Trusts
 provided to us timely as required by Probate Rules and Statutes, well there is now absolute dispute over the value of
 the Estates and what the beneficiaries’ interests really are and now even who the beneficiaries are has been called
 into question.   Your admission that there is discrepancy in the value of the estates can now only be proven one way
 or another by full and formal accounting and with the crimes committed already we will be seeking full forensic
 accountings and forensic document verification of all the original documents in both Estates and all of this
 information is legally owed to my family as beneficiaries of the Estates, which again remain suppressed and denied
 by the alleged fiduciaries to this date.  The suppression and denial of the information coupled with the Felony
 Criminal Acts can only lead one to believe that there is far more monies at stake here than your and Robert’s
 estimates and best guesses have been.  It truly is fascinating that as alleged Fiduciaries, you and Robert were unsure
 in court as to the exact value of the Estates and you remain in your letter uncertain as to exact amounts, as you
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 simply make guesses and do not put down factual numbers backed by anything but your belief and as I recall you
 did not graduate college and therefore have no degrees in business or accounting or law to make base your
 guestimates. 
f) Contrary to your claim, Dad and Mom did make plans as best as they could with the wealth of monies they had to
 protect my family particularly years into the future and without interruption after their deaths and there are many
 witnesses to their claims of this having been done and funded, not only to me and Candice but people like Walt and
 many others who will come forward timely with their statements to the courts and authorities.


12) In regard to your claims, “You have alienated your entire family who may have been there to help you in the
 future in a time of need. You burned through two lawyers during this process, both of whom realized after a period
 of time that there was no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow and there has been no convincing you of these
 realities which inevitably requires you to provide support for your family. You pursued and caused to be arrested a
 paralegal that our parents loved and without ill-intent, only tried to help a situation along because of dad’s death,
 and it now appears that you are in the process of trying that again with my assistant who has done nothing wrong.
 You continue to drag Don and Robert through the mud, both of whom our parents were very fond of and who did
 very good work for our family, notwithstanding your relentless and slanderous accusations.”


a) First off, you have never been there for me in a time of need that I can recall and I stopped doing business with
 you and Pam because you burned not only me but so many of my friends and friends of the family, including many
 of Simon’s closet friends and business associates, all happy to come testify to this.  Second, the two people in the
 family I cared about are deceased and you and the other children certainly did a good job alienating Shirley and
 Simon from your and your children’s lives over the last years of their lives and were not really there for them in the
 end other than with piss and vinegar.  Third you are the one that stated,


From: Ted Bernstein [mailto:TBernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 07, 2012 11:45 AM
To: Eliot Ivan Bernstein
Subject: RE: passover
Eliot,
Although I normally do not like to have these discussions via email, it does seem important to say this in a way that
 is documented in the record. None of this is directed at any person, in particular, and can be shared with anyone you
 feel is necessary. What follows is simply intended to be a roadmap. My primary family is Deborah and our four
 children. They come first, before anything and anyone. The family I was born into is no longer, that is just a fact,
 [emphasis added] it is not a matter of opinion, it just is… It is likely that we will still have a relationship however,
 because we are related and we will be brought together at different times, to engage in the things that people who
 are related engage in weddings, bar mitzvahs, graduations, illness and death. With respect to every member of our
 extended family, my friends and my associates, it is important to know that I cannot be influenced to act by guilt,
 force, shame, punishment or withholding of love or support.


b) I think I explained above in the lawyers own words how Robert and Donald burned through legal fees through
 abusive and “bullying” ways with our lawyers costing me and Candice and the kids directly, just in efforts to try
 and get records and information legally owed to us as beneficiaries and how they wasted their time and were
 forcing litigation.
c) I did pursue and cause to be arrested Robert and Donald’s legal assistant and notary public Moran who
 COMMITTED FELONY CRIMES against Shirley’s estate by FORGING SIMON’S SIGNATURE POST
 MORTEM in estate documents, FORGING MY SIGNATURE and FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZING a document
 in my name and even did one for you, that you seem not to care about in the least bit and in fact are enamored by
 their criminal acts.  I am proud and Dad and Mom would be too of my hard work and efforts that have led to
 Moran’s arrest, as they did not think much of criminals and make bedfellows with them like you do.  What they
 would be suspect about is why you did not prosecute these crimes done against their Estates, in their names when
 you learned of this in May 2013 when I served you papers regarding these crimes that I filed in Court and where
 one of the FORGERIES exhibited to you was done in your name.  In fact, you, Robert and Donald, who were all
 served the same pleadings in May 2013 failed wholly to act as required as fiduciaries when FRAUD AND
 FORGERY are entered into the record and all of you instead secreted, suppressed and denied the information to the
 authorities and courts and instead rushed to liquidate assets at fire sale prices in self-dealing transactions, before
 anyone caught on and prosecuted you.  Really remarkable fiduciary actions to protect the Beneficiaries, especially
 when you knew these documents could change who the beneficiaries are and now has led to exactly that question
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 being raised and more.
d) I am not sure how Moran helped a situation brought on by Simon’s death, unless you mean she helped close
 Shirley’s estate through FELONY CRIMINAL ACTS illegally and then Spallina and Tescher used her FORGED
 documents and OTHERS POST MORTEM to try and change the Beneficiaries, which I know Dad and Mom would
 be horrified if they knew this was happening.  How could FORGERY and FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS
 and FRAUDULENT ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE BENEFICIARIES be something you think your mother and
 father would be proud of, this really borders psychotic delusions?  Mom and Dad would want Donald, Robert, you
 and others involved prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law for this desecration of their lives works and estates
 plans they paid them execute on their behalf.
e) Yes, your assistant, Baxley has now been reported for further alleged document fraud and fraudulent notarizations
 and more.
f) I am sure Shirley and Simon paid Donald and Robert top dollar and you think this is what they expected, FRAUD
 and FORGERY and all this to usurp their last wishes and desires in favor of your last wishes and desires for their
 estates.  I beg to differ and think Shirley and Simon would be pursuing Robert and Donald to the fullest extent of
 the law and would be shamed by any child that did not do the right and proper and legal and ethical thing to bring
 their last wishes as they made them to fruition.   Shirley and Simon would be further disappointed with you siding
 with Moran, Spallina and Tescher and failing to prosecute them for their admitted criminal acts and well I guess
 this is why they both died with so much disappointment in you, how shamed they would be to see you pleading for
 their defense for violations against them.
g) As for Donald and Robert, your close personal friends that you get lots and lots of referrals from and brought into
 Mom and Dad’s lives, well they are responsible for the Forgery and Fraud and all these problems and delays in
 attempts to change Simon and Shirley’s estate plans post mortem to benefit you and loot the Estates by thwarting
 the desires and wishes of Mom and Dad and know that I will see this through to the fullest extent of the law for
 them and all those involved in their crimes.  Again I have barely started down this path.  As for your assistant who
 has improperly notarized key documents in the Estate of Dad that appear further fraudulent and illegal, yes, I am
 going to have her prosecuted as well if she has done wrong.  I am glad to see that in addition to your friends from
 Stanford Bank who you also brought into Dad’s life (and caused us to lose several million in CD monies that the
 estate is suing for) who were part of one of largest Ponzi’s in US history and robbed many South Florida charities
 as well, that your love and admiration for now arrested Forgers and Fraudsters over family is solid.  I on the other
 see your bedfellows as a queer lot of crooks who should all be jailed.  Again Shirley and Simon roll in their graves
 over your lack of moral fiber.
h) As for relentless and slanderous accusations I have made you can plead that to the Courts or sue me and as you or
 Donald’s letters did not reference any examples for me to retort to I cannot make a response to the slanderous and
 defamatory comment but as TRUTH is the only legal defense for slander, I stand ready to be accused and defend
 myself with the truth as I always do.  In fact, Donald and Robert are lawyers and I wonder why they would claim I
 have slandered them and threaten me with action instead of just having sued me already.


13) In response to your claims, “Seriously Eliot, how many more people are you going to involve in this family
 matter? How much more of the estate will you waste in professional fees carrying on like this? Trying to extort
 money out of me with threats that you will drag my name through the mud is counter-productive, unnecessary and
 intentionally malicious. We will not continue to ignore these threats and the damage you are inflicting.”


a) First off I am going to involve as many people as it takes to get to the bottom of all this and get the proper
 beneficiaries paid and all the crimes prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law and I have just begun.  I am not
 wasting any of the estate as explained already herein these problems have all been caused by the Fiduciaries and
 Counsel for the estates and they will be held liable for the damages and accountable for the damages in every way.
  I sure hope none of these legal costs for Robert, Donald, Manceri, Rose and others are coming from the estate
 coffers after learning of the crimes committed and the responsibility and liabilities directly attributable to Donald
 and Robert for all these costs and delays for this may impart another attempt to fraudulently bleed the estate through
 legal fees to your friends. Hopefully Donald and Robert have notified their liability carriers to all of this criminal
 activity and alleged criminal activity as required by Law.  I will be pursuing them legally as I already am for each
 and every criminal act discovered and anyone who aided and abetted these schemes and suing them for malpractice
 and much more.  As for trying to extort money from you, please elaborate as I have never threatened you with
 anything and I am dragging your names through mud you created and there is no threat it is a fact.  If you think it is
 extortionary in some bizarre way that the truth is coming out about your crimes you can sue me for slander as I
 mentioned and I stand ready to defend with truth.  On the other hand I have not threatened but have legally stated in
 my pleadings that you, Robert and Donald are extorting my family and have evidenced such behavior for the courts







 and to rule on and I will be reporting this to criminal authorities shortly.  I have never threatened you with anything
 that was either unnecessary, intentional or with malice, I have just told the truth about what is going on and that led
 to your close friend Moran getting arrested and may lead to your friends you admire so much, Robert, Donald and
 Baxley meeting the same fate soon, if that’s what you think extortion is you need to check the definition.  As for us
 extorting your money, how could requests for our money, NOT YOURS be extorting you for money???  Your
 claims are slanderous as well, as I have never threatened you or extorted you and I will consider adding those
 charges to my ongoing actions against you.
b) Now your statement, “We [Donald, Robert, Moran, Manceri and Baxley I presume is who the we is] will not
 continue to ignore these threats and the damage you are inflicting.”  This sounds a lot like a threat to me to either
 play or pay or else.


14) In response to your claims, “As far as meeting with me, Don, Robert and Mark Manceri, we are eager to do so
 and have requested this of you at least a half a dozen times to no avail. We have missed no meetings, nor ignored
 any communications or requests by you or your attorneys as you suggest. We have repeatedly asked to meet both
 informally and formally through mediation and your only response has been to do it by Skype for fear that we
 might cause you harm, a fear which is both groundless and unsubstantiated. We will meet with you wherever you
 request. Can we schedule something for next week?”


a) Please reply with any proof that you, Robert, Donald and Manceri have tried to schedule any meetings with me a
 half dozen times that I missed and explain why they were to no avail.  Did you speak to anyone or leave messages
 or anything? 
b) From Christine Yates, Esq.’s letter I cited herein already you can see Robert, Donald and Manceri gave her the
 run around in just trying to get documents owed to the beneficiaries and ran up huge bills in the process.  At first
 when she contacted them, Spallina claimed he did not know me or anything about Simon’s Estate, this months after
 Simon died and we had already had several hostile meetings when I requested documents and then Robert evaded
 her further making her make several written and oral requests to get a meeting and ultimately get some piecemeal
 documents.  You can see from Christine Yates and Marc Garber’s letter exchange who is acting like a bully and
 needs sanctioning for their actions.
c) I have never refused a meeting or failed to respond to any correspondence from you, I have just refused to sit
 down with you to meet on your terms when everything that needs to be done can be done via a phone or Skype
 meeting.   I have stated that I would meet you in person in Sheriff’s department if it needed to be face to face, we
 have had enough abuse from you at the prior meetings to not subject ourselves to that again without witnesses.
d) Ted, your letter written Dec 06, 2013 claims you want to meet next week or whenever we request and since that
 day we have made several call and repeatedly emailed you to schedule a meeting to discuss the EMERGENCY
 INTERIM DISTRIBUTIONS and more, as our kids are starving and bills are unpaid from this sneak attack and we
 have not heard back from you, Robert or Manceri.  We did not hear back on scheduling the meeting or get replies
 on our marked URGENT emails until yesterday, December 26, 2013 in a letter very similar to your December 06,
 2013 letter and no times to meet or answers to our questions were included, just an attempt to paint another wholly
 false record, fraught with more lies and deceit and threats and intimidation, which we are now accustomed to when
 dealing with you, Robert and Donald.    We sent and copied all of you in emails and you evaded every one of them
 for three weeks now, each asking to schedule a meeting which was requested by you.  Evading repeated calls by
 Candice to Ted to schedule a meeting we have documented our attempts to prove your evasiveness.  So contrary to
 your delusional statements in your letters, I beg you to prove that I have done anything ever to evade having a
 meeting with you.  This rouse that I am evading you is especially troubling in that you, Robert, Donald and Manceri
 know of the urgency to release the funds for FOOD and other necessary medical supplies and more and are
 leveraging the pain you are inflicting on us through delays in attempts to make us play or pay and this intentional
 refusal of you to schedule a meeting for three weeks knowing of the emergencies you have created and the pain it is
 causing is again delusional.  This twisting of events and factual reality you and Donald do now to try and make it
 look like we have avoided in any way meeting was another nice attempt to paint a false record of the facts.
e) I have not been asked to attend any mediation scheduled in the courts and when one is I will be there, I did when
 requested for settlement terms by our former counsel, give them an offer to take to you that you rejected.


15) In response to your claims, “Please advise as we have no intentions of being bullied by either of you any longer.
 I hope we can put all of this behind us and carry on with our lives as you are wasting our valuable time and
 resources, defaming us and leaving a wake of nastiness behind that cannot be undone. Mom and dad do not deserve
 to have you make a mockery of their lives and estates. They did so much for you and your family. What a shame. 
 Ted”







a) First, you are bullying and extorting us and our counsels as their letter indicates and your threat that “we have no
 intentions of being bullied by either of you any longer” is part of the reason we do not want to meet face to face
 other than in court proceedings or in a police department with you regarding these matters because we have no idea
 what your intentions are to stop our alleged bullying of you.  Further, because we think you are delusional we,
 especially Candice, does not feel safe around you and we think and have alleged that you have done some pretty
 serious criminal acts and Candice fears that you will try to hurt me before you are arrested for the criminal acts you
 are involved in with your close personal friends and business associates Robert and Donald et al. 
b) You and Pamela mainly have made a mockery of Dad and Mom’s lives and your own from these actions you and
 your friends have caused, not I.  I am just bringing the criminal acts to light with the courts and with criminal
 authorities and I merely am making sworn statements filled with the truth of your actions, not any threats or
 bullying as you call it.
c) If we are shamed in your eyes by my efforts to do what Shirley and Simon’s last wishes were and not your last
 wishes for them, which benefit you directly and you are further shamed by my bringing the truth to these matters
 out and having your friends who did these criminal acts against your parents estates and their beneficiaries to
 justice, well I welcome your interpretation of shame, which like your definition of extortion is other worldly.


16) Donald in retort to your defamatory, slanderous and threatening letter to my wife Candice on her cell phone,
 which I have attached herein, I believe I have answered most of your false and defamatory statements herein
 already by answering Ted’s similar claims.   As for your claims that you are ready and willing to meet, well as you
 can see from the emails below, we have offered to meet several times in writing and phone messages with Ted that
 were copied to you and Robert and NO REPLIES, making your claims further delusional.  I understand with your
 law firm at risk now and the possibility of jail for you, Robert and Ted for your crimes you are desperate to churn
 events to make them look like we are the bad guys and you ride a white horse of innocence but all the FACTUAL
 REALITIES prove the opposite.  As for our car issue, the expenses of our car that gets our children to school and
 doctors and more would have been paid in full if you had not caused all these delays in our inheritances from your
 criminal acts and neglect and as an alleged fiduciary who caused all this you would think you would pay personally
 for all these expenses and damages and I will pursue you civilly for all this for the rest of your lives.   In fact,
 nowhere in your letter do I see an apology from you, Robert or Moran for these crimes committed in my father and
 my names and all these damages you have caused and that is I fear due to your lack of conscience and detachment
 from reality since your schemes have been exposed.  I am sure my father and mother would be ashamed of you and
 Robert and how you have disgraced your profession that my Dad was very proud he was a part of and took great
 care for all of his clients estates with the love he blessed me with as well, I know he would sue you for his monies
 swindled back and so his legacy lives on through me.  Next time you want to sell your pack of lies in a letter to my
 wife only and accuse me of slander, defamation and all that, why don’t you stop the threats and file a lawsuit with
 your distorted version of the truth,  I eagerly await service.  Further, why don’t you just respond to my Petitions and
 Motions filed since May 2013 against you in the courts with any defenses and counter complaints instead of hiding
 from them in toto?
a) In closing please call Candice whenever you want to schedule a phone or Skype meeting and in the interim please
 send over all of the requested information we have asked for in countless emails over the year and contained within
 our pleadings as legally owed to me and my children as beneficiaries so we can have something to realistic to talk
 about instead of your best guesses and estimates and well, bullshit.
b) Your and Ted’s letters reveal your hostilities towards us and in the event you were asleep during the ethics classes
 in law school this is also known as ADVERSE INTERESTS and well you know that means you should resign all
 fiduciary roles and representations of any parties as counsel and well lawyer up (not on the Estates dollars) as you
 are accused, not threatened, with some very serious FELONY crimes by me.
c) There are several unanswered emails attached below that would be a good place for you to start in answering all
 the question posed therein that you have failed to reply to for months and then you can get to all the requests that
 were sent over the last year that you have failed to tender a response to and our meeting will be more productive
 this way.
d) Have you reported all this to your carriers as you are aware of the reporting criteria and as you are factually liable
 for at minimum the acts of your notary Moran I would presume you have complied?  Please in your response
 include all carrier information so as we can ascertain if you are following statutes in reporting, for again, for the life
 of me I can understand how they are letting you write your defamatory and insulting wholly fictitious letter to my
 wife and allowing you to act in any capacity in matters you are being accused formally of criminal acts in.


In closing, currently for reimbursements for food and medical supplies and home supplies etc., we are owed:







For three months of previously unpaid reimbursements               26,093.44
For Legal Fees we have incurred to date to uncover the crimes  31,766.37
Volvo Service to Get our Car Out ASAP                                                    3,400.00
Loan 1                                                                                                                     5,000.00
Loan 2                                                                                                                     4,000.00
Loan 3                                                                                                                        600.00
Loan 4                                                                                                                        500.00
Loan 5                                                                                                                        500.00
Loan 6                                                                                                                      1500.00
Loan 7                                                                                                                        400.00


Total Owed                                                                                                      $73,400.00


Please make payment promptly as you are causing damages to three minor children and Candice and I from your
 continued delays.  The total does not include the current bills owed that you are paying selectively without notice or
 accountings sent to us for the last three months.  I will send you all an updated copy of new bills and reimbursement
 around the first of the month as we always do with BFR.  The loans listed have been from friends supporting us
 while we are starved by you as best they can.  As the kids or I have millions of dollars coming to us through our
 inheritances and now possibly from malpractice lawsuits and more against the perpetrators of the criminal acts who
 have already caused massive damages we feel that there are more than sufficient funds already in the Trusts to pay
 these expenses and the monthly expenses without interruption or your discretion and beliefs about them until all
 these matters are resolved and final distributions made to the proper TDB Beneficiaries.


Robert, Donald and Ted, all of these egregious bad faith acts and crimes in the Estates of our parents chills one to
 the bones and violates Probate Rules, Attorney Conduct Codes, Statutes and Morals and one asks WHY, WHY,
 WHY???  Why are so many bad faith acts occurring, including Forgery, Fraudulent Notarizations and other Frauds,
 if there was nothing in the Estates of any value as you, Robert and Donald in your letters try to convince us to
 believe?  Of course, you try and convince us without putting down any of the information necessary to prove your
 ridiculous claims.  If there is nothing to hide why all of hiding and TOTAL lack of transparency regarding the
 worth of the Estates and Trusts, in mass violation of Probate Rules and Statutes?  WHY WHY WHY???  Why
 would Moran admit Forging documents and Fraudulently Notarizing documents, including one Post Mortem for
 Simon and risk everything, including Robert and Donald’s law firm to do so?  WHY WHY WHY???  We all know
 Robert and Donald supervised Moran and oversaw her actions and either way are wholly liable for her acts as
 notary under FL law, so why did they commit these crimes when all they had to do was notify the Court that Simon
 had died, elect successors and correct the “irregularities” and receive an order from the judge acknowledging the
 defects and move on? WHY WHY WHY???  Please note that we have found perjurious statements in Moran’s
 sworn statements to two different investigatory agencies that we are in the process of formulating complaints for
 and seeking deeper investigations and this begets the question of why LIE and PERJURE oneself other than there is
 more to the story than her bogus confessions.  Again we ask WHY lie? WHY WHY WHY???  Why would Robert
 and Donald further perpetrate fraud on the court and use Simon in a macabre and illegal way after his death to close
 Shirley’s estate as if he were alive and his and Donald’s reputations and careers?  WHY WHY WHY?  Why would
 Robert and you file in a knowingly improper way insurance claims and federal lawsuits under false fiduciary titles? 
 WHY WHY WHY???  Why would documents be suppressed and denied in opposite of Probate Rules and Statutes
 if there was nothing to hide? WHY WHY WHY??? 


My decision to get the Beneficiaries correct and total worth correct before taking any final distributions is called
 integrity and I am proud of that trait passed by my father and mother to me. While on the bitter other hand our
 integrity will now cause my children and I to suffer from you, Robert and Donald’s unclean hands and continued
 bad faith egregious acts, including causing loss of food supplies, school needs, medical supplies, for those nephews
 you claim to love who do not hardly know you but at least through these times we will be able to hold our heads
 high each day and be proud that we will only see the wishes and desires and intents of Shirley and Simon carried
 through legally and will maintain our moral compasses.  I am sure you cannot understand what I am saying, not
 because it is not crystal clear but from your own behavior that disgraces the good name of Shirley and Simon who
 gave you the world and more.


I really can’t believe you are doing this after all I tried to do to have Simon change things and resolve your disputes







 with him and was willing to sacrifice for your children my inheritance and it just hurts to the bone to think you
 would turn around and do this to my family when things did not work out your way and Dad did not bend to your
 will and threats.  It was not I that did not include you in the Estates and Trusts and I am sorry Dad never legally
 made changes while he was alive as was proposed.  I only tried to help you and Pam, I sure wish you would have
 lived up to your end of the bargain and stopped the abuse of Dad and Maritza after the May 2012 meeting that
 lasted until the day he died but that was your own doing.  The sad fact is that Dad died not seeing his grandchildren
 from four of five of his children and seven of ten of his grandchildren in the last TWO years of his life, which was
 horrific to watch and I truly did everything in my power to stop it.  Anyhow, you suck for all this damage and pain
 you are causing and all these bad faith acts with unclean hands you have done to my family already and the
 desecration of the loving memories and good names of Mom and Dad.  I pity you and your close personal and
 business friends, Donald and Robert’s souls for what you have all done.  Donald, your letter is just a joke right?  Do
 you really think anything you or Robert say or do in these matters forward can be trusted after the criminal acts that
 have been admitted to and proven thus far in my parents estates at your hands and under your care that have caused
 all this tragedy to occur?  I do however like how you try to spin it on me in a last ditch effort to hope I play in your
 extortion scheme to stop prosecuting you to the fullest extent of the laws for each and every crime alleged.  My
 father was a very smart man and I think he was weary of Donald and Robert’s relationship with Ted at the end,
 afraid of what they were trying to force and coerce him to do against his will to change his and Shirley’s
 beneficiaries and he may have taken very carefully planned steps with many people to make sure any attempts to
 alter his established estate plans by any of you would be thwarted at every step and I think now you are starting to
 see how that may pan out for you.


MOTIONS AND PETITIONS FILED BY PETITIONER


i.              That on May 6, 2013 Petitioner filed an “EMERGENCY PETITION TO: FREEZE ESTATE ASSETS,
 APPOINT NEW PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT
 DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO THIS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, RESCIND
 SIGNATURE OF ELIOT BERNSTEIN IN ESTATE OF SIMON/SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN AND MORE.”  Filed in
 both estates.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130506PetitionFreezeEstates.pdf  ( 15th Judicial Florida Probate Court ) and
•             www.iviewit.tv/20130512MotionRehearReopenObstruction.pdf  ( US District Court Southern District of
 New York, Most Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin. Pages 156-582 reference estate matters in Simon and Shirley as it
 relates to RICO allegations.)


ii.             That on May 29, 2013, Petitioner filed a “RENEWED EMERGENCY PETITION” in the estates of
 Shirley and Simon.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130529RenewedEmergencyPetitionShirley.pdf


iii.            That on June 26, 2013, Docket #39 Petitioner filed in both estates a “MOTION TO: CONSIDER IN
 ORDINARY COURSE THE EMERGENCY PETITION TO FREEZE ESTATE ASSETS, APPOINT NEW
 PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS
 SUBMITTED TO THIS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, RESCIND SIGNATURE OF ELIOT
 BERNSTEIN IN ESTATE OF SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN AND MORE FILED BY PETITIONER.”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130626MotionReconsiderOrdinaryCourseShirley.pdf   


iv.           That on July 15, 2013, Petitioner filed a “MOTION TO RESPOND TO THE PETITIONS BY THE
 RESPONDENTS” in both estates.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130714MotionRespondPetitionShirley.pdf
 
v.            That on July 24, 2013, Petitioner filed a “MOTION TO REMOVE PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES”
 for insurance fraud and more in both estates.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130724ShirleyMotionRemovePR.pdf
   







vi.           That on August 28, 2013, Petitioner filed a “NOTICE OF MOTION FOR: INTERIM DISTRIBUTION
 FOR BENEFICIARIES NECESSARY LIVING EXPENSES, FAMILY ALLOWANCE, LEGAL COUNSEL
 EXPENSES TO BE PAID BY PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND REIMBURSEMENT TO
 BENEFICIARIES SCHOOL TRUST FUNDS” in both estates.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130828MotionFamilyAllowanceSHIRLEY.pdf


vii.          That on September 04, 2013, ELIOT filed Docket #TBD, in the estate of Simon, a “NOTICE OF
 EMERGENCY MOTION TO FREEZE ESTATES OF SIMON BERNSTEIN DUE TO ADMITTED AND
 ACKNOWLEDGED NOTARY PUBLIC FORGERY, FRAUD AND MORE BY THE LAW FIRM OF TESCHER
 & SPALLINA, P.A., ROBERT SPALLINA AND DONALD TESCHER ACTING AS ALLEGED PERSONAL
 REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR LEGAL ASSISTANT AND NOTARY PUBLIC, KIMBERLY MORAN: 
 MOTION FOR INTERIM DISTRIBUTION DUE TO EXTORTION BY ALLEGED PERSONAL
 REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHERS; MOTION TO STRIKE THE MOTION OF SPALLINA TO REOPEN
 THE ESTATE OF SHIRLEY; CONTINUED MOTION FOR REMOVAL OF ALLEGED PERSONAL
 REPRESENTATIVES AND ALLEGED SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE.” Hereby incorporated by reference in entirety
 herein.


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130904MotionFreezeEstatesSHIRLEYDueToAdmittedNotaryFraud.pdf


viii.         That on September 21, 2013 Petitioner filed in the IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
 THE NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT ILLINOIS EASTERN DIVISION, Case No.. 13-cv-03643, an Answer and
 Cross Claim titled “ELIOT IVAN BERNSTEIN ("ELIOT") (1) ANSWER TO JACKSON NATIONAL LIFE
 INSURANCE COMPANY ("JACKSON") ANSWER AND COUNTER-CLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY
 COMPLAINT FOR INTERPLEADER AND (2) CROSS CLAIM.”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20130921AnswerJacksonSimonEstateHeritage.pdf  


ix.           That on October 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in Shirley’s estate case Motions titled,


(I)           MOTION TO ORDER ALL DOCUMENTS BOTH CERTIFIED AND VERIFIED REGARDING
 ESTATES OF SHIRLEY AND SIMON (SIMON’S DOCUMENT ARE REQUESTED AS IT RELATES TO
 SHIRLEY’S ALLEGED CHANGES IN BENEFICIARIES) BE SENT TO ELIOT AND HIS CHILDREN
 IMMEDIATELY IN PREPARATION FOR THE EVIDENTIARY HEARING ORDERED BY THIS COURT
(II)          MOTION TO FOLLOW UP ON SEPTEMBER 13, 2013 HEARING AND CLARIFY AND SET
 STRAIGHT THE RECORD
(III)         MOTION TO COMPEL FOR IMMEDIATE, EMERGENCY RELIEF!!!, INTERIM DISTRIBUTIONS
 AND FAMILY ALLOWANCE FOR ELIOT, CANDICE & THEIR THREE MINOR CHILDREN DUE TO
 ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD BY FIDUCIARIES OF THE ESTATE OF SHIRLEY AND
 ALLEGED CONTINUED EXTORTION
(IV)        MOTION TO CORRECT AND DETERMINE THE BENEFICIARIES OF THE ESTATE BASED ON
 PRIOR CLOSING OF THE ESTATE THROUGH FRAUD ON THE COURT BY USING FRAUDULENT
 DOCUMENTS SIGNED BY SIMON WHILE HE WAS DEAD AND POSITED BY SIMON IN THIS COURT
 WHEN HE WAS DEAD AS PART OF A LARGER FRAUD ON THE ESTATE BENEFICIARIES
(V)          MOTION TO ASSIGN NEW PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND ESTATE COUNSEL TO THE
 ESTATE OF SHIRLEY FOR BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND TRUST, VIOLATIONS OF
 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, VIOLATIONS OF LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ADMITTED AND
 ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD, ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD ON THE COURT, ALLEGED
 FORGERY, INSURANCE FRAUD, REAL PROPERTY FRAUD AND MORE
(VI)        MOTION FOR GUARDIAN AD LITUM FOR THE CHILDREN OF TED, P. SIMON, IANTONI AND
 FRIEDSTEIN AND ASSIGN A TRUSTEE AD LITUM FOR TED FOR CONFLICTS OF INTEREST,
 CONVERSION AND MORE
(VII)       MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED BY THIS COURT “ORDER ON
 NOTICE OF EMERGENCY MOTION TO FREEZE ASSETS” ON SEPTEMBER 24TH FOR ERRORS AND
 MORE AND
(VIII)      MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED BY THIS COURT “AGREED ORDER
 TO REOPEN THE ESTATE AND APPOINT SUCCESSOR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES” ON







 SEPTEMBER 24TH FOR ERRORS AND MORE


•             www.iviewit.tv/20131010MotionCompelFreezeYouHavetheRighttoRemainSilent.pdf  


x.            That on October 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in Simon’s estate, a “PETITION TO DETERMINE AND
 RELEASE TITLE OF EXEMPT PROPERTY.”


•            
 www.iviewit.tv/20131010PETITIONDETERMINERELEASETITLEOFEXEMPTPROPERTYJOSHUAKIA.pdf  


xi.           That on December 08, 2013 Petitioner filed in the IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
 THE NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT ILLINOIS EASTERN DIVISION, Case No.. 13-cv-03643, a motion titled,
 “(1) MOTION TO STRIKE PLEADINGS AND REMOVE ADAM SIMON FROM LEGAL REPRESENTATION
 IN THIS LAWSUIT OTHER THAN AS DEFENDANT FOR FRAUD ON THE COURT AND ABUSE OF
 PROCESS AND (2) MOTION TO REMOVE ADAM SIMON FROM LEGAL REPRESENTATION ON
 BEHALF OF ANY PARTIES IN THIS LAWSUIT OTHER THAN AS A DEFENDANT PRO SE or
 REPRESENTED BY INDEPENDENT NON-CONFLICTED COUNSEL.”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20131208MotionStrikePleadingAdamSimonForFraudOnCourt.pdf  


xii.          That on December 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Shirley, an Objection titled “BENEFICIARY
 AND INTERESTED PARTY ELIOT BERNSTEIN OBJECTIONS TO SUCCESSOR PERSONAL
 REPRESENTATIVE' S OBJECTIONS TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND FIRST REQUEST FOR
 PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS PROPOUNDED BY ELIOT BERNSTEIN”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20131210PetitionerObjectionToObjectionsToDiscovery.pdf  


xiii.         That on December 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Shirley, a “MOTION TO TAX ATTORNEY' S
 FEES AND COSTS AND IMPOSE SANCTIONS.”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20131210TaxAttorneyFees.pdf


xiv.         That on December 17, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Simon, a “OBJECTION TO MOTION TO
 STRIKE PETITION TO DETERMINE AND RELEASE TITLE OF EXEMPT PROPERTY”


•             www.iviewit.tv/20131217ObjectionToMotionReKIAFrench.pdf


Exhibit 1
New publications regarding the Iviewit/Eliot Bernstein RICO and legally related cases.


i.              That on Friday, January 25, 2013, ECC released the RIVITING STORY,


“FORMER INSIDER ADMITS TO ILLEGAL WIRETAPS FOR NYS ‘ETHICS BOSSES’”
http://exposecorruptcourts.blogspot.com/2013/01/former-insider-admits-to-illegal.html


ii.             That on Sunday, February 10, 2013, ECC released the story,


“UPDATE ON ATTORNEY "ETHICS" COMMITTEES' ILLEGAL WIRETAPS FORMER INSIDER ADMITS
 TO ILLEGAL WIRETAPS FOR "ETHICS" BOSSES.”
http://exposecorruptcourts.blogspot.com/2013/02/update-on-attorney-ethics-committees.html  


iii.            That on Friday February 15, 2013, ECC released the SHOCKING following two stories,


“JUDGES WERE ILLEGALLY WIRETAPPED, SAYS INSIDER”


http://exposecorruptcourts.blogspot.com/2013/02/judges-were-illegally-wiretapped-says.html
and
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http://ethicsgate.blogspot.com/2013/02/judges-were-illegally-wiretapped-says.html  


iv.           That on Friday February 15, 2013, ECC released the story,


“NY GOVERNOR ANDREW CUOMO ASKED TO SHUT DOWN JUDICIAL "ETHICS" OFFICES.”


http://ethicsgate.blogspot.com/2013/02/ny-governor-andrew-cuomo-asked-to-shut.html


v.            That on Friday, February 15, 2013, ECC released the story,


“SEE THE LETTER TO NEW YORK GOVERNOR ANDREW CUOMO RE: WIRETAPPING JUDGES…
CLICK HERE TO SEE THE LETTER, AT


http://ethicsgate.blogspot.com/2013/02/letter-to-new-york-governor-andrew.html


vi.           That on Tuesday, February 19, 2013, ECC released the story,


“ETHICSGATE UPDATE FAXED TO EVERY U.S. SENATOR WWW.ETHICSGATE.COM “THE ULTIMATE
 VIOLATION OF TRUST IS THE CORRUPTION OF ETHICS OVERSIGHT” EXCLUSIVE UPDATE: 


vii.          That on Thursday, February 28, 2013, ECC released the story,
“NEW YORK SENATORS ASKED TO APPOINT ETHICS CORRUPTION LIAISON…EVERY NEW YORK
 STATE SENATOR HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO APPOINT AN "ETHICS CORRUPTION LIAISON" SO
 THAT TIMELY INFORMATION IN THE EVER-GROWING SCANDAL INSIDE NEW YORK'S SO-CALLED
 "ETHICS" ENTITIES MAY BE PROVIDED TO EACH STATE SENATOR.


viii.         That on Wednesday April 03, 2013, ECC released the story,
FORMAL COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST NYS EMPLOYEES FOR ILLEGAL WIRETAPPING...THE
 WIDESPREAD ILLEGAL WIRETAPPING INCLUDED TARGETED NEW YORK STATE JUDGES AND
 ATTORNEYS.....


Excerpts from that story
Reform2013.com
P.O. Box 3493
New York, New York 10163
202-374-3680 tel
202-827-9828 fax
via facsimile # 202-514-6588
April 3, 2013
Robert Moossy, Jr., Section Chief Criminal Section, Civil Rights Division 
US Department of Justice     
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20530
RE: FORMAL COMPLAINT AGAINST NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYEES INVOLVING CONSTITUTIONAL
 VIOLATIONS, INCLUDING WIDESPREAD ILLEGAL WIRETAPPING
Dear Mr. Moossy,


In researching and reporting on various acts of corruption in and about the New York State Court System, specific
 reviewed evidence supports allegations that over a ten-year-plus period of time, certain NYS employees
 participated in the widespread practice of illegal wiretapping, inter alia.  As these individuals were in supervisory
 positions at “ethics oversight” committees, the illegal wiretapping largely concerned attorneys and judges, but their
 actions also targeted other individuals who had some type of dealings with those judicial and attorney “ethics”
 committees.
The NY state-employed individuals herein complained of include New York State admitted attorneys Thomas
 Joseph Cahill, Alan Wayne Friedberg, Sherry Kruger Cohen, David Spokony and Naomi Freyda Goldstein.
At some point in time shortly after 9/11, and by methods not addressed here, these individuals improperly utilized
 access to, and devices of, the lawful operations of the Joint Terrorism Task Force (the “JTTF”).  These individuals
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 completely violated the provisions of FISA, ECPA and the Patriot Act for their own personal and political agendas. 
 Specifically, these NY state employees essentially commenced “black bag operations,” including illegal
 wiretapping, against whomever they chose- and without legitimate or lawful purpose.
To be clear, any lawful act involving the important work of the JTTF is to be applauded.  The herein complaint
 simply addresses the unlawful access- and use- of JTTF related operations for the personal and political whims of
 those who improperly acted under the color of law.  Indeed, illegally utilizing JTTF resources is not only illegal, it
 is a complete insult to those involved in such important work.
In fact, hard-working and good-intentioned prosecutors and investigators (federal and state) are also victims here, as
 they were guided and primed with knowingly false information.
Operations involving lawful activity- and especially as part of the important work of the JTTF and related agencies-
 are not at issue here. This complaint concerns the illegal use and abuse of such lawful operations for personal and
 political gain, and all such activity while acting under the color of law.  This un-checked access to highly-skilled
 operatives found undeserving protection for some connected wrong-doers, and the complete destruction of others-
 on a whim, including the pre-prosecution priming of falsehoods (“set-ups”).  The aftermath of such abuse for such
 an extended period of time is staggering.
It is believed that most of the 1.5 million-plus items in evidence now under seal in Federal District Court for the
 Eastern District of New York, case #09cr405 (EDNY) supports the fact, over a ten-year-plus period of time, of the
 illegal wiretapping of New York State judges, attorneys, and related targets, as directed by state employees.
To be sure, the defendant in #09cr405, Frederick Celani, is a felon who is now regarded by many as a conman.
 Notwithstanding the individual (Celani), the evidence is clear that Celani once supervised lawful  “black bag
 operations,” and, further, that certain NYS employees illegally utilized access to such operations for their own
 illegal purposes.  (Simple reference is made to another felon, the respected former Chief Judge of the New York
 State Court of Appeals, Sol Wachtler, who many believe was victimized by political pre-priming prosecution.)
In early February, 2013, I personally reviewed, by appropriate FOIL request to a NYS Court Administrative
 Agency, over 1000 documents related to the herein complaint.   Those documents, and other evidence, fully support
 Celani’s claim of his once-lawful supervisory role in such JTTF operations, and his extended involvement with
 those herein named.  (The names of specific targeted judges and attorneys are available.)
One sworn affidavit, by an attorney, confirms the various illegal activity of Manhattan’s attorney “ethics”
 committee, the Departmental Disciplinary Committee (the “DDC”), which includes allowing cover law firm
 operations to engage in the practice of law without a law license.  Specifically, evidence (attorney affidavits, etc.)
 supports the claim that Naomi Goldstein, and other DDC employees supervised the protection of the unlicensed
 practice of law.  The evidence also shows that Ms. Goldstein knowingly permitted the unlicensed practice of law,
 over a five-year-plus period of time, for the purpose of gaining access to, and information from, hundreds of
 litigants
Evidence also supports the widespread illegal use of “black bag operations” by the NYS employees for a wide-range
 of objectives: to target or protect a certain judge or attorney, to set-up anyone who had been deemed to be a target,
 or to simply achieve a certain goal. The illegal activity is believed to not only have involved attorneys and judges
 throughout all of the New York State, including all 4 court-designated ethics “departments,” but also in matters
 beyond the borders of New York.
Other evidence points to varying and widespread illegal activity, and knowledge of such activity, by these and other
 NYS employees --- all of startling proportions.
For example:
The “set-up” of numerous individuals for an alleged plot to bomb a Riverdale, NY Synagogue. These individuals are
 currently incarcerated.  The trial judge, U.S. District Court Judge Colleen McMahon, who publicly expressed
 concerns over the case, saying, “I have never heard anything like the facts of this case. I don’t think any other judge
 has ever heard anything like the facts of this case.” (2nd Circuit 11cr2763)
The concerted effort to fix numerous cases where confirmed associates of organized crime had made physical
 threats upon litigants and/or witnesses, and/or had financial interests in the outcome of certain court cases. 
The judicial and attorney protection/operations, to gain control, of the $250 million-plus Thomas Carvel estate
 matters, and the pre-prosecution priming of the $150 million-plus Brooke Astor estate.
The thwarting of new evidence involving a mid 1990‘s “set-up” of an individual, who spent over 4 years in prison
 because he would not remain silent about evidence he had involving financial irregularities and child molestation
 by a CEO of a prominent Westchester, NY non-profit organization. (Hon. John F. Keenan)
The wire-tapping and ISP capture, etc., of DDC attorney, Christine C. Anderson, who had filed a lawsuit after being
 assaulted by a supervisor, Sherry Cohen, and after complaining that certain evidence in ethics case files had been
 improperly destroyed. (See SDNY case #07cv9599 - Hon. Shira A. Scheindlin, U.S.D.J.)
The eToys litigation and bankruptcy, and associates of Marc Dreir, involving over $500 million and the protection







 by the DDC of certain attorneys, one who was found to have lied to a federal judge over 15 times.
The “set-up” and “chilling” of effective legal counsel of a disabled woman by a powerful CEO and his law firms,
 resulting in her having no contact with her children for over 6 years.
The wrongful detention for 4 years, prompted by influential NY law firms, of an early whistleblower of the massive
 Wall Street financial irregularities involving Bear Sterns and where protected attorney-client conversations were
 recorded and distributed.
The blocking of attorney accountability in the $1.25 billion Swiss Bank Holocaust Survivor settlement where one
 involved NY admitted attorney was ultimately disbarred- in New Jersey. Only then, and after 10 years, did the DDC
 follow with disbarment. (Gizella Weisshaus v. Fagan)
Additional information will be posted on www.Reform2013.com
The allegations of widespread wiretapping by New York’s so-called “ethics” committees were relayed to New York
 Governor Andrew M. Cuomo on February 15, 2013, and to the DDC Chairman Mr. Roy R. L. Reardon, Esq., who
 confirmed, on March 27, 2013, his knowledge of the allegations. (Previously, on March 25, 2013, I had written to
 DDC Deputy Chief Counsel Naomi Goldstein, copying Mr. Reardon, of my hope that she would simply tell the
 truth about the improper activity, inter alia.)
New York judges and lawyers, and obviously the public, deserve immediate action to address the widespread
 corruption in and about New York’s so-called “ethics” oversight entities.
Please take immediate action regarding this troubling issue, and so as to continue the DOJ’s efforts to help all New
 Yorkers restore their faith in their government.    
cc:
U.S. Attorney Loretta E. Lynch via facsimile 718-254-6479 and 631-715-7922
U.S. DOJ Civil Rights Section via facsimile 202-307-1379, 202-514-0212
The Hon. Arthur D. Spatt, via facsimile 631-712-5626
The Hon. Colleen McMahon via facsimile 212-805-6326
Hon. Shira A. Scheindlin via facsimile 212-805-7920
Assistant U.S. Attorney Demetri Jones via facsimile 631-715-7922
Assistant U.S. Attorney Perry Carbone via facsimile 914-993-1980
Assistant U.S. Attorney Brendan McGuire  via 212-637-2615 and 212-637-0016
FBI SSA Robert Hennigan via facsimile 212-384-4073 and 212-384-4074
Pending SEC Chair Mary Jo White via facsimile 212-909-6836
Posted by Corrupt Courts Administrator at 2:11 PM


PRIOR EMAILS


From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@iviewit.tv]
Sent: Sunday, December 8, 2013 6:28 AM
To: 'Ted Bernstein'; Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust
 Company (Janet.Craig@opco.com); Ted Bernstein; Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher &
 Spallina, P.A. (rspallina@tescherspallina.com); Donald R. Tescher ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.
 (dtescher@tescherspallina.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Hunt.Worth@opco.com); William McCabe Esq. @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (William.McCabe@opco.com);
 Mark R. Manceri, Esquere @ Mark R. Manceri, P.A. (mrmlaw@comcast.net)
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.
 (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.; Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster
 Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Lisa S. Friedstein (Lisa@friedsteins.com); Lisa
 (lisa.friedstein@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (jilliantoni@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (Iantoni_jill@ne.bah.com);
 Guy T. Iantoni @ GTI LIFE, Inc. (guy@gtilife.net); Guy T. Iantoni (giantoni007@gmail.com); Pamela Beth Simon
 (psimon@stpcorp.com)
Subject: RE: KIDS PAST DUE TUITION


Ted, Robert, Donald, Mark and Janet et al., my response to Ted’s letter below.  Ted’s letter is in the attached Adobe
 PDF file.
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Ted,  I am more than happy to meet with any of you addressed herein and anyone else you would like present and
 have never dodged or missed a meeting as your delusional letter appears to indicate, along with all that other
 dribble about loving notaries who forged my father’s name, my name and yours in documents in mom’s estate
 causing all these delays and questions in the beneficiaries in both estates delaying our inheritances, all under the
 direction of your close personal and business friends Robert and Donald.  As for Robert and Donald who attempted
 to close mom’s estate with forged and fraudulent document in a fraud on the court and more, well it saddens me
 that these are your bedfellows and you think mom and dad would have liked what they have done to fraudulently
 change their desires and wishes through fraud and forgery and more.  Please feel free to call Candice and schedule a
 telephonic or Skype meeting any day any time.  As you have cut off utilities and food for three months already
 acting as a fiduciary with Robert and Donald and delayed your response to our letters until the children have missed
 all kinds of opportunities due to such delay in responses with intent, the sooner we meet the better and we can
 discuss all your misguided statements then, as well as, more fully discuss them in both the state and federal court
 cases ongoing and with state and federal authorities investigating now several ongoing frauds you, Donald, Robert,
 Manceri et al. are all involved in.  I will send a more thorough response to your letter, which appears to have many
 delusional statements in regard to the factual reality of the situation, to both the courts and authorities and you can
 obtain that then.


Eliot


From: Ted Bernstein [mailto:tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Friday, December 6, 2013 10:15 PM
To: 'Candice Bernstein'
Cc: 'Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.'; iviewit@iviewit.tv;
 dtescher@tescherspallina.com; Mark Manceri, Esq.
Subject: RE: KIDS PAST DUE TUITION


Please see attached.


From: iviewit@iviewit.tv [mailto:iviewit@iviewit.tv]
Sent: Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:16 AM
To: Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Janet.Craig@opco.com); Ted Bernstein; Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.
 (rspallina@tescherspallina.com); Donald R. Tescher ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.
 (dtescher@tescherspallina.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Hunt.Worth@opco.com); William McCabe Esq. @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (William.McCabe@opco.com);
 Mark R. Manceri, Esquere @ Mark R. Manceri, P.A. (mrmlaw@comcast.net)
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.
 (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.; Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster
 Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Lisa S. Friedstein (Lisa@friedsteins.com); Lisa
 (lisa.friedstein@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (jilliantoni@gmail.com); Jill M. Iantoni (Iantoni_jill@ne.bah.com);
 Guy T. Iantoni @ GTI LIFE, Inc. (guy@gtilife.net); Guy T. Iantoni (giantoni007@gmail.com); Pamela Beth Simon
 (psimon@stpcorp.com)
Subject: EMERGENCY INTERIM DISTRIBUTIONS TO MINOR BENEFICIARIES YOU ARE ALLEGED
 FIDUCIARY FOR


Ted, Donald, Robert, Janet, Hunt, William and Mark,


Attached are the home and family expenses many past due now for three months for my family.  As you are all well
 aware, these expenses have been paid through Bernstein Family Realty LLC (BFR) by Rachel Walker and then
 Oppenheimer since my father died and were paid for 6 years prior by my father and mother while they were alive. 
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 These expenses for our family’s living expenses were to be paid for through my family’s inheritance monies when
 my father and mother died, as set up in elaborate estate plans they did together exclusively for my family, due to
 our special circumstances.  There was to be no interruption in these life sustaining payments for my family after
 they died.  Now that Oppenheimer has somehow, almost three months ago, transferred our family bills and
 expenses to Ted and Robert to handle, without our consent and then resigned as Manager of BFR and anointed Ted
 as successor, a company owned by my children that has been paying the expenses for almost 8 years, acting on the
 advice of Spallina, the bills suddenly and without warning are now not being paid.  These bills include payment of
 reimbursements to Candice for food and other daily living expenses for the boys, monies we have advanced from
 our limited monies and have always been reimbursed for to pay for the next month’s groceries, etc.  This failure by
 the alleged fiduciaries of the estates put us desperately and dangerously low on food for the kids and other essential
 medical and other needs.  Since Ted and Robert have taken control of my family’s bills and their payments, utilities
 have been shut off already for the first time ever, without any notice they were intending on discontinuing them to
 either the provider or my family, causing extreme hardships on our family. 


As you are aware from the court hearings in my mother’s estate, due to the actions of Ted’s close personal and
 business friends, Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher, their law firm Tescher & Spallina, P.A. and their legal
 assistant/notary public Kimberly Moran, whom has now been arrested for fraud and who admitted forging
 signatures in my mother’s estate, including forging one for my father when he was dead, the estates have been
 suddenly thrown into a state of disarray.  My mother’s estate has been legally reopened due to the fraud and forgery
 proven and now must be properly closed.  As we learned in the hearing on September 13, 2013, Shirley’s estate was
 closed by attorneys at law Tescher and Spallina, who illegally used my father to file documents as if he were alive,
 after he was deceased for four months and committed a fraud on the court and the beneficiaries.  These crimes have
 now resulted in the inability to make final distributions to beneficiaries timely, which has already not taken place
 for over two years in my mother’s estate and now over a year in my father’s estate and where due to the crimes will
 now take even longer.  This process of closing my mother’s estate now that it has been reopened due to criminal
 activity, and further since I, nor my children as beneficiaries/interested parties, will now NOT be signing a Waiver
 to close it before receiving full accountings, inventories, attorney billings, etc., all now legally due to us and this
 may take several months or more according to Judge Martin Colin to close again.  The Waivers on file in the court
 are FORGED, that I DID NOT SIGN and my siblings have now admitted not signing, which have now been proven
 through Moran’s admission to the Sheriff’s department to be documents that are worthless, as they are fraudulent
 due to Moran’s admission that she “traced” aka forged the signatures on those six Waiver documents, as evidenced
 in the Sheriff’s report.  In that report Moran states to authorities “Moran stated that at this time, she took it upon
 herself to trace each signature of the six members of the Bernstein family onto another copy of the original waiver
 document.  She then notarized them and resubmitted them to the courts.”  This statement contradicts her prior
 statement to the Governor’s Notary Public office where she claimed the documents were identical other than her
 notary stamp, thus the crime of false statements in official proceedings.  This lie was also echoed by Spallina in the
 September 13, 2013 hearing before Colin when he knowingly lied to the judge and claimed the signatures were not
 forged.   Further, from Judge Colin’s order dated November 14, 2013, “1. The Estate shall remain open pending the
 filing of a Petition for Discharge by Ted Bernstein, as Successor Personal Representative and any disposition
 thereof pursuant to probate rules and statutes.” The bolded text was added to the order in handwriting by Judge
 Colin and indicates that all rules of probate must be followed now to close the estate, including now giving the
 beneficiaries/interested parties all accountings, inventories, attorney records, etc. before it can closed again and
 since I, nor my children will be waiving anything to close the estate, there are many items we anticipate getting
 soon.


It is now almost three months after the Judge reopened my mother’s estate on September 13, 2013 and still, neither
 my children, nor I, as beneficiaries have received any of the documents legally due to us by the alleged fiduciaries
 of the estate since reopening, as required by both the law and the Judge.  What unfolds is a pattern and practice of
 continued breach of fiduciary duties and law by those acting in fiduciary capacities.  The process of closing the
 estate may take even more time, as we learned in the October 28, 2013 hearing before Colin, since the beneficiaries
 of the estates of both my mother and my father are now in question (whether they be the children or grandchildren
 and in what parts) due to, faulty draftsman errors in the estate documents, alleged fraudulent and forged documents,
 fraud on the court, improper notarizations and more.  The alleged fraudulent Will and Amended Trusts of my father
 are just now beginning to be investigated by state authorities and keep in mind that in his Order dated November
 14,2013, Judge Colin also states “2. The Court has determined that it will take no action regarding the form of the
 pleadings or other documents that were submitted to the Court to close the Estate while Simon Bernstein was
 serving [emphasis added] as Personal Representative.”  What is important to note is that in the September 13, 2013







 hearing it was learned that the estate of SHIRLEY was closed in January 2013, months after my father was dead, by
 SPALLINA and TESCHER ILLEGALLY using my father’s identity and fraudulent documents as Personal
 Representative before the court, as if he were alive and still serving as the Personal Representative, the problem is
 Simon was dead at the time.  Therefore, we learned that the estate was illegally closed by SPALLINA and
 TESCHER using a dead man who could not be “serving” as Personal Representative at time he was dead, as only
 living people can serve in any capacity.  This exchange at the September 13, 2013 hearing is what led to Judge
 Colin asking the attorneys, defendants SPALLINA and TESCHER (through his counsel), how this could be legally
 possible that a dead man closed the estate as if alive and then stating he had enough evidence of criminal conduct at
 that point to read, Ted, Spallina, Tescher and Manceri their Miranda Warnings.  Therefore, Colin’s Order claims
 that any documents submitted to close Shirley’s estate while my father was “serving” as Personal Representative
 are not actionable at this time and those documents filed POST MORTEM for SIMON by others while he was dead
 and could not legally be “serving” in any capacity all remain actionable.  That it should be noted that the documents
 my father signed and filed with the court while alive and while he was serving as Personal Representative have not
 been questioned at this time for forgery and/or fraud, so I am not sure why that seemed important in the order
 Tescher and Spallina submitted to the Judge to sign.  Only the documents filed for him illegally by SPALLINA,
 TESCHER and others, POST MORTEM, are being questioned at this time, including but not limited to, an alleged
 Petition for Discharge, Waivers, an alleged Will and Amended Trust for my father (that will now be challenged in
 my mother’s estate as these alleged forged and improperly notarized Wills and Amended Trust attempt to change
 my mother’s beneficiaries).  I am certain that if we find evidence of fraud or forgery in those documents filed while
 Simon was legally serving Judge Colin will review them, despite when they were served. 


Until all of these other documents and the multiple other problems that were revealed in the hearings are fully
 resolved, the beneficiaries in both estates are not now known and must now be determined by both Judge Colin in
 my mother’s estate and Judge French in my father’s estate.  This process could take time according to Judge Colin
 and in that time NO FINAL DISTRIBUTIONS of any estate assets in either estate should be made to ANY
 PARTIES and those made thus far returned instantly, including returning all personal properties and prior
 distributions.  It appears now that the only way for beneficiaries who need distributions is to get them through
 family allowances or interim and/or emergency distributions until the mess can be cleared up both civilly and
 criminally and again the process is just starting.  Since these problems and the criminal activities admitted to thus
 far are directly due to the criminal actions of the fiduciaries of the estates and their firm, the beneficiaries,
 especially minor children, should not be further punished from the delay of the monies that should have flowed
 almost instantly to them after my father died and are now delayed due to criminal activities.  Ted and my sisters
 have already been liquidating assets and converting assets to themselves and their children with the aid of Robert et
 al. and now that it was learned in the hearing that all of these transactions in my mother’s estate by alleged
 fiduciaries after my father died, for example the sale of the condo and distribution of personal affects, were done
 with no legal Personal Representative or Trustee of the estate and trusts, as no successors for my father were chosen
 during that time, these should all be rescinded back to the estate until final distributions can be made.  Further,
 despite Ted and my siblings knowing of the fraud and the forgery of their signatures for months, as they have all
 now admitted their signatures and their father’s signatures are forged, which they knew would have bearing on who
 the ultimate beneficiaries are in the estates, they rushed with Robert and Donald to liquidate assets and distribute
 them, without first notifying the proper authorities of the crimes and this done while acting as alleged fiduciaries for
 my mother’s estate, which would have forced them to bring this information to authorities prior to making any
 distributions or taking further actions.  Ted’s claims in the September 13, 2013 hearing that he was the “Trustee”
 for the estate/trust was proven in the hearings on September 13, 2013 and in the October 28.2013 Evidentiary
 Hearing to not be true, as Ted was found not to be the Trustee of the estate or personal representative that he acted
 as at the time of several transactions.  This will most likely cause those distributions of assets to be returned and
 then allocated to the proper beneficiaries once who they are is determined by the judges in both of the estates.  Yet,
 my family, which instantly reported the crimes to the court once aware of them in May 2013 and served notice of
 the crimes at that time to Spallina, Tescher and my siblings, has not taken any final distributions from these
 transactions, due to the knowledge that the beneficiaries are in question from the frauds and taking the monies
 would be to illegally convert them, appears to be being punished by the alleged fiduciaries who have caused these
 problems, Ted, Donald and Robert et al.


As we know from the hearings, there are enough monies coming to either my children or myself from our
 inheritances, once it is determined which of us or both will get the proceeds, to cover the monthly expenses for
 many years to come for our family, as both my mother and my father had planned for.  In light of the criminal
 activity that has taken place and the delay in benefits being disposed properly and legally, it would typically be the







 estate fiduciaries job to make appropriate distributions to cover these emergency expenses during this unforeseen
 disaster.  However, those fiduciaries in our case are the alleged perpetrators of the crimes, Ted in my mother’s
 estate when he is granted Letters of Administration after following all applicable statutes and law to get appointed,
 as stated by Judge Colin and the Personal Representatives for Simon’s estate are allegedly Spallina and Tescher, as
 co-personal representatives (if the improperly notarized, witnessed and drafted documents, including the Will and
 Amended Trust survive that give them those powers).  These fiduciaries and their fiduciary powers, we object and
 do not consent to, as we believe that have been illegally gained, however for the time being they give Ted and his
 friends Tescher and Spallina, a unique position as fiduciaries to now try and EXTORT us through ceasing living
 expenses without warning and try and force us to either drop our criminal and civil pursuits or else cut our family
 off life support expenses they are in now in charge of.  Where Spallina has already threatened that he and Donald
 will deal harshly with my family if we get lawyers, etc. as evidenced in my May 2012 Petition.  Once the
 investigation of Moran began, leading to her arrest and investigations both state and federally, civilly and
 criminally, began against Ted, Spallina, Tescher, Moran and Baxley, this extortion of our family began to try and
 cause hardships on us and force us to drop our legal actions.  Since Ted was anointed Manager of BFR by
 Oppenheimer, it appears the alleged fiduciary Ted is now selectively paying some bills, letting others lapse without
 notice and failing to pay life sustaining reimbursements for food and our children’s daily expenses to harm and
 damage our family, including our three minor children.  All of these acts have been without any notice or warning
 showing intent to cause damages to our lives in efforts to stop us from pursuing civil and criminal remedies.  The
 current breaches of fiduciary duties by Ted as BFR Manager to notify us that utilities and food were not going to be
 paid and failing to even respond to Candice’s letter, attached below, which deals with these life sustaining expenses
 for three minor children, has caused immediate and dangerous hardships on our children.  On top of that Ted’s
 failure to pay for the school trips for the children, again with no notice or warning, events planned months in
 advance, forced them not to attend these team tournaments over these last weeks and both the children and their
 teams suffered, all without notice that Ted was intending to not pay.  We are now getting letters regarding past due
 bills from the school and others sent to BFR that these bills are now not paid, again causing great hardship and
 again without any notice that they were not being paid, again showing your bad intent to the beneficiaries while
 acting as alleged fiduciaries.  I get that Ted, Donald, Robert and Manceri et al. want to shut my family down since
 we are trying to have them prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law for these crimes and put all of them in jail for
 alleged and in certain instances admitted now, felony crimes that are being committed in both estates, through a
 number of fraudulent transactions.  This puts Ted, Spallina and Teshcer in direct conflict with me and my family
 and legally prohibits them from acting further as fiduciaries due to the obvious conflicts but yet they fail to resign
 despite the obvious fiduciary and legal problems these crimes and conflicts create and these fiduciary violations are
 now allowing for this current extortion.


As for Candice extorting Ted as he allege in his letter below, Ted please explain how one extorts inheritance monies
 due to them as beneficiaries.  Typically, with extortion one is extorting someone for the other person’s money or
 property, not your own.  The claim that Candice is somehow extorting Ted by telling him she will be forced to tell
 everyone why the children are being harmed and exposing the truth about Ted, Spallina, Tescher and Moran’s
 involvement in the crimes occurring in the estates that are already discovered and those alleged in court, is like
 going to a bank and demanding payment of your money and if they fail to give it you, you telling them you will go
 to the press with their criminal actions if they do not release the funds and the bank then turns around and claims
 you are extorting them to get your money.  I do not think being threatened with the truth being told is extortionary
 in anyway either, so Ted, please be very careful as to not further slander and defame Candice in these public emails
 you are sending based on your novel interpretation of law.  The inheritance monies being requested are for either
 my children or me, which will be determined now through the court and where either way Ted personally has
 absolutely NO INTEREST in the estates, as he was disinherited from both my mother and my father’s estate
 entirely, making it further insane that he tries to accuse Candice of the crime of extortion.  We on the other hand
 have already filed charges with the court against Ted, Spallina, Tescher et al. for extortion and with good cause. 
 Extortion done against our family with  INTENTIONAL, WILLFUL , WANTON and GROSSLY NEGLIGENT
 acts while acting as alleged fiduciaries and all done in efforts to stop our ability of having the criminal activities
 prosecuted in the estates to stop the looting of the estates they are profiting from directly.  Ted and Robert, your
 repeated missed meetings with our counsel and us, refusal to tender documents due to us, for this or that reason
 (like we can ONLY meet in person) and your continued failure to respond to emails addressed to both of you
 regarding these matters that as fiduciaries you are obligated to answer, are intended to give the appearance your
 making efforts to perform your fiduciary duties when you are intentionally not performing them.  We have offered
 to meet on the phone or skype numerous times over the last three months but you continue to refuse to meet and
 dodge our requests, we do not even have letter or email responses to our letters of your intent with the bills and







 expenses you guys are in charge of.  We have no idea therefore what is and what is not being paid, despite our best
 efforts to get answers for almost three months.  We assume now that you and Spallina are intentionally failing and
 breaching all aspects of your duties as fiduciaries with intent to harm three minor children and Candice and I, and
 we will be reporting this continued and ongoing extortion to both the courts and criminal authorities. 


Ted, in light of all these problems caused in the estate by you, Spallina, Donald and others and the friction it has
 created between us, with me trying to have you all prosecuted and put in jail for these crimes, it seems bizarre that
 you would so desperately want to become a fiduciary in the estate matters and my family’s businesses since you
 have NO interests in them at all, including having no interests in my family’s assets like BFR and our parents
 estates, as again you were wholly excluded from all interests in the estates of both Mom and Dad.  Why would Ted,
 Robert and Donald want all this liability as fiduciaries unless they are all now desperately attempting to maintain
 control to further attempt to cover up ongoing alleged criminal activities?  Yet, despite these conflicts and all of
 your direct involvement in the alleged crimes and knowing that civil and criminal allegations have been filed
 against all of you, that have just begun to be dealt with legally, one wonders why you gays do not voluntarily
 abdicate your fiduciary roles due to the conflicts and other problems that preclude further involvement, at minimum
 until all of these matters can be settled both civilly and criminally against you guys. 


The attached expenses show that since Ted and Robert have taken over as fiduciaries of BFR from Oppenheimer,
 almost all the bills are in arrears and about to be delinquent, causing great harm to our family.  The total bills owed
 now amount to $60,736.68, with $26,093.44 of that past due reimbursements for food, etc. to Candice. 
 Additionally, there is another $31,766.37 owed in reimbursements for legal expenses that have been incurred, due
 in large part to the CRIMINAL ACTS committed in the estate by SPALLINA and TESCHER and MORAN et al.
 and were necessary to uncover and report the alleged crimes against all of you and report them all to the proper
 authorities and courts.  Again, these legal expenses should be immediately reimbursed to us by the estate (until we
 can recover the monies from those that caused these damages necessitating all these legal fees, namely Tescher,
 Spallina, Moran, Manceri and Moran, as they are for legal expenses incurred by the beneficiaries that were caused
 by the violations of law and breaches of fiduciary by the alleged fiduciaries.   We expect all of these bills and
 reimbursements to be paid instantly as they are all past due and will cause physical and emotional harms to our
 family.  As we also learned at the September 13, 2013 there is approximately $480,000 dollars available for
 interim/emergency distributions if the kids are determined the beneficiaries and $533,000 if I am determined the
 beneficiary (most likely outcome) in liquid cash in Shirley’s estate.  These are monies from the alleged illegal
 condo sale that will be paid to either me, my children or a combination of both, as beneficiaries/interested parties,
 when Judge Colin finally rules on who the ultimate beneficiaries will be and final dispositions can be made to
 them.  However, due to these unforeseen criminal acts now causing massive delay’s in distributions to the
 beneficiaries, these monies can be used by the fiduciaries of either estate to make interim distributions or
 emergency distributions until the beneficiaries can be determined and final dispositions made after the estate is
 closed and those monies used will be subtracted.  Especially, where the emergency distributions are for life
 sustaining food, utilities, etc. that are now at risk and causing great physical and emotional harm to my family.  As
 your letter below indicates, you know Candice has recently been laid off her employment, our family’s income has
 thus dropped suddenly and steeply and these funds are even more essential at this time whilst she looks for new
 employment.


As you, Robert and Donald are legally bound as fiduciaries (despite the fact that we object and do not consent to
 these fiduciary roles as stated in our Motions before the courts) and responsible to prevent these type of damages to
 the beneficiaries you are acting on behalf of that you have all caused directly, your continued failure to respond to
 either Candice or I timely regarding these matters will result in further actions against all of you for this continued
 EXTORTION of us by knowingly harming us with intent through misuse of your fiduciary powers and more.  We
 will be filing with the judges and proper authorities for this WILLFUL, WANTON, RECKLESS AND GROSSLY
 NEGLIGENT BEHAVIOR IN VIOLATION OF LAW to harm our family.  Let me know immediately what you
 are intending to do regarding all of these matters and if and when you are paying the bills, as utilities are at shut off
 dates and food has been scarce since your reign of terror has begun and you began managing our assets.  We
 therefore expect that you act immediately to resolve these issues with us.  Please respond in writing to this request
 for interim/emergency distributions for our family and then if you want to have a meeting we would be happy to
 talk about what your intentions are via phone or skype. 


If you fail to respond within 24 hours, we will begin to notify all interested parties (i.e. schools, utility companies,
 the Jewish Federation and others who are injured as a result) of the reasons and causes why they are not being paid,







 including noticing them all of the fraud and forgery in the estate of my mother and who is responsible, including but
 not limited to, Tescher, Spallina, Moran, Lindsay Baxley and Ted, in hopes they may understand the situation and
 work with us due to these extreme circumstances that have been created by your unclean hands as fiduciaries and
 until we can resolve all the matters both civilly and criminally.


Finally, we have sent repeated requests to Oppenheimer and Ted and Robert for information relating to BFR and our
 children’s trusts, which again seems to be suppressed by those acting in alleged fiduciary capacities, please respond
 to these immediately as the requests have not been responded to for over two months and are legally owed my
 children as owners of BFR and beneficiaries of the trusts.  This includes all the information they are due as
 shareholders of Life Insurance Concepts/LIC companies and the shares are owned by their trusts that Oppenheimer
 is still liable for handling.


Eliot


From: Ted Bernstein [mailto:tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 10:43 AM
To: 'Candice Bernstein'; 'Craig, Janet'
Cc: 'Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.'
Subject: RE: KIDS PAST DUE TUITION


Candice,


As you have copied me on this email, I felt it was important to respond to this request.  I would caution you about
 trying to use extortion tactics related to your efforts to “seek payments”.


I would appreciate it if you could please shed some light on the necessity of this expense in light of the fact that
 there will be a finite amount of funds available for the boys from Shirley’s trust and Simon’s estate.  Based on this
 reality, and the fact that I am unaware of any other money you or Eliot are earning to pay for your necessary living
 expenses, I am requesting that you provide me with some detail concerning this expense.  It would appear to me
 that since there are is no money coming into your household from either your or Eliot’s employment, any funds that
 might be used for support should be used prudently.  As I have found it necessary to pay for expenses directly
 related to the support of Josh, Jake and Danny, I am concerned about what is necessary versus what is not. 


Please feel free to arrange a time to meet with me to discuss this request for Lacrosse. 


Ted


From: Candice Bernstein [mailto:tourcandy@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:51 PM
To: 'Craig, Janet'
Cc: 'Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A.'; Ted Bernstein
Subject: FW: KIDS PAST DUE TUITION


Dear Janet- please seek payments immediately for attached school bills, Israel Lacrosse and outstanding
 reimbursements already in your possession.


Information has been submitted already.  Payment of $7600 needs to be sent urgently to Israel Lacrosse for Josh and
 Jake Bernstein, as well as personal expenses needed to attend the winter training exhibition opportunity abroad that
 they were selectively chosen and specially invited to. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity and crucial in their
 college placement initiatives. I need to know immediately that this is taken care of on their behalf or I will have to
 explain to all in our local Jewish community why they won’t be able to attend. Thank you, Candice


http://www.lacrosse.co.il/2013/11/israel-announces-five-game-winter-schedule-for-mens-national-program/
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Israel Lacrosse is a registered 501c3 non-profit organization in the United States.


Israel Lacrosse
1501 Broadway, 21st Floor
New York, NY 10036
To make a credit card donation, please call us at (646) 397-9571 to speak with an Israel Lacrosse representative.


NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email without
 warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can happen to
 ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against any incumbent
 endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 2510-
2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential
 and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
 intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call
 (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium,
 please so advise the sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs distribution of
 this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients only; it
 may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies unintended
 recipients that they have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination,
 copying, and content-based actions. Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete
 the original message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the
 originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’ copyrighted
 content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and
 www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.


From: Eliot Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 11:54 AM
To: 'Craig, Janet'; Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (Hunt.Worth@opco.com); William
 McCabe Esq. @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (William.McCabe@opco.com); 'katie.saia@opco.com';
 'patrick.wade@opco.com'; 'pat.wade@opco.com'
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.
 (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.; Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster
 Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net)
Subject: RE: Joshua Jacob and Daniel Bernstein Trusts


Janet, while this addresses a small part of my requests in the email sent below, I do not see any reply to the other
 matters information was requested for, including the information on LIC Holdings.   Did you request the
 information for LIC Holdings as requested below and if so can you please send me the letters sent to them and their
 response.   I do also note that Ted and Spallina were copied on your response to my private and confidential email
 and I ask by what authority and whose direction are you copying this PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
 information to these parties on, please address each party separately?  Please confirm that you did not blind copy
 any other parties on the emails.  In addition to the records for LIC Holdings, please provide the same information
 for Bernstein Family Realty LLC as requested below for LIC Holdings, as you were Manager and the shares for
 both are listed under the trusts you are still trustee of.  I am still unclear under what authority you made Ted
 manager, knowing of the disputes going on and that my children are the owners of the company, as this seems a
 breach of fiduciary duties and trust.  That you did this after first stating that you were turning over the Manager



mailto:iviewit@gmail.com





 position to me and then without notice or approval of my family appointing Ted appears preposterous because he
 volunteered, how was he contacted about volunteering, please provide accurate details into how that occurred and
 who was involved in the decision.  Did you contact him or he you?


That prior to my father’s passing I am aware of information that he was concerned about his Oppenheimer accounts
 and these concerns had him making inquiries for accounting of all of his assets, in all of his family members
 Oppenheimer accounts and personal accounts, as he was concerned the balances were incorrect and did not think
 his assets were being handled properly and transferred correctly from the various banks they were shuffled to by his
 brokers from the transition from Stanford Bank (infamous for Sir Robert Allen Stanford Ponzi), to JP Morgan and
 Oppenheimer, please provide all past records of all Bernstein accounts or letters you may possess in regards to his
 inquiries immediately prior to his passing regarding the accounts and all of your firms responses.  Also, I was
 informed that each child had 1.2 shares of LIC Holding and your accounting statement is only reflecting 1, please
 provide details regarding the discrepancies.  Also, under Bernstein Family Realty you show each child owning
 0.334 shares, so collectively 1 share, please clarify how many shares were issued and to whom and when and
 provide all records and minutes, etc. regarding the stocks?  Also, please provide all records you received from
 Legacy Bank regarding the prior Legacy Account that was being used to pay my family bills, prior to Spallina
 redirecting this to you and converting it instead to the children’s school trust funds to pay those bills, instead of
 Bernstein Family Realty LLC’s accounts.  As I am sure you are aware, Spallina’s Law Firm was involved in fraud
 and forgery and their notary public was arrested for fraud and this would further make sharing my information with
 them without my express consent, as my emails maintain confidentiality statements on them as well, and again, for
 the third time this unauthorized transfer of the records to adversaries of my family seems a gross breach of fiduciary
 and more.


I will continue to send you all requests for funds since I have yet to see proper papers on the trusts and LLC as they
 are missing notaries in some instances and other documents you sent are incomplete with missing signatures as
 mentioned in my prior correspondences and with all this forgery and fraud going on with Spallina et al. it is hard to
 assess what has transpired in these accounts.  I feel that you have obligations as Trustee and former Manager to
 verify if these monies and assets have been handled properly and have taken whatever actions and legal actions
 necessary to protect the beneficiaries you are responsible for and the funds you over sighted.  Please go through this
 email and the email request below and answer each and every request separately as to how you’re handling each
 issue.  Finally, if you plan on sending this email to any other parties please get my consent if you are transferring
 my correspondences.


Eliot


I-VIEW-IT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Surf with Vision


Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL (yes, two identically named)
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – FL
Iviewit Technologies, Inc. – DL
Uviewit Holdings, Inc. - DL
Uview.com, Inc. – DL
Iviewit.com, Inc. – FL
Iviewit.com, Inc. – DL
I.C., Inc. – FL
Iviewit.com LLC – DL
Iviewit LLC – DL
Iviewit Corporation – FL
Iviewit, Inc. – FL
Iviewit, Inc. – DL
Iviewit Corporation
2753 N.W. 34th St.







Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv
http://iviewit.tv/inventor/index.htm
http://iviewit.tv/wordpress
http://www.facebook.com/#!/iviewit
http://www.myspace.com/iviewit
http://iviewit.tv/wordpresseliot
http://www.youtube.com/user/eliotbernstein?feature=mhum
http://www.TheDivineConstitution.com


Also, check out


Eliot's Testimony at the NY Senate Judiciary Committee Hearings Professional Video courtesy of NY Senate, my
 fav part at end
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oHKs_crYIs


Eliot's Testimony at the NY Senate Judiciary Committee Hearings Professional Video Handheld Camera View, my
 favorite version at the very end
http://youtu.be/3Q9MzqZv4lw


and


Christine Anderson New York Supreme Court Attorney Ethics Expert Whistleblower Testimony, FOX IN THE
 HENHOUSE and LAW WHOLLY VIOLATED TOP DOWN EXPOSING JUST HOW WALL STREET /
 GREED STREET / FRAUD STREET MELTED DOWN AND WHY NO PROSECUTIONS OR RECOVERY OF
 STOLEN FUNDS HAS BEEN MADE.  Anderson in US Fed Court Fingers, US Attorneys, DA’s, ADA’s, the New
 York Attorney General and “Favored Lawyers and Law Firms” @
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BlK73p4Ueo


and finally latest blog
http://iviewit.tv/wordpress/?p=594


Eliot Part 1 - The Iviewit Inventions @
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOn4hwemqW0


Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #1
http://youtu.be/i1Ao1BYvyoQ


Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #2
http://youtu.be/OaXys6bImFI


Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #3
http://youtu.be/9R1PNnJVVGU


Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #4
http://youtu.be/rUHCZFkro08


Eliot Bernstein Iviewit Inventor Televison Interview Dick Woelfle Network 125
http://youtu.be/WEgSXJFqrhQ


Eliot for President in 2012 Campaign Speech 1 with No Top Teeth, Don't Laugh, Very Important
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuIHQDcwQfM
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http://iviewit.tv/wordpresseliot

http://www.youtube.com/user/eliotbernstein?feature=mhum

http://www.thedivineconstitution.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oHKs_crYIs

http://youtu.be/3Q9MzqZv4lw
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http://youtu.be/rUHCZFkro08

http://youtu.be/WEgSXJFqrhQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuIHQDcwQfM





Eliot for President in 2012 Campaign Speech 2 with No Top OR Bottom Teeth, Don't Laugh, Very Important
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbOP3U1q6mM


Eliot for President in 2012 Campaign Speech 3 Very Important
https://www.facebook.com/iviewit?ref=tn_tnmn#!/note.php?note_id=319280841435989


Other Websites I like:


http://www.deniedpatent.com
http://exposecorruptcourts.blogspot.com
http://www.judgewatch.org/index.html 
http://www.enddiscriminationnow.com
http://www.corruptcourts.org
http://www.makeourofficialsaccountable.com
http://www.parentadvocates.org
http://www.newyorkcourtcorruption.blogspot.com
http://cuomotarp.blogspot.com
http://www.disbarthefloridabar.com
http://www.trusteefraud.com/trusteefraud-blog
http://www.constitutionalguardian.com
http://www.americans4legalreform.com 
http://www.judicialaccountability.org
www.electpollack.us
http://www.ruthmpollackesq.com
http://www.attorneysabovethelaw.com
http://heavensclimb.blogspot.com
http://www.VoteForGreg.us  Greg Fischer
http://www.liberty-candidates.org/greg-fischer/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Vote-For-Greg/111952178833067
http://www.killallthelawyers.ws/law  (The Shakespearean Solution, The Butcher)


--
"We the people are the rightful master of both congress and the courts - not to overthrow the Constitution, but to
 overthrow the men who pervert the Constitution." - Abraham Lincoln


"Whensoever the General Government assumes undelegated powers, its acts are unauthoritative, void, and of no
 force." -- Thomas Jefferson, The Kentucky Resolutions of 1798


“If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it, he is obligated to do so.” Thomas Jefferson


"Each time a person stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he
 sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different centers of energy and daring,
 these ripples build a current that can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance."  - Robert F.
 Kennedy


"Is life so dear or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I
 know not what course others may take, but as for me, give me liberty, or give me death!" - Patrick Henry


I live by the saying,


ELLEN G. WHITE
The greatest want of the world is the want of men, --men who will not be bought or sold; men who in their inmost
 souls are true and honest, men who do not fear to call sin by its right name; men whose conscience is as true to duty
 as the needle to the pole, men who will stand for the right though the heavens fall. -Education, p. 57(1903)


If you are one of these people, nice to be your friend ~ Eliot
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NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email without
 warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can happen to
 ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against any incumbent
 endorsing such unlawful acts.


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 2510-
2521.   This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
 confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If
 you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original
 message or call (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive communications
 through this medium, please so advise the sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs distribution of
 this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients only; it
 may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies unintended
 recipients that they have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination,
 copying, and content-based actions. Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete
 the original message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the
 originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’ copyrighted
 content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and
 www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.


From: Craig, Janet [mailto:Janet.Craig@opco.com]
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 8:59 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein (iviewit@gmail.com)'
Subject: FW: Joshua Jacob and Daniel Bernstein Trusts


Janet Craig
973-245-4635


From: Craig, Janet
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:52 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; Worth, Hunt
Cc: 'Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq.'; 'Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP'; 'Andrew R. Dietz @
 Rock It Cargo USA'; 'Marc R. Garber Esq.'; 'Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.'; 'Robert Spallina
 (rspallina@tescherspallina.com)'; 'Ted Bernstein (tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com)'
Subject: RE: Joshua Jacob and Daniel Bernstein Trusts


Please accept my apologies.  The accountings in the last email were not saved properly and did not include
 transactions.  The corrected accountings are attached here.


Janet Craig
973-245-4635


From: Craig, Janet
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:57 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; Worth, Hunt
Cc: 'Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq.'; 'Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP'; 'Andrew R. Dietz @
 Rock It Cargo USA'; 'Marc R. Garber Esq.'; 'Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.'; 'Robert Spallina
 (rspallina@tescherspallina.com)'; 'Ted Bernstein (tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com)'
Subject: RE: Joshua Jacob and Daniel Bernstein Trusts
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Eliot,


I apologize for the delay in my response.  I have been in and out of the office on a personal matter and have had
 limited access to email.


Pursuant to your previous request, you have full access to the boys’ Trust Accounts through Portfolio Account Link
 (PAL) our secure, on-line access site for our Trust Accounts.  You requested that you receive statements
 electronically through this medium, rather than paper statements.  These statements are generated monthly and
 conform to the requirement that you have access to a listing of the assets held in each account as well as a record of
 all transaction, receipts and disbursements.  You can also view asset lists and transactions on any day, at any time,
 at your convenience.


In addition, on August 28th we sent you accountings for each of the Trusts in anticipation of their closing.  We have
 updated those accounting through 10/31/13 and have attached them for your review as well.  As a courtesy we have
 also included a list of transactions from the Bernstein Family Realty account where many of the bills have been
 paid from.


There is no agreement between the Trusts and your parents’ Estates to reimburse the Trusts for funds expended, nor
 do we believe your parents’ estate plans allow for that.  As there are currently no liquid assets in the trusts, nor do
 we expect to receive additional funds in the future to disburse to or for your family’s benefit, please do not contact
 us again regarding bill payment.  We cannot make payment from funds we do not have.


Janet Craig, CTFA
Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer
Oppenheimer Trust Company
18 Columbia Turnpike
Florham Park, NJ 07932
Tel: 973-245-4635
Fax: 973-245-4699
Email: Janet.Craig@opco.com


From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@iviewit.tv]
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:11 PM
To: Craig, Janet; Worth, Hunt
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq.; Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP; Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock
 It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.; Marc R. Garber, Esquire @ Flaster Greenberg P.C.
Subject: Joshua Jacob and Daniel Bernstein Trusts


Janet, please provide the following based on the information that you sent to me whereby Oppenheimer is the trustee
 for the trusts for Joshua, Jacob and Daniel. As such under Article 5 (specifically 5.5), accountings must be given to
 the beneficiary of each trust at least annually (quarterly if a Corporate Trustee is serving). The accountings must
 show the assets held in trust and all receipts and disbursements.  Other than the 6 shares of LIC Holdings, Inc.
 stock, I am not sure what other assets there are.  The current trustee has the right to ask prior trustees for an
 accounting if none was previously provided to you (refer to last sentence of 5.5).  No accountings have been
 previously provided me or my children. Provide a complete accounting that includes investment accounts, bank
 accounts, trust tax returns, etc. for all years.  As I am the legal guardian for my children, I am asking for all these as
 they were supposed to have been provided by you.
 
There are 6 shares of LIC Holdings Inc. stock in each trust.  Oppenheimer should request on behalf of the trust
 beneficiaries pursuant to Florida Statute 607.1602 for inspection of the corporate records from LIC Holdings, Inc.
 The request should include all years from corporate inception to present. Florida Statute 607.1601 describes
 corporate records:
607.1601 Corporate records.—
(1) A corporation shall keep as permanent records minutes of all meetings of its shareholders and board of
 directors, a record of all actions taken by the shareholders or board of directors without a meeting, and a record of
 all actions taken by a committee of the board of directors in place of the board of directors on behalf of the
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 corporation.
(2) A corporation shall maintain accurate accounting records. (at the very least, you should request accounting and
 financial records of LIC Holdings including income tax returns, general ledgers, balance sheets, P&L statements,
 bank statements, loan agreements or guarantees)
(3) A corporation or its agent shall maintain a record of its shareholders in a form that permits preparation of a list
 of the names and addresses of all shareholders in alphabetical order by class of shares showing the number and
 series of shares held by each.
(4) A corporation shall maintain its records in written form or in another form capable of conversion into written
 form within a reasonable time.
(5) A corporation shall keep a copy of the following records:
(a) Its articles or restated articles of incorporation and all amendments to them currently in effect;
(b) Its bylaws or restated bylaws and all amendments to them currently in effect;
(c) Resolutions adopted by its board of directors creating one or more classes or series of shares and fixing their
 relative rights, preferences, and limitations, if shares issued pursuant to those resolutions are outstanding;
(d) The minutes of all shareholders’ meetings and records of all action taken by shareholders without a meeting for
 the past 3 years;
(e) Written communications to all shareholders generally or all shareholders of a class or series within the past 3
 years, including the financial statements furnished for the past 3 years under s. 607.1620;
(f) A list of the names and business street addresses of its current directors and officers; and
(g) Its most recent annual report delivered to the Department of State under s. 607.1622.


Please advise LIC Holdings, Inc. that you are seeking to inspect the records in good faith and for the purpose of
 determining if misappropriation of corporate assets for improper purposes has previously or is currently taking
 place. 
 
I will be happy to go to the LIC office on my children's behalf and copy the records requested if they have any
 problems copying them.  I will provide you with a copy as well.  As my schedule is flexible please make the request
 with a 5 day notice as the statute requires and I will co-ordinate the time with the secretary in the office or they can
 have them ready for pick up.


Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv


NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email without
 warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can happen to
 ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against any incumbent
 endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 2510-
2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential
 and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
 intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call
 (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium,
 please so advise the sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs distribution of
 this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients only; it
 may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies unintended
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 recipients that they have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination,
 copying, and content-based actions. Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete
 the original message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the
 originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’ copyrighted
 content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and
 www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.


This communication and any attached files may contain information that is confidential or privileged. If this
 communication has been received in error, please delete or destroy it immediately. Please go to
 www.opco.com/EmailDisclosures


From: Eliot Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2013 4:22 PM
To: Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Janet.Craig@opco.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (Hunt.Worth@opco.com)
Cc: Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A. (rspallina@tescherspallina.com);
 Donald R. Tescher ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A. (dtescher@tescherspallina.com); Ted Bernstein;
 Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Brandan J. Pratt Esq. @ Huth & Pratt
 (bpratt@huthpratt.com); Mark R. Manceri, Esquere @ Mark R. Manceri, P.A. (mrmlaw@comcast.net)
Subject: FW: EMERGENCY OCTOBER & NOVEMBER Bernstein Family Realty Expenses and Reimbursements
 for children


Hunt and Janet,


I am not sure what has happened since you have claimed to transfer our family’s bills and records to whomever you
 so choose based on whatever presumed authority but now bills are not paid, reimbursements for food and life
 essentials have not been paid and I am unsure if you have contacted Spallina et al. to find out what they are doing
 about the monies misappropriated from the trust funds.  Since the documents you have provided are incomplete and
 unsigned and improperly notarized we are still trying to determine what exactly has transpired that suddenly put our
 whole family in danger from your actions and those of Spallina et al. and depleted these funds and perhaps others. 
 Therefore, we are once again demanding that as Trustee of the children’s trusts and Manager of Bernstein Family
 Realty LLC, you contact Spallina et al. and have them immediately replace and replenish the children’s trust
 accounts until these matters can resolved to minimize your liabilities in this mess and further use such funds to pay
 all bills due and overdue including all reimbursements.


As you can see from the attached “20131104 Oppenheimer Bills and Reimbursements.pdf” attached, there is
 currently $37,373.83 of outstanding bills due and $22,399.93 of reimbursements for food, gas, clothing, etc.
 advanced by Candice for two months not repaid and food grows scarce.  Utilities have been shut off and we have no
 records or notices and this has been harrowing as well.  As you know we did not approve or even know you were
 attempting to transfer the bills and payments to my brother Ted, as it was based on your and Spallina’s calls and
 Ted volunteering, despite your knowing that we did not approve once we found out and that Ted has adverse
 interests to my family.  We even notified you of such on the several occasions you sent our private and confidential
 information to Ted and his Deborah without our approval and prior to Ted having any alleged role in either the
 trusts or Bernstein Family Realty LLC., which we feel allowed them to gauge our accountants and try to force us
 out of monies once evidence of fraud and forgery was found in the estates by Spallina et al. to derail our ability to
 survive and pay our bills, a form of extortion. 


We will be filing suit within the week if these problems are not immediately dealt with and all bills paid, funds
 replaced to the trusts in full and more.  The suit will be against the estates, the trusts, Spallina et al., Ted and all
 agents of Oppenheimer who were involved in the transactions in anyway. 


I have sent a request for accounting from Bernstein Family Realty and the trusts and have not heard back regarding
 your attention to those matters. 
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Finally, there are $31,766.37 of legal fees that need to be reimbursed by those who ran up these bills, namely
 Tescher, Spallina and Ted that have been billed for in the past and or paid.  I believe as Trustee for the trusts you
 should pursue recovery of these funds to the proper parties and paid for by those who ran the bills up, namely
 Tescher & Spallina, who should pay these costs personally. 


Tripp Scott                          $9,183.00 paid from children’s trusts already
Huth & Pratt                       $15,000.00 amount of retainer due now
Huth & Pratt                       $5,000.00 amount of retainer paid for by Candice
Paralegal Services            $2,583.37 amount of legal fees paid by trust to Candice


Thank you,


Eliot Bernstein 


From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@iviewit.tv]
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 8:50 PM
To: Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Janet.Craig@opco.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (Hunt.Worth@opco.com);
 Robert L. Spallina, Esq. ~ Attorney at Law @ Tescher & Spallina, P.A. (rspallina@tescherspallina.com); Ted
 Bernstein
Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; ''tourcandy@gmail.com'
 (tourcandy@gmail.com)'
Subject: FW: EMERGENCY OCTOBER Bernstein Expenses and Reimbursements


Hello Janet and Hunt,


Please find the attached bills that are critically past due now in the attached file 20131020 Bills.pdf.  As I have
 stated before, I am unclear what is getting paid from my last email below and in the attached 20131004
 Oppenheimer Bills and Reimbursements low.pdf and how they are being paid and by who, however since you are
 still the trustee and I believe manager of Bernstein Family LLC.  I am sending them to you as has been done in the
 past to keep the information flowing through the proper channels as I know them to be. Robert Spallina stated in
 court he was considering an emergency distribution, I am certain he can replenish the funds he directed used from
 the children’s school trusts. This is now an emergency.


URGENT BILLS - Must be paid ASAP


1.            Saint Andrews- Josh, Jake and Danny school. 2 Months behind and MUST be paid by 11-4-13
2.            Health Insurance will lapse and not possible to reinstate if past 2 months not paid by 10/30/13
3.            $800 for Josh for deposit to commit to Israel team lacrosse invitation. If payment is not rec’d by Friday
 10/25 they will lose their spot. This is a long time commitment that Simon supported. Total 4K. Tax Deductible
 501c
4.            $800 for Jake for deposit to commit to Israel team lacrosse invitation. If payment is not rec’d by Friday
 10/25 they will lose their spot. This is a long time commitment that Simon supported. Total 4K. Tax Deductible
 501c
5.            Comcast ( phone, internet, cable) will be disconnected 10-30-13 if past due amount is not paid
6.            FPL due 10/17 $ 528.86
7.            SF Swordfish Lacrosse payment $1100 past due 10-1-13
8.            YSC- Your Security Connection $ 73.11 past due 10-1-13 – required by homeowners insurance
9.            Verizon due 10-15-13
10.          Reimbursements due from last month $5,966.20, as you know this is normally our grocery money and
 without it we have been unable to get groceries, etc.
11.          Walt Sahm – $3,800 interest on home loan overdue forcing Walt to possible foreclosure


Let me know ASAP.  If any of the bills are not paid I will be litigating all those parties involved for causing this. 
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 Eliot


-----Original Message-----
From: Eliot Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2013 4:46 PM
To: Janet Craig, CTFA ~ Senior Vice President & Compliance Officer @ Oppenheimer Trust Company
 (Janet.Craig@opco.com); Hunt Worth ~ President @ Oppenheimer Trust Company (Hunt.Worth@opco.com)
Cc: ''tourcandy@gmail.com' (tourcandy@gmail.com)'; Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com);
 Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It
 Cargo USA
Subject: EMERGENCY OCTOBER Bernstein Expenses and Reimbursements


Hi Janet and Hunt ~ I have attached in the pdf file the list of all the monthly bills and expenses for the children and
 invoices and receipts for each to be paid by the trustee of the three children's trust and Manager of Bernstein Family
 Realty LLC, which I believe is still you, I have received no paperwork to show any changes.  The total amount we
 paid was $5,966.20 for reimbursement and there is now $27,000.39 outstanding bills that must be paid immediately
 in certain cases some are due within 72 hours (see report attached notes section on first page).  As we are unclear of
 who is now in charge of the trusts and the LLC and how the changed occurred or why, please make sure that these
 get paid by whomever you designated and however you designated them, as far as I am concerned Oppenheimer
 still appear as the trustee and manager.  I have sent you transcripts of a probate court hearing whereby SPALLINA
 and TED where told by the Judge that he should read them their Miranda Rights, based on the admitted and
 acknowledged crime of fraudulently notarized and forged documents in the estate, a fraud on the Court whereby my
 father Simon, who was deceased, notarized documents and closed an estate months after he passed.  In light of this
 and the fact that you sent me unsigned trust agreements repeatedly and court orders on certain of the accounts
 authorizing Oppenheimer that are improperly notarized, well it is all starting to look a bit suspicious of what is
 going on.  Further, we were contacted by Walt Sahm who has been owed interest on the home owned by Bernstein
 Family Realty LLC that you allegedly are Manager for and that has not been paid for months while you were in
 charge (similar to months that you let the home go without homeowners insurance, especially in light of Mr. Sahm's
 loan with Bernstein Family Realty LLC, forcing this man to get counsel and begin to foreclose on the home for
 interest unpaid and no one at Bernstein Family Realty LLC responding to his repeated oral and written demand for
 payment on his loan.  As you can see from his letters attached from Mr. Sahm in the bill section of the attached
 PDF file he has been trying to get paid by SPALLINA and TED who claim instead to be Bernstein Family Realty
 LLC trustees for now several months to him, which contradicts your claim and it appears bizarre that you as trustee
 are not in possession and knowledge of this impending foreclosure and loan on the LLC you manage for the 3
 minor children, all this appears furthered by your mismanagement as trustees.  The other issues about using these
 school trust funds to pay living expenses until Spallina was to replenish and replace any funds and then your
 abandoning them when Spallina refused to repay the trusts seems also careless mismanagement but may also be
 construed as Willful, Wanton, Reckless, and Grossly Negligent behavior in disregard of law by alleged fiduciaries
 of the trusts, managers of the LLC and trust and LLC counsel.  I am presuming that since you are taking orders
 from Spallina for unknown reasons in using the children's school trust funds that Tescher and Spallina P.A.
 authorized that you are also using them as your counsel in these matters, as they have authorized and directed you
 according to your letters on how to spend and manage the funds, etc.  Since these bills are now coming past due
 from this month and last month and the refusal to replenish and replace them is causing a CRISIS, if these problems
 are not rectified instantly by the trustees of the trusts and managers of Bernstein Family Realty LLC, which until an
 unknown time was Oppenheimer we will have to notify the Courts and criminal authorities of your further
 involvement in attempting to bleed these funds and leave three minor children without SCHOOL, LIVING
 EXPENSES and MORE based on your actions and in conjunction with Spallina and Ted Bernstein that are suspect
 and perhaps criminal.   Please let me know instantly what your intent is.


Thanks, Eliot


Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
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(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
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NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email without
 warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can happen to
 ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against any incumbent
 endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 2510-
2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential
 and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
 intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call
 (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium,
 please so advise the sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs distribution of
 this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients only; it
 may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies unintended
 recipients that they have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination,
 copying, and content-based actions. Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete
 the original message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the
 originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’ copyrighted
 content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and
 www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.
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From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein
To: Captain Carol Gregg @ Palm Beach County Sheriff (greggc@pbso.org); Jean Francis @ Florida - State Attorney


 (15th Judicial Circuit) (jfrancis@sa15.org); Michael Rachel (Mrachel@sa15.org); Michael Rachel @ Florida - State
 Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (mrachel@sa15.state.fl.us)


Cc: Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ Venable LLP
 (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA; Marc R. Garber Esq.
 (marcrgarber@gmail.com); Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C. (marc.garber@flastergreenberg.com);
 Marc R. Garber Esq. @ Flaster Greenberg P.C. (marcrgarber@verizon.net); Christine P. Yates ~ Director @ Tripp
 Scott (CTY@trippscott.com)


Bcc: Pat Handley (svm231@aol.com); Patrick "Pat" Hanley (cpsvm@yahoo.com); Eliot I. Bernstein, Inventor ~ Iviewit
 Technologies, Inc.; Undisclosed List; ""tourcandy@gmail.com" (tourcandy@gmail.com)"


Subject: Estates of Simon and Shirley Bernstein CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312)
Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 6:11:00 PM
Attachments: 20140106 FINAL SIGNED PRINTED Letter to Captain Carol Gregg Palm Beach County Sheriff Office re Moran


 Spallina Tescher.pdf
20131203 FINAL Response to Sheriff.pdf


Dear Captain Gregg,
 
In response to our call yesterday, January 06, 2013, I have prepared a letter for you requesting
 information regarding the Official PBSO reports that were conducted in the cases relating to my
 parents and need for review and clarification prior to any sentencing of Kimberly Moran.  If you
 have any questions or need additional information please feel free to contact me, my information
 below.  I will also be sending a copy to the State Attorney and for the same reasons as stated in my
 letter to you asking them to hold off a bit on the sentencing until we can clarify and possibly correct
 the statements in the PBSO report their investigation was based upon.  Also attached herein is a
 letter sent to Detective Miller and the State Attorneys handling the case, which has gone
 unanswered and I would appreciate in addition to your responding to my questions in your letter,
 you also having the questions asked in that letter dated December 03, 2013 also be answered as
 part of your review. 
 
Thank you in advance for your time, effort and consideration of these matters,
 
 
Eliot I. Bernstein
Inventor
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL
2753 N.W. 34th St.
Boca Raton, Florida  33434-3459
(561) 245.8588 (o)
(561) 886.7628 (c)
(561) 245-8644 (f)
iviewit@iviewit.tv
http://www.iviewit.tv
 
NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this
 email without warning, warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative
 oversight and it can happen to ordinary Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor
 protection save to vote against any incumbent endorsing such unlawful acts.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
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Eliot I. Bernstein 
Direct Dial: (561) 245-8588 (o) 



(561) 886-7628 (c) 



Sent Via Email: 



Tuesday, January 7, 2014 



Captain Carol Gregg 
Palm Beach County Sheriffs Office 
17901 US Highway 441 
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6445 



RE: CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312) 



Dear Captain Gregg, 



Captain Carol Gregg @ Palm Beach County Sheriff (greggc@pbso.org) 



Dear Captain Gregg, 



Thank you so much for your patience in listening to my complaints regarding the 
handling of the cases (13097087), (13097087) & (12121312) filed in 2013 and allowing 
me the opportunity to present you with supplemental information and evidence so that we 
ascertain if the PBSO Official Reports were handled correctly and determine ifthe 
information in them is factually correct and complete. This review should including 
review of the ALL the evidence and ALL the alleged crimes against ALL the alleged 
perpetrators and clearly explain who and what was investigated and what was not and 
why. I will provide a brief background on the cases first and you may note that there are 
two similar case numbers filed months apart and I am not sure how that happened but I 
am sure it can be easily rectified and am awaiting for a call back from PBSO to straighten 
that out. As these sophisticated financial crimes can be difficult to dissect, 1 will do my 
best herein to explain and unravel them and explain how the investigations may have 
missed key crimes that may lead to a gross miscarriage of justice. 



I. COMPLAINT #1 CASE NUMBER 13097087 - FOR FORGERY, 
FRAUD, FRAUD ON A COURT, GRAND THEFT, REAL ESTATE FRAUD, 
FRAUD ON BENEFICIARIES OF THE ESTATE, PERJURY, FALSE 
OFFICIAL STATEMENTS AND MORE IN REGARDS TO THE ESTATES 
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Captain Carol Gregg 
Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office 
Financial Crimes Unit 
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Re: CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312) 



This case was filed and partially involved a series of alleged, and in some 
instances now proven, FORGED AND FRAUDULENT documents. The documents 
were used to Seize Dominion and Control of the Estates of my parents and then begin a 
series of crimes to loot the Estates of an amount estimated to be about $40 Million 
Dollars1 by members of my family and the Attorneys at Law who did the estate plans of 
my parents. 



1. THE CRIMES OF FORGERY AND FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS 
ADMITTED TO BY KIMBERLY MORAN. 



Within the series of hundreds of documentary evidence submitted to PBSO were 
six documents, alleged Waivers done in my siblings and my father's names that later 
were learned to have been WHOLLY created through FORGERY and then a 
FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATION was affixed to the FORGED documents. One of 
these documents was FORGED and FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED for my Father 
POST MORTEM and one was done for me without my knowledge or consent. 



Arrest has been made of a one Kimberly Moran in this case for these six 
documents, for six separate people that were FORGED and FRAUDULENTLY 
NOTARIZED and she has Admitted FORGING THEM and FRAUDULENTLY 
NOTARIZING them as noted in the PBSO Report. However, despite this proof of 
Forgery and Fraud, Detective Miller recommend only to the State Attorney she be 
charged with one count of violation 843 0855 3. Despite my siblings stating to PBSO 
that they are OK with their names being FORGED and FRAUDULENT 
NOTARIZATIONS affixed to documents for them and their deceased Father, these are 
still 4 more counts of FORGERY and FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS Moran 
should be charged with that Detective Miller was fully aware of and chose to selectively 
prosecute. Finally, I am sure Detective Miller did not get a statement from my Father, 
whose name was also FORGED and a Waiver FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED POST 
MORTEM for him. Unlike some of his children who find this OK by them, my Father 
would have not given consent or approved of a document FORGED and 
FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED in his name that was used in his beloved wife's estate 
and used to fraudulently change he and his wife's last wishes illegally. 



Therefore, for this small crime in the larger criminal acts alleged, Moran should 
be charged with at minimum two counts of Forgery and Fraudulently Notarizing 
documents, one count for my father and one count for myself. If the State Attorney 
("SA") wants to reduce the charges that is OK but Detective Miller must put down in his 



1 The reason the amounts are estimated is due to the fact that Beneficiaries and Interested Parties 
have been denied the financial information legally owed to them by the Fiduciaries of the Estates, 
which are those that were complained about in the eport. 
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Captain Carol Gregg 
Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office 
Financial Crimes Unit 



Re: CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312) 
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report all the crimes he was aware of, as he incorrectly states he was unaware of any 
other crimes but those he charged against Moran. Despite what my siblings said about 
these crimes being OK by them as indicated in the report and that the documents 
FORGED and FRAUDULENT in their Father's name that was illegally used to close 
their Mother's Estate were OK by them, this does not negate the fact that these were 
criminal acts that Det Miller was cognizant of 



Moran nonetheless should be charged with all six counts of FORGERY and 
FRAUD that she ADMITTED to PBSO committing. My siblings, who may have all 
been disinherited at the end by my Father for their torturous treatment of him in the end, 
as described in my complaint and the evidence submitted, and more specifically two of 
them who had been disinherited for years, Theodore and Pamela, were trying to force my 
Father to change his Beneficiaries to include them back into the Estates in the final days 
before he died. In fact, it should have sent up RED FLAGS that anyone would be OK 
with FORGED and FRAUDULENT documents done in their names and their deceased 
Father's name and additional investigation should have been warranted for the suspect 
statements they made to PBSO trying to exculpate Moran from her crimes that directly 
benefit them and they may be involved in. 



It should be noted that Spallina made false statements to Det. Miller as evidenced 
in his report, regarding when he knew about the crimes and this has been explained in my 
attached Letter dated December 03, 2013 to Det. Miller. This shows that Spallina knew 
about the crimes far earlier than he stated to Det. Miller, and was fully aware of the 
crimes when he was served Court documents by me that exhibited the Forged and 
Fraudulent documents in May 2013. Yet, Spallina, my brother and sisters did nothing 
once they knew of the crimes to report them or Moran to the Courts or Authorities until 
the day of the September 13, 2013 hearing, when Spallina partially confessed in Court, 
claiming he was "involved" in the crimes to the Judge as the Attorney. Further, Spallina 
perjured himself attempting to claim the documents were not Forged to a sitting Judge, 
Martin Colin and did not admit to that in Court, instead further continuing the Fraud. I 
also gave Det. Miller a listing of the false statements made in that official proceeding, 
which also showed Spallina lying and concealing from Judge Colin that Moran's 
documents were FORGED. Judge Colin even stated that if someone was to prove 
FORGERY had taken place in the documents it would change everything and that is why 
getting the counts against Moran of Forgery is important but also charging Spallina for 
continuing the Fraud in the Court by false official statements is also important. Some of 
those false statements from the hearing can be found @ 
www.iviewit.tv/20131010MotionCompelFreezeYouHavetheRiclittoRemainSilent.pdf . 
Detective Miller also thought last week when we spoke that he had charged Moran with 
Forgery and when I read him the code he harged her with he was surprised to learn that 
it did not mention FORGERY. 











Captain Carol Gregg 
Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office 
Financial Crimes Unit 



Re: CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & #3 (12121312) 
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Moran's crimes do not end with the six documents and in the attached Letter 
dated December 03, 2013 to Detective Miller clear evidence of Perjury and False Official 
Statements made in three separate official proceedings by Moran is evidenced therein. 
Three conflicting statements to how and why she did the crimes and where her statements 
directly influenced his Report unchallenged, as he apparently took her story at face value 
as to why and how she did the crimes. None of the perjured and false statements were 
investigated or mentioned in his report, despite the factual and irrefutable evidence of 
these crimes that was provided to him after reading his report and discovering the 
conflicting claims made under oath. Evidence submitted to Detective Miller of several 
other ongoing crimes appears to have been possibly wholly overlooked and in 
conversation with him last week, he stated he did not read many of the emails I sent to 
him as part of his investigation. This would presume that he did not review the 
corresponding evidence attached to each email and yet in his report he states the exact 
opposite, that he had read all the emails and reviewed several hundred documents and 
found no other crimes. 



2. THE CRIMES ALLEGED AGAINST SPALLINA, TESCHER, MY 



BROTHER THEODORE AND OTHERS 



The FORGED and FRAUDULENT Waivers and OTHER documents then were 
posited and filed with the Del Ray Beach Probate Court by Attorneys at Law, Robert 
Spallina, Esq. and Donald Tescher, Esq., of the law firm Tescher & Spallina, P.A. , as part 
of a larger Fraud on the Court and true and proper Beneficiaries to seize Dominion and 
Control of the Estates. Combined with Moran's documents they were all used to illegally 
seize Dominion and Control of both my Mother and Father's Estates by giving within 
them fiduciary controls to Tescher, Spallina and my brother over the Estates. Using this 
series of documents, some done by Moran and some done by others, the Estate of my 
Deceased Mother was closed illegally by my Deceased Father, as if he were alive and 
serving the documents on the Court as the Personal Representative/Executor when he was 
factually dead at the time. These documents filed with the Court occurred during the 
period of September 13, 2012 (his DOD) to January 03, 2013 four months after he was 
dead. These documents were all filed for him POST MORTEM with the Court, as if he 
were alive and in some of them he is giving sworn statements in the present under penalty 
of perjury, as the acting (while dead) Personal Representative/Executor at the time. 
These documents were posited with the Court by Tescher and Spallina illegally for him 
while dead and knowingly fail to notify the Court he was dead and elect Successors and 
this represents a whole host of additional and separate Felony Crimes, above and beyond 
those of Moran that Detective Miller had Prima Facie evidence of The documents filed 
for my deceased Father as if he were alive and serving as the Personal 
Representative/Executor include but are not limited to, the following : 



OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE COURT AND ACTS DONE 
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WHILE SIMON "SERVED" ILLEGALLY AS PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
WHILEDEAD2 



• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed 
an AFFIDAVIT/STATEMENT RE: CREDITORS, filed by Tescher and Spallina 
as if Simon were alive and submitting the document as an Affidavit on this date of 
October 24, 2012. Petitioner alleges that this document is FORGED and 
FRAUDULENT. This document was alleged signed on April 09, 2012 and not 
deposited with the Court until October 24, 2012, after his date of death. Spallina 



files the document for a dead Personal Representative Simon, knowing he was 
dead at the time he was making the statements to the court and that Simon could 
not serve anything legally at this time. Further, as was learned in the September 
13, 2013 Hearing, Spallina and Tescher failed to notify the Court that Simon was 
dead and could no longer "serve" as Personal Representative and that this was 
done with intent and scienter as part of the larger fraud being committed. 



• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed 
a PETITION FOR DISCHARGE, filed by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were 
alive and submitting the Petition on this date alive and in the present. Where 
almost all of the alleged statements made by Simon under penalty of perjury in 
this Petition are false no matter what date it was signed or filed. The perjured 
statements by Simon in this document make it further suspect on the date the 
document is allegedly signed on April 09, 2012, months prior to positing it with 
the Court on October 24, 2013 when Simon was already dead. Petitioner alleges 
this document is Forged and Fraudulent, as there are many problems with the 
voracity and factual accuracy of the statements made by Simon in the Petition, as 
virtually every statement made under penalty of perjury on that date of April 09, 
2012 when he allegedly signed the document are proven untrue. One instance of 
these alleged perjurious statements is that Simon allegedly claims in the Petition 
that he has all the Waivers for the Beneficiaries and Interested Parties, yet his 
daughter Jill Iantoni ("Iantoni") did not sign and return a Waiver until October 
2012 after Simon was dead. How therefore could Simon claim in April 2012 that 



2 That this listing of items was filed in previous pleadings was filed with incorrect information in the list 
as to who filed the documents and more and this was due to Petitioner only learning of the Fraud on 
the Court and these documents in the September 13, 2013 hearing when they were exposed by Your 
Honor. Thus, Petitioner based information off the docket but upon getting and examining the 
documents it was learned that some of the prior statements were wrong and have been corrected 
herein after review of the documents and therefore ny reference prior to this list should be replaced 
with this Amended version. 
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he had all the Waivers at any time when he was alive, as Iantoni never returned 



hers while my father was alive? At no time while living did Simon have all the 
Waivers and this document appears wholly Forged and Fraudulent or Simon was 
committing major perjuries in his sworn, under penalty of perjury, claims in the 
estate documents of his beloved wife's estate. Spallina and Tescher knew Simon 
never had all the Waivers while alive, as Spallina after he was deceased was 
desperately concerned that Iantoni had not sent her Waiver and the Estate of 
Shirley was never closed prior to Simon's death. Yet, despite knowing the 



statements contained therein were false, Spallina filed this perjurious Petition for 
Discharge with the Court, for Simon as Personal Representative when he knew he 
was dead. 



• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and 
allegedly filed a W AIYER OF ACCOUNTING AND PORTIONS OF PETITION 
FOR DISCHARGE; W AIYER OF SERVICE OF PETITION FOR 
DISCHARGE; AND RECEIPT OF BENEFICIARY AND CONSENT TO 
DISCHARGE, allegedly filed by Simon on October 24, 2012 POST MORTEM 
with the Court, again acting as Personal Representative while factually dead. It is 
alleged that this is a FORGED and Fraudulent document created Post Mortem for 
Simon and was never filed and docketed with Judge Colin's court while Simon 
was alive, as this document filed Post Mortem was rejected as it lacked a 
NOTARIZATION per this Court's rules. Simon, filed all six Waivers on this date 
as if alive and serving as Personal Representative. 



• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed 



a NON-TAX CERT/RECEIPT/AFFIDAVIT of No Florida Estate Tax Due filed 
by Tescher and Spallina as if Simon were alive and acting as Personal 
Representative while deceased. Again, this document is posited with the Court by 
Simon acting as Personal Representative on Oct 24, 2012 POST MORTEM. That 
this may in fact be evidence of Tax fraud as it was then filed with The Florida 
Department of Revenue by Tesch er and Spallina, which may be evidence of Mail 
and Wire Fraud as well. 



• On 24-0ct-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and filed 
a PROBATE CHECKLIST and allegedly this Closing Document is Dated Feb 15, 
2012 but not filed until October 24, 2012 when again Simon is still dead. The 
document is filed by Spallina and docketed with Simon listed as Personal 
Representative on the date the document was filed with the Court on October 24, 
2012 when Simon was dead, yet it was ·gned and filed by Spallina with Simon 
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listed as acting Personal Representative. This PROBATE CHECKLIST closing 
document is dated February 15, 2012 almost a year before it was used to close the 
Estate on January 03, 2013, yet it is not docketed by the Court until October 24, 
2012. Further, this Checklist done in February 2012, filed on October 24, 2012 
and used to close the Estate almost a year later in January 2013 is void as it is not 
a properly completed Checklist at the time it was filed on October 24, 2012 as 
required by Probate Rules and Statutes. The Checklist is wholly missing 
docketed items filed from October 24, 2013 forward and therefore the Petition to 
Discharge filed October 24, 2013 and according to FL Probate Rules and Statutes 
shall not be reviewed by the Court. This was an intentionally incomplete 
Checklist, which purposely hid the Waiver documents filed and other fraudulently 
filed documents from the Court and the Beneficiaries. All documents filed with 
the Court are required to be on the closing Checklist used to close the Estate in 
January 2013. Further, Spallina, knew no successors PR's were elected to the 
Estate and that Letters were not issued to a successor personal representative after 
Simon's death. Therefore, Spallina signing and filing the document as Attorney 
for my father in this document were done knowingly for a dead Personal 
Representative/Executor as Spallina listed Simon as the PR on this Checklist he 
filed with the Court on October 24, 2012. All the while Spallina and Tescher 
failing to notify the Court their client was dead on this date and therefore could 
not be the Personal Representative filing this document or the many others they 
filed POST MORTEM for him as if alive. 



• On 19-Nov-2012, Simon while deceased acted as Personal Representative and 
filed an alleged replacement and BRAND NEW SIGNED AND NOTARIZED, 
WAIVERS OF ACCOUNTING AND PORTIONS OF PETITION FOR 
DISCHARGE; W AIYER OF SERVICE OF PETITION FOR DISCHARGE; 
AND RECEIPT OF BENEFICIARY AND CONSENT TO DISCHARGE. 
PROBLEM IS THAT MY FATHER'S WAS SIGNED FOR HTh1 
THROUGH NOW PROVEN FORGERY AND THEN FRAUDULENTLY 
NOTARIZED FOR HIM AND ALL DONE POST MORTEM AND ON A 



WHOLLY CREATED FROM WHOLE CLOTH DOCUMENT DONE BY 
MORAN. That this was a NEW Waiver filed again by Simon acting as Personal 
Representative while dead to replace the Waiver that was filed with the Court on 
October 24, 2012 when he was dead and which was rejected on November 06, 
2012 by the Court. The New and Improved Waivers then amazingly were 
notarized in November 2013 for Simo while he was still dead. Yet the Notary 
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Moran pre dated her Notary Statement to April 09, 2012 to match the prior 
document dated April 09, 2012, even though it was alleged signed and notarized 
sometime in November 2012 after the Court sent it back demanding a new 



notarized Waiver from the deceased Simon and others. This new Waiver was 
Forged for and Fraudulent Notarized for a dead man and it uses dates in the past 
as if in the present and was filed with the Court for Simon illegally for him while 
acting as Personal Representative while dead. Simon filed five other WHOLLY 



FORGED AND FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED WAIVERS for his five 
children on this date while dead. ALL FORGED and FRAUDULENTLY 
NOTARIZED from scratch by Moran and filed by Tescher and Spallina for 
Simon acting as Personal Representative as if he were alive, now in November 
2012 two months Post Mortem. Still Spallina and Tescher never notify the Court 
Simon was dead and legally elect a Successor Personal Representative to replace 
him and close the Estate legally. 



• On 03-Jan-2013, Judge Colin signed an ORDER OF DISCHARGE that in part 
states, "On the Petition for Discharge of Simon Bernstein as personal 
representative [meaning according to Judge Colin in the September 13, 2013 
hearing Simon in the present as alive on the date Judge Colin is signing the Order 
on January 03, 2013 when Simon was deceased] of the Estate of Shirley 
Bernstein, deceased." That the Order of Discharge's date is also scratched out on 
the document and changed from January 3, 2012 to January 3, 2013 and the 
handwritten change to the date has no marking or initials of who altered the 
document, which will need to be clarified through deposition of all those involved 



in the documents preparation and filing with the Court, including but not limited 
to, Judge Colin who approved the document and signed it. 



• On 03-Jan-2013, Judge Martin Colin signed a FINAL DISPOSITION SHEET in 
part based in part on FORGED AND FRAUDULENTLY NOTARIZED 
DOCUMENTS to close the estate of Shirley, in part on a Checklist that was not 
proper, in part on a Petition for Discharge that fails, in part based on FORGED 
AND FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS and more, which culminated in the Estate 



being reopened. 



The crimes exposed in Court of using a dead person, my father, as if alive to 
commit a Fraud on the Court and Fraud on the Beneficiaries was committed by Tescher 
and Spallina and appears overlooked in Detective Miller's Official Report, when he 
makes the most damaging and factually incorrect statement that he saw no evidence of 
any other crimes than those he was reco ending to the State Attorney against Moran. 
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Det. Miller never mentions anything about investigating the main culprits who Moran 
worked for, Spallina and Tescher, who directly supervised her and who are wholly 
responsible actions under Florida law. Nor does he appear to have investigated Spallina 
and Tescher for any of the crimes alleged against them. Despite Moran's claims and 
Spallina's claims to Det Miller that she acted alone and which he took at face value 
apparently with no verification under deposition or other requisite fact checking of the 
guilty parties statements, despite his having evidence that Moran perjured her statements 
to three state investigatory agencies and none of this is put into his Report. The crimes of 
Fraud on the Court, Identity Theft of a Deceased Person and Fraud on the Beneficiaries, 
are wholly separate crimes than the crimes committed by Moran. Det. Miller had ample 
evidence that Spallina and Tescher had committed these crimes and yet he does not 
mention a word in his Report about these crimes and if Spallina and Tescher were 
investigated or anything. Therefore, before anything is swept under the rug as part of his 
investigation of Moran 's limited crimes, I need to ascertain what Detective Miller 
investigated exactly and what crimes he is exonerating any party from, including but not 
limited to, those that were alleged against Tescher, Spallina, my brother Theodore and 
others involved. All of the other crimes alleged that Moran's documents partially 
enabled that I reported to Det. Miller and provided evidence for are wholly excluded 
from his Report, which myopically focuses only on Moran and the Forgeries and 
Fraudulent Notarizations she did and thus the Report misses the forest from the trees. 



Moran is not the prime suspect I complained about and handled only a fraction of 
the documents used in the crimes alleged. Again, the documents are minor in the list of 
crimes that were further evidenced to Det. Miller and merely aided Tescher, Spallina and 
Theodore in illegally seizing Dominion and Control of the Estates to then commit a 
plethora of other crimes to loot the Estates of an estimated $40,000,000.00 million dollars 
or so. Detective Miller states that he reviewed over 500 documents regarding the case 
and did not see other crimes. In regard to that statement I would like a report detailing 
each and every document he reviewed, all the evidence submitted that he tested for each 
alleged crime and the reason he dismissed each particular crime and who the suspects 
were that he is attempting to exonerate and from what crimes. 



Det. Miller made it clear to me last week that he did not review all the evidence 
and emails I sent him and therefore we need to make sure each crime, each perpetrator of 
the alleged crime and the corresponding evidence were investigated before attempting to 
be dismissed in his blanket statement that he saw no evidence of other undefined crimes. 
Did he see no evidence of other crimes than those of Moran or is speaking to all the other 
crimes presented to him in his Report against the others involved? If so that will need to 
be made crystal clear in the review of his Report so as not to let others off the hook 
without investigating them and possibly obstruct justice against them or preclude future 
investigations interfering with my due process and procedure rights. The clarification in 
his Report is important before sentencing of an as the crimes presented to Det. Miller 
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involve crimes of other more central conspirators, Tescher, Spallina and my brother 
Theodore, and this statement that he saw no other crimes could lead to a vindication for 
them as from his report they could infer they were exonerated and free from further 
investigations of the same matters. The false statement that no other crimes were seen by 
Det. Miller would be a gross miscarriage of Justice if allowed to prevail , as it is based on 
misleading and false statements in the Report, as further evidenced in my December 03, 
2013 Letter attached herein. 



In fact, when asked about the crimes of Fraud on the Court, Identity Theft of my 
Deceased Father and more and charging those involved he stated that he spoke to Judge 
Colin and that it would be up to him to file charges against them and if he did not, there 
was nothing he could do further. When I explained that despite what Judge Colin did 
with his evidence of Fraud on his Court, Fraud, Identity Theft and more that I still wanted 
to file Felony complaints for the crimes discovered in the hearings, as they were 
committed directly against my deceased Father and me by others, not Moran. Det. Miller 
stated he would not intake them and charge them and became rather hostile at me, 
reiterating that only the Judge could do this as he had basically superpowers and his 
hands were now tied. When I stated that if the Judge failed for any reason to report the 
crimes, I wanted him to have PBSO counsel state that I would not lose my possible rights 
to pursue them through a loss of my Statutes of Limitations for failing to file timely and 
Detective Miller failed to have counsel answer my request and has left these crimes 
completely out of his Report. It appears the suspects were not investigated for these 
crimes and that Judge Colin has not reported the crimes he has knowledge of and I would 
like a response to these questions I raised in writing as requested so as not to have justice 
obstructed and my rights further interfered with. Factually, Det Miller did not enter any 
of these crimes into his Report, even as a footnote, or anything regarding his calls with 
Judge Colin and it appears he investigated none of it and again we must clarify the who 
and what he investigated and what he did not. 



In an Order by Judge Colin he stated that he would not be reviewing documents 
"SERVED" by my father while he was legally acting as Personal Representative and 
served them on the Court while alive. At the time of the Order, I had not complained of 
any of those documents, as I too thought they were filed legally by my father while 
alive3



. However, Judge Colin DID NOT exclude the documents that my Father DID 
NOT "SERVE" while he was alive, which were illegally filed for him as if he were alive 
by Attorneys at Law Tescher & Spallina, who knew at the time my Father was dead and 
therefore could not legally "SERVE" in any capacity documents with the Court. These 



3 We will be appealing Judge Colin's order not to review the documents we thought my father filed 
while alive, as the new information in a new criminal complaint filed with PBSO regarding theft of 
Personal Properties of my Mother of approximately a million dollars, shows evidence that some of 
those documents may also have been tampered with illegally, including now a suspect inventory of my 
Mother that is missing a mass of assets as rep ed and discussed further herein. 
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documents and the additional crimes involved in using a dead man's identity to Fraud a 
Court and Fraud Beneficiaries of the Estate must be investigated as part of these 
proceedings before the whole case against everyone is attempted to be closed, after 
review of Moran's crimes only. The language in the Report could possibly exonerate 
others without any investigation of them or the evidence submitted against them tested 
and this exoneration would be based on materially false statements made in the Report. 
All of these crimes are related to the same nexus of events to steal approximately 
$40,000,000.00 of assets and involve a much larger group of people accused of many 
other crimes. Thus, the Report needs to be reviewed now by independent reviewers 
detailing the specifics of each crime and each suspect investigated by Miller and who and 
what this blanket exoneration is meant for and what crimes are being referenced as it is 
wholly unclear in the report. I have asked for this detail in my Letter of December 03, 
2013 to Det. Miller and other correspondences he admittedly did not review and he has 
refused to respond formally and in writing as requested to my Letter so that no mistakes 
or misunderstanding are made and my rights not interfered with further. 



Detective Miller failed to note many crimes in his Report although he had 
absolute evidence of the crimes, including Judge Colin's statements in Court at a 
September 13, 2013 Hearing whereby he stated that he had enough evidence at that time 
to read the Attorneys at Law and my brother their Miranda rights, twice. These warnings 
coming after Judge Colin learned of the Fraud in and upon his Court, Identity Theft of a 
Dead Person, Fraud committed against Beneficiaries and more. These crimes committed 
NOT BY MORAN but instead, by OFFICERS OF HIS COURT, Spallina, Tescher, Mark 
Manceri and my brother Theodore. Judge Colin did not issue this warning to Moran for 
her crimes and she was not even present at that hearing and he directed his claim he had 
enough to read them their Miranda's directly and specifically to Tescher, Spallina, 
Manceri and Theodore for the larger Fraud discovered in the hearing. Judge Colin when 
asked by Manceri if he meant him as well being read his rights, was on the second 
warning excluded by Judge Colin. However, after reviewing the Transcript of the 
September 13, 2013 hearing I prepared my Motion to Clarify and Set Straight the Record 
as evidenced already herein, evidenced to Det Miller that there were many false and 
misleading statements made to the Court by Manceri, Spallina and Theodore, involving 
even more criminal acts, including inferring the Waivers were not Forged when directly 
confronted by Judge Colin and none of them came clean in efforts to further conceal the 
crimes they were involved in. 



Tescher and Spallina further intentionally and with scienter failed to notify the 
Court that they were filing documents with a dead Personal Representative as if alive, 
instead of just notifying the Court he was dead and electing a new Personal 
Representative/Executor. Tescher and Spallina concealed my Father' s death from the 
Court as they need him alive for their larger fraud to work, as my father needed to be 
alive when he closed the Estate of my Mother so that he could then allegedly change the 
Beneficiaries of her Estate while alive. The roblem was that my father was dead and her 
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Estate was not factually closed while he was alive and no changes were made by my 
Father while alive and so these cleverly architected frauds was made to appear that he 
closed the Estate while alive and that he then made the Beneficiary changes to her Estate 
while alive. Thus, why all the documents that were submitted for investigation that were 
used in this scheme have a mass of legal problems and defects in their creation and 
execution and appear fraudulent and legally deficient. 



Spallina and Tescher then attempted fraudulently to change the Beneficiaries of 
the Estate of my Mother and my Father with other documents in the series that were filed 
POST MORTEM in my Father's Estate. These documents are being challenged for a 
number oflegal and criminal grounds in the creation of them and docketing of them with 
the Court by Spallina and Tescher, including but not limited to, an ALLEGED Will and 
an ALLEGED Amended and Restated Trust. These documents alleged to change the 
Beneficiaries were signed only days before my Father died and while under extreme 
emotional and physical duress and were not posited with the Court until after his death4



. 



Did Detective Miller investigate these documents and all those involved in the creation 
and execution of them? This to needs to be clarified in particular in the review of his 
work and the possible correcting of his Report so that one may not think these crimes 
were investigated when they were not and obstruct justice of them being investigated and 
prosecuted properly in the future. 



The entire series of documents, those of Moran and some done by others, were all 
filed illegally by Tescher and Spallina with the Court under Judge Colin and Judge David 
E French and were used to seize Dominion and Control of the Estates illegally and then 
begin a series of other alleged crimes to loot the Estates. These crimes, include but are 
not limited to, allegations of Theft of Assets (a new report has been filed with PBSO), 
Insurance Fraud (involving Spallina and Moran), Fraud on a US District Court (Case No. 
13 cv 3643 NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT ILLINOIS EASTERN DIVISION), Real 
Estate Fraud, Fraud on the Del Ray Beach Probate Court, Fraud and more. 



That the following email exchange between two Attorneys at Law, Marc R 
Garber, Esq. of Philadelphia and Christine Yates, Esq. of Florida regarding the activities 
of Spallina and Tescher in these matters, which was presented to Det. Miller, certainly 
should have been cause to further investigate these attorneys and contact the authors of 
the letters regarding their claims. Yet, again it does not appear anything was done with 



4 Another Notary is being investigated currently with Governor Rick Scott's Notary Public Division, a 
one Lindsay Baxley on documents Moran was also a witness to with along with Spallina, including an 
ALLEGED Will and an ALLEGED Amended and Restated Trust, which have been challenged on 
several other grounds for violations of Probate Rules and Statutes and Law. Det. Miller was given this 
evidence and it needs to be clearly stated in his report if he reviewed these documents and 
investigated those involved with these documents and if so, who, how and when and get it clearly 
stated in the Report. 
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the information by Detective Miller despite it coming from OUTSTANDING members 
of the legal community. 



From: marcrgarber@gmail.com 
To: cty@trippscott.com 
Subject: RE: Bernstein - E/O Shirley Bernstein & E/O Leon Bernstein: FW: 
Bernstein - E/O Shirley Bernstein & 



E/O Leon Bernstein: Status 
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 11:02:40 -0400 



Christine: 



I had difficulty sleeping, as I was sorting through our conversation. What 
troubles me has troubled me in prior situations. Spallina is not the first 
"bully lawyering" situation I have seen or heard about. " If you scream 
loud enough and pound the table hard and often, the other side will 
cave". It troubles me that many times this approach works. Sometimes it 
becomes a fee and time matter, other situations result in the good 
lawyer becoming tired of dealing with "hard headed" uncompromising 
opponent. I have heard some people actually seek out a bully lawyer for 
these reasons. The reasons include the fact that they win using this 
approach. Further, and as you implied, with all the t ime you expended, 
Spallina gave us very little, in terms of everything; from documents to 
involvement in the administration. 



It truly troubles me that Spal lina continues to spin his web of deceit, and I 
believe this conduct is further circumstantia l evidence that "somethi ng is 
very wrong". I am very glad Eliot filed whatever he filed and I do hope he 
prevails. I also hope Spallina is removed and perhaps punished for all he 
is doing. It also troubles me that once he learns of your w ithd rawal, 
Spallina will celebrate his victory. If I was licensed in Florida, I would take 
this on pro bono. Simply out of principal, and I would make certain a 
probate judge learns of Spallina's behavior. Unfortunately, I am not a 
Florida lawyer. If Eliot is able to get his motions before a probate judge, I 
hope he asks and you agree to testify as to how Spallina treated you. A 



judge may take real notice o that testimony. 



Thanks, 
Marc 
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Subject: Bernstein - E/O Shirley Bernstein & E/O Leon Bernstein: Status 



Eliot and Candace, first I am glad that you are feeling better Eliot. 



I have made no progress with Spall ina in regards to obtaining documents 



and in my last call with him and Mark Manceri, Mr. Spalllina reiterated his 
position that the mortgage on the property you are currently residing in 



was what your father wanted, and that any information regarding the 
trust of your father would have to be addressed to your brother as 



trustee. 



At this time, in order to receive the information you want, I believe you 
wil l need to institute legal proceedings against the estate and trust. Since 



a new course of action will need to be undertaken, at this time, I will be 
withdrawing as counsel for your children, and believe that you should 



now hire separate litigation counsel for them. I will be happy to assist 
your new counsel in providing them with any information and thank you 



for the opportunity you gave me to assist you. 



110 SE Sixth Street, Suite 1500 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 



954-525-7500 
Christine T. Yates 
Director 
Direct: (954) 760-4916 



Fax: (954) 761-8475 



cty@trippscott.com 



Detective Miller also forced me to file separate cases now for other crimes 
ongoing and this seems bizarre since they are all related to this complaint and we would 
not want someone to claim in a new case that the crimes were already investigated and 
dismissed by Miller and thus deprive me of due process and procedure. Again, why we 
need to be crystal clear on what crimes were investigated, who was investigated and what 
his specific determinations were for each before anyone is sentenced for anything. These 
matters must also be clarified for the State ttomey, as their prosecution is based in part 
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on the statements made in Miller's report and it is unclear at this time if they have 
investigated any other crimes or people involved in the other alleged crimes, other than 
those of Moran. The SA might not have investigated these other crimes and the 
perpetrators of them based on what was claimed by Miller when he stated he saw no 
evidence of other crimes, a claim made despite his having ABSOLUTE PRIMA FACIE 
EVIDENCE of other crimes committed by other people. I will be asking the State 
Attorney to clarify as well for the record just who and what they investigated and if it was 
only Moran 's crimes so that we may be clear on what and who is being prosecuted and 
what and who are being exonerated specifically. 



This clarification is further necessary as Detective Miller refused to review certain 
emails sent to him regarding evidence against Spallina and Moran, including but not 
limited to, a FALSE INSURANCE CLAIM they filed together and where the carrier 
DENIED the claim outright. In this Insurance Fraud Spallina claimed that he was the 
"Trustee" of a lost and missing insurance trust for my Father that he claimed in several 
correspondences that he had never seen or possessed. Whether or not the insurance fraud 
is under PBSO jurisdiction or not, it presents dramatic new evidence of FRAUD that both 
Spallina and Moran are directly involved in, regarding the same nexus of events and is 
absolute cause for further investigation of not only Moran but everyone else complained 
of in my complaints. 



The insurance fraud also exposes my brother Theodore in Fraud, as once the 
claim was DENIED by the carrier, my brother Theodore then filed with a Federal Court a 
Breach of Contract suit claiming he was now "Trustee" of the lost and missing trust, not 
Spallina who filed the claim as "Trustee." In fact, my brother was suing on a claim 
denied by the carrier with Spallina as Trustee, again both of them acting in unauthorized 
fiduciary capacities in efforts to convert assets of the estates illegally, where my brother 
Theodore and sister Pamela would be excluded from the benefits if they were paid to the 
Estate of my father and so they executed this fraudulent scheme. No executed trust or 
executed copies of the trust were attached to the lawsuit as they are claimed to be wholly 
missing and Theodore failed to notify the Court that Spallina was not the Trustee when 
he claimed to be, suppressing this information. In fact, Jackson National Insurance 
company in their counter complaint claimed that Theodore was advised by counsel prior 
to filing this baseless suit that he had no basis or authority to file it. A further claim by 
the carrier in response to questions asked by Theodore in pleadings further illustrates 
something is rotten in Rotterdam, they state to every question, "ANSWER: Jackson 
objects to the requests because an executed copy of the Trust has not been produced, and 
thus to the extent any finding is subsequently made that the Trust was not established 
and/or is not valid, it will not have been a proper party plaintiff to this suit, including 
propounding these requests. Regardless, even if the Trust is established, Ted Bernstein, 
upon information and belief, is not the prope trustee of the Trust, and therefore he does 
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not have standing to pursue this matter on behalf of the Trust, including propounding 
these requests." 



I provided information to Det. Miller that documents were also illegally removed 
from the Estate of my Father on the night he died by Rachel Walker and given to my 
brother who had no legal authority to remove documents from the Estate. These 
documents were witnessed by others and Walker and contained a mass of Estate 
Documents and where now claims are made that there are missing insurance contracts 
and trusts and again cause for further investigation. That again, this crime attempts to 
abscond with an insurance policy where Theodore and Pamela would directly benefit to 
the detriment of other beneficiaries of the estate and was orchestrated without notice of 
certain beneficiaries and others with interests in the Estate and Policy. When there is no 
beneficiary under Florida law the proceeds are paid to the estate of the insured and not to 
a trust that does not exist and were no one could be proven to be Trustee, neither my 
brother Theodore or Spallina and despite what they claim they think the beneficiaries are, 
which include themselves, without a document and legal beneficiary the law is clear and 
why the Insurance Carrier apparently denied the claim in the first place. I believe the 
carrier may have also begun investigation of these claims. 



Suddenly, the story of the one off crime of Moran made by herself for a variety of 
conflicting reasons she claimed to Det. Miller and others becomes wholly worthless, as 
she and others are now involved in other alleged crimes where solid evidence exists 
making all of this ripe for further investigation. Further investigation is also warranted in 
light of the perjurious statements and false official statements made by Moran, Spallina 
and Theodore, which indicate a need to find out the truth and base nothing further on 
anything they may say or do without fully investigating the voracity and truth of their 
claims. Yet, despite all this information Det Miller did nothing investigative regarding all 
of this, even after learning of Fraud and Forgery he just accepted their statements as to 
what happened and did not seize or subpoena original records of Tesch er and Spallina, 
take depositions or even contact witnesses I provided. Witnesses that include but are not 
limited to, a medical psychological professional of Simon's he was seeing relating to the 
problems he was having with his children, Simon's close personal friends and other 
injured victims of these crimes and instead Detective Miller just took the accused parties 
word and account of events and put it straight into the flawed Report with absolutely no 
fact checking. Further, Det Miller never came back to me to re-interview me to allow me 
to contest or refute or clarify the assertions made by those he interviewed prior to 
completing his Report. 



This would seem the exact opposite of what procedural law and good 
investigative work would require, as when there is smoke there is fire and where there is 
PERJURY and FALSE ST A TEMENTS there is more. So why the rush to pin one crime 
on Moran and rush to a possible injustice to the victims of the real crimes occurring and 
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refusal to look at or document evidence showing so much more crime by others? Again, 
we must make sure we know exactly what Det Miller investigated and what he did not 
and whom and how he investigated each crime and insure the SA is clear on this as well 
before sentencing of Moran. These are all reasons the sentencing should be delayed of 
Moran while these matters are further investigated now by your office and internal affairs 
and we determine exactly what crimes were investigated and who was investigated for 
them and then clarify and correct any inaccuracies in the Report. 



Therefore, I would like all of these issues addressed herein and in my December 
03, 2013 letter in writing by your offices, in specific and before any sentencing is done of 
anyone, unless the sentencing is specifically and only for the crimes alleged against 
Moran, which are a fraction of the total crimes alleged in the big picture. If only Moran 
and her crimes are involved in the investigation and sentencing then we can begin the 
process of filing separate complaints or new complaints for all the other crimes that were 
alleged and evidenced to Detective Miller but that apparently he failed to investigate. 



Also in seeking to have a phone meeting with Detective Miller regarding my 
Letter of December 03, 2013 and more, I asked to have a lawyer present on the call who 
had some questions and to insure accuracy of what was transpiring and he refused to 
allow me to bring them into the call and stated I was not allowed that privilege as a 
Victim. When asked what statutes or procedures he was making this decision on, he 
grew angry me and I asked to speak then to his superiors, which then elevated to your 
office and I would like to know why I cannot have a lawyer present with me when 
meeting with PBSO as the Victim of a crime. 



Finally, I would like Detective Miller's Report reviewed and conducted by all 
new fresh investigators, as I fear that the conversations with Judge Martin Colin may 
have influenced the course of the investigations already. I have just pied for the 
Disqualification of Judge Colin in the case, as the FORGERY, FRAUDULENT 
NOTARIZATIONS, FRAUD ON THE COURT and FRAUD ON THE 
BENEFICIARIES were all committed IN AND UPON HIS COURT, by OFFICERS OF 
HIS COURT, that he is responsible for and centrally involved in and at minimum he and 
his Court officials will be fact and material witnesses, which conflict him from further 
adjudicating the case. Further, Judge Colin may have incentive to bury this all up instead 
of opening it all up to the questions of how and why and who committed these crimes and 
did anyone at the Court help them, etc., as this will certainly be a high profile case that 
took place under his nose. These adverse interests and conflicts should have caused his 
own voluntary disqualification once he knew that Officers of his Court had committed 
the crimes. Yet, he continued not only to handle the case but allow the Attorneys at Law 
to continue to file pleadings and move the Court and this is in opposite of Judicial 
Cannons and Law that require him to report this illegal activity of Officers of His Court 
to all the proper authorities. This failure to eport the crimes or do anything about them 
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at all, even after he had enough evidence to Warn Miranda right readings to the Attorneys 
at Law may impart a desire to Cover Up the matters before the matters are exposed that 
may negatively affect his Court. The failure to report these crimes and demand further 
investigation may also need to be investigated but either way Judge Colin and his Court 
are now centrally involved in the crimes, whether intentionally or not and that will have 
to be investigated and litigated out further. 



II. COMPLAINT #2 - WRONGLY ASSIGNED CASE NUMBER 
13097087 -THEFT OF ASSETS WORTH BETWEEN $600,000-
900,000. 



That on December 23, 2013 on the advice of Detective Miller I filed a new 
criminal complaint for Theft of Assets from the Estates, including approximately 
$600,000.00 of Jewelry, a Bentley automobile and more that were all not included on the 
inventory of my Father and Mother and just disappeared into others possession with no 
accounting. This complaint was supposed to be issued a separate case number as 
requested by Detective Miller but it appears it may have fallen under the first complaint 
above and calls have been made to Deputy Sam Raineri #5189 to clarify how he input the 
case and if there is a new number, as nobody has contacted me in several weeks. You 
can see that if we had sentenced Moran the other week when it was first scheduled we 
would be back here to investigate the new crimes she and others are alleged to have done 
and would then have to reopen these matters to see if Detective Miller had investigated 
them or not, as it appears he only investigated the limited crimes of Moran. 



III. COMPLAINT #3 - CASE NUMBER 12121312 WRONGLY 
DOCKETED COMPLAINT THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN FILED AS 
ALLEGED ATTEMPTED MURDER OF SIMON BERNSTEIN THROUGH 
POISONING. 



That on the morning of my Father's death, only hours later, PBSO officers were 
called to my Father's house by my brother Theodore who controlled the process for an 
alleged possible poisoning of my Father, which he and my sisters, Lisa, Jill and Walker 
all gave accounts that they thought he was murdered by his companion Maritza Puccio 
Rivera. The morning my Father died on September 13, 2012, when I arrived at the 
hospital after being contacted by the hospital to return immediately because my Father 
who was listed as stable when we left him hours earlier was having seizures and being 
resuscitated, I was refused entry to the ICU. The hospital had sealed off his room and 
blocked the entry way because someone )aimed to them that Simon had been murdered 
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by poisoning, allegedly by Puccio. Puccio had been sleeping in the room with my Father 
that night and by the time I arrived she had already been escorted out to the waiting room 
and was denied access to him as he laid dying. I was allowed in after several minutes 
waiting while my Father lay dying until security that was dispatched arrived but it was 
already too late despite best efforts to revive him. 



Threats were made to Puccio by my brother at the hospital (and all this 
information was given to Det. Miller) that she better be gone from my Father's home or 
else and when I arrived at his home she was frantically packing afraid of my siblings and 
the threats made to her and left in the middle of the night without most of her personal 
possessions. Truly, this all seemed surreal at the time, especially where Puccio had no 
interests in the Estate that we know of and thus a motive seemed lacking. During the 
interview by PBSO at the home, claims were made by Walker and Theodore that they 
thought Puccio was drugging him and switching pills with unknown substances with his 
regular medication and may have poisoned him through this ploy. The detective then 
counted one bottle' s contents out of thirty or so that were brought out of the house to him 
of pain medication in front of Walker, Theodore and I. He stated after counting them that 
he determined that the number of pills in the container appeared correct and so he did not 
think anything looked to suspect. Walker protested with him that there were other bottles 
of pills that he was not inspecting and none of the other bottles were inspected and 
amazingly and to my surprise none of it was booked into evidence to check to see if the 
pills in the bottles were actually what was claimed to be in them. 



This incident was listed in the Official Report as a call for a "395.3025(7)(a)5 



and/or456.057(7)(a}6 Medical information" and I am wholly unclear how either of these 



5 Title XXIX PUBLIC HEALTH Chapter 395 HOSPITAL LICENSING AND REGULATION 395.3025 
Patient and personnel records; copies; examination.-
(7)(a) If the content of any record of patient treatment is provided under this section , the recipient, if 
other than the patient or the patient's representative, may use such information only for the purpose 
provided and may not further disclose any information to any other person or entity, unless expressly 
permitted by the written consent of the patient. A general authorization for the release of medical 
information is not sufficient for this purpose. The content of such patient treatment record is confidential 
and exempt from the provisions of s . 119.07(1) ands. 24(a), Art. I of the State Constitution. 



5 Title XXXll REGULATION OF PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS Chapter 456 HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS: GENERAL PROVISIONS 
SECTION 057 Ownership and control of patient records report or copies of records to be furnished. 
(7)(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section and ins. 440.13(4)(c) , such records may not be 
furnished to, and the medical condition of a patient may not be discussed with , any person other than 
the patient or the patient's legal representative or other health care practitioners and providers involved 
in the care or treatment of the patient, except upon written authorization of the patient. However, such 
records may be furnished without written authorization under the following circumstances: 
1. To any person , firm, or corporation that as procured or furnished such examination or treatment 
with the patient's consent. ,,_ #""'-.: r ,"{'..· ;. ~;~ 
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applies to what the Officers responded to. I was amazed by the lack of care and securing 
of evidence in the matter and my brother informed me that his friends would take care of 
these matters at the higher up levels at PBSO later and this was just an initial intake. I 
repeatedly asked Theodore and Spallina in the following weeks what was going on with 
the PBSO investigation and the Coroner' s examination that Theodore also instigated and 
controlled. Detective Miller informed me that a Coroner's report was available and when 
I read it I found that it too did not make sense and appeared factually incorrect. I have 
contacted the Coroner directly regarding the information in his report and to determine if 
in addition to a drug toxicology, a poison toxicology was done considering the allegations 
made to PBSO and others of poisoning of my Father. Despite repeated requests from the 
Coroner for information he has not responded yet and this is further cause to not rush to 
justice in the Moran case. 



IV. REQUESTS TO PBSO REGARDING THE THREE SEPARATE 
CASES 



Captain Miller you asked that I put in writing a list of what I wanted 
accomplished in the review of these cases by your offices to make sure everything went 
by the book. First off, I would like a written response to my formal written Letter dated 
December 03, 2013 addressed by a non-conflicted party that was not involved at all in the 
prior investigation that may have been comprised for a number of reason described herein 
and in my previous Letter. I would like each crime listed that was alleged and reviewed 
and what materials were reviewed and who was reviewed and how determinations were 
made and if additional information is required or if it is being dismissed as part of the 
Moran et al . case. I would like to know, where it is legally possible, what was done and 
why no witnesses or other victims I provided to Detective Miller were contacted at all, 
despite his Reports claims that he interviewed Witnesses and Victims. It appears that the 
only people Det Miller interviewed were the people allegedly involved in the crimes, 
which most of his report appears based on their statements as truth despite evidence of 



2. When compulsory physical examination is made pursuant to Rule 1.360, Florida Rules of Civil 
Procedure, in which case copies of the medical records shall be furnished to both the defendant and 
the plaintiff. 
3. In any civil or criminal action, unless otherwise prohibited by law, upon the issuance of a subpoena 
from a court of competent jurisdiction and proper notice to the patient or the patienfs legal 
representative by the party seeking such records. 
4. For statistical and scientific research , provided the information is abstracted in such a way as to 
protect the identity of the patient or provided written permission is received from the patient or the 
patienfs legal representative. 
5. To a regional poison control center for purposes of treating a poison episode under evaluation , 
case management of poison cases, or compliance with data collection and reporting requirements of s. 
395.1027 and the professional organization a certifies poison control centers in accordance with 
federal law. ., · ' 



~~ 
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perjury and false statements. Did any of the interviewed subjects have Attorneys at Law 
present and if so whom? I would like to know immediately ifl have to file separate 
complaints for all the crimes, including the new crimes discovered after his Report was 
completed and explanation as to why they are being separated when they involve the 
same people and nexus of events described in my initial complaint and subsequent 
information submitted. I would like to know exactly which emails and correspondences 
Detective Miller did not review as he stated and why he did not review them and why his 
Report indicates that read them all and tested the evidences contained therein. I would 
like a log of all his conversation date and times with Judge Martin Colin and Judge David 
French and for now a list of date and times he contacted anyone regarding the case. I 
would like to know how the interviews were conducted, were sworn statements made, 
was anything signed by any of those questioned or witnesses and victims he contacted, 
were requests for documents made of anyone and any other pertinent information that 
your offices can legally give me as a Victim. Do I have to FOIA any of this information 
and if so who do I contact? 



I have provided Det. Miller my Court filings regarding these events and have 
listed them below to evidence that hosts of other criminal acts are being committed and 
ongoing, including violations of virtually all Probate Rules and Statutes and Law. As I 
mentioned yesterday, information is flowing in from various sources and ongoing legal 
actions in the matters, all involving these same suspects and I am gaining information in 
the Courts and with each piece we have discovered new and evolving crimes that will all 
inter relate with the crimes I alleged to PBSO and so rushing to justice will inevitably 
lead to reinvestigation of these matters and who and what was investigated and how it 
was deflected, so getting it right this time around and specifically identifying the crimes 
investigated will save us all time later and prevent possible errors in prosecution and loss 
of rights. 



PRIOR MOTIONS AND PET ITIONS FILED IN THE STATE AND FEDERAL 
COURTS 



t. That on May 6, 2013 Petitioner liled an "EMERGENCY PETITION TO: FREEZE 
ESTATE ASSETS, APPOINT NEW P ERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, 
INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
THJS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, RESCIND SIGNATURE OF 
ELIOT BERNSTEIN IN ESTATE OF SIMON/SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN AND 
MORE." Filed in both estates. 



• ww\v.iviewit.tv/20130506PetitionFrcczcEstatcs.pdf 15th Judicial Florida Probate Court and 



• \\'\\"\\". ivie\Yil. tv/20130512MotionRchcarRcopcnObstrnction.pdf US District Court Southern 
District of New York, Most Honorable Shira A Scheindlin. Pages 156-582 reference estate 
matters in Simon and Shirley as it r !ates to RlCO allegations. 
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1i. That on May 29, 2013, Petitioner filed a "RENEWED EMERGENCY PETITION" in 
the estates of Shirley and Simon. 



• \\ W\\ . ivicwit.tv/20 I 30529RenewcdEmergencyPelitionShirlev .pdf 



111. That on June 26, 2013, Docket #39 Petitioner filed in both estates a "MOTION TO: 
CONSIDER JN ORDINARY COURSE THE EMERGENCY PETITION TO 
FREEZE ESTATE ASSETS, APPOINT NEW PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, 
INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS SUBMJTTED TO 
THIS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, RESCIND SIGNATURE OF 
ELIOT BERNSTEIN IN EST ATE OF SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN AND MORE FILED 
BY PETITIONER." 



• www.iviewit.tv/20 l 30626MolionRcconsiderOrdinarvCourseSh irlev .pdf 



1v. That on July 15, 2013, Petitioner filed a "MOTION TO RESPOND TO THE 
PETITJONS BY THE RESPONDENTS" in both estates. 



• \\ \\ w.i\'ie\vit. tv/2013()7 14 MotionRcspondPctitionShirley .pdr 



v. That on July 24, 2013, Petitioner filed a "MOTION TO REMOVE PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES" for insurance fraud and more in both estates. 



• \\ W\> .iviewit.tv/20 J 30724ShirlevMotionRemovcPR.pdf 



v 1. That on August 28, 2013, Petitioner filed a "NOTICE OF MOTION FOR: JNTERIM 
DISTRIBUTION FOR BENEFlCIARIES NECESSARY LIVING EXPENSES, 
FAMILY ALLOWANCE, LEGAL COUNSEL EXPENSES TO BE PAID BY 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND REIMBURSEMENT TO BENEFICIARIES 
SCHOOL TRUST FUNDS" in both estates. 



• \V\\ \\ .ivicwiU' /20 J 30828MotionI'amily AllowanceSIIIRLEY.pdf 



v11. That on September 04, 2013, ELIOT filed Docket #TBD, in the estate of Simon, a 
"NOTICE OF EMERGENCY MOTION TO FREEZE ESTATES OF SIMON 
BERNSTEIN DUE TO ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED NOTARY PUBLIC 
FQRGERY, FRAUD AND MORE BY THE LAW FIRM OF TESCHER & 
SPALLINA, P.A., ROBERT SPALLINA AND DONALD TESCHER ACTING AS 
ALLEGED PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR LEGAL ASSISTANT 
AND NOTARY PUBLIC, KIMBERLY MORAN: MOTION FOR INTERIM 
DISTRIBUTION DUE TO EXTORTION BY ALLEGED PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHERS; MOTION TO STRIKE THE MOTION OF 
SPALLINA TO REOPEN THE ESTATE OF SHIRLEY; CONTINUED MOTION 
FOR REMOVAL OF ALLEGED PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND 
ALLEGED SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE." Hereby incorporated by reference in entirety 
herein. 



• W\\'\\ .iYicwil.t\ /20130904MotionI'reezeEstatesSIIIRLEYDucToAdmittedNotarvFraud.pdf . 



v111. That on September 21, 2013 Petitioner fled in the IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
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COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT ILLINOIS EASTERN DIVISION, 
Case No .. 13-cv-03643, an Answer and Cross Claim titled "ELIOT IV AN BERNSTEIN 
("ELIOT") (1) ANSWER TO JACKSON NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY ("JACKSON") ANSWER AND COUNTER-CLAIM AND THIRD
PARTY COMPLAINT FOR INTERPLEADER AND (2) CROSS CLAIM." 



• \\ ww.ivicwit.tv/2013092 lAns\\CrJacksonSimonEstatcHerita~c.pdf 



ix. That on October 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in Shirley's estate case Motions titled, 



(I) MOTION TO ORDER ALL DOCUMENTS BOTH CERTIFIED AND 
VERIFIED REGARDING ESTATES OF SHIRLEY AND SIMON (SIMON'S 
DOCUMENT ARE REQUESTED AS IT RELATES TO SHIRLEY'S ALLEGED 
CHANGES IN BENEFICIARIES) BE SENT TO ELIOT AND HIS CHILDREN 
IMMEDIATELY IN PREPARATION FOR THE EVIDENTIARY HEARING 
ORDERED BY THIS COURT 



(II) MOTION TO FOLLOW UP ON SEPTEMBER 13, 2013 HEARING AND 
CLARIFY AND SET STRAIGHT THE RECORD 



(III) MOTION TO COMPEL FOR IMMEDIATE, EMERGENCY RELIEF!!!, 
INTERIM DISTRIBUTIONS AND FAMILY ALLOWANCE FOR ELIOT, 
CANDICE & THEIR THREE MINOR CHILDREN DUE TO ADMITTED AND 
ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD BY FIDUCIARIES OF THE ESTATE OF 
SHIRLEY AND ALLEGED CONTINUED EXTORTION 



(IV) MOTION TO CORRECT AND DETERMINE THE BENEFICIARIES OF THE 
ESTATE BASED ON PRIOR CLOSING OF THE ESTATE THROUGH 
FRAUD ON THE COURT BY USING FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS SIGNED 
BY SIMON WHILE HE WAS DEAD AND POSITED BY SIMON IN THIS 
COURT WHEN HE WAS DEAD AS PART OF A LARGER FRAUD ON THE 
ESTATE BENEFICIARIES 



(V) MOTION TO ASSIGN NEW PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND EST ATE 
COUNSEL TO THE ESTATE OF SHIRLEY FOR BREACHES OF 
FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND TRUST, VIOLATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL 
ETHICS, VIOLATIONS OF LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD, ADMITTED AND 
ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD ON THE COURT, ALLEGED FORGERY, 
INSURANCE FRAUD, REAL PROPERTY FRAUD AND MORE 



(VI) MOTION FOR GUARDIAN AD LITUM FOR THE CHILDREN OF TED, P. 
SIMON, !ANTONI AND FRIEDSTEIN AND ASSIGN A TRUSTEE AD LITUM 
FOR TED FOR CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, CONVERSION AND MORE 



(VII)MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED BY THIS 
COURT "ORDER ON NOTICE OF EMERGENCY MOTION TO FREEZE 
ASSETS" ON SEPTEMBER 24TH FOR ERRORS AND MORE AND 



(VIII) AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED BY THIS 
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COURT "AGREED ORDER TO REOPEN THE ESTATE AND APPOINT 
SUCCESSOR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES" ON SEPTEMBER 24TH 
FOR ERRORS AND MORE 



• www.iYiewit.tv/201 3101 OMotionCompelFreeze YouHavcthcRi11hlloRcmainSilcnt.pdf 



x. That on October 10, 20 13 Petitioner filed in Sin1on's estate, a "PETITION TO 
DETERMINE AND RELEASE TITLE OF EXEMPT PROPERTY." 



• ww\\. iYiewit. tv/2013 l 0 l OPETITIONDETERMINEREI J:;:AsETITl ,F,OFEXEMPTPROPER 
TY JOSHUAKIA.pdf 



xi. That on December 08, 2013 Petitioner filed in the IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT ILLINOIS EASTERN DIVISION, 
Case No .. 13-cv-03643 , a motion titled, "(1) MOTION TO STRIKE PLEADINGS AND 
REMOVE ADAM SIMON FROM LEGAL REPRESENTATION IN THIS LAWSUIT 
OTHER THAN AS DEFENDANT FOR FRAUD ON THE COURT AND ABUSE OF 
PROCESS AND (2) MOTION TO REMOVE ADAM SIMON FROM LEGAL 
REPRESENTATION ON BEHALF OF ANY PARTIES IN THIS LAWSUIT OTHER 
THAN AS A DEFENDANT PRO SE or REPRESENTED BY INDEPENDENT NON
CONFLICTED COUNSEL." 



• \V\\W.iviewit.tv/2013 l 208MotionStrikePleadingAdamSimonF orFraudOnCourt.pdf 



xn . That on December 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Shirley, an Objection titled 
"BENEFICIARY AND INTERESTED PARTY ELIOT BERNSTEIN OBJECTIONS 
TO SUCCESSOR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S OBJECTIONS TO FIRST 
SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS AND THINGS PROPOUNDED BY ELIOT BERNSTEIN" 



• w\\w.ivie,,·it.tv/201312 lOPetitionerObjcclionToObjeclionsToDiscoveo-.pdf 



x111. That on December 10, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Shirley, a "MOTTON TO TAX 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AND IMPOSE SANCTIONS." 



• w•vw.iviewit.tv/201312 1 OTaxAttorncYFecs.pdf 



xiv. That on December 17, 2013 Petitioner filed in the estate of Sin1on, a "OBJECTION TO 
MOTION TO STRIKE PETITION TO DETERMINE AND RELEASE TITLE OF 
EXEMPT PROPERTY" 



• W\\\\. ivic\\ it. tv/201312 l 70bjcclion ToMotionRcKIAFrench.pdf 



2. That the following Motions and Petitions were filed by Petitioner in the 



courts that remain unheard other than Ii ·ted items by this Court, including Motions for 



all of the following, 
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11. MOTION TO APPOINT NEW PERSONAL REPRESENT ATTVES, 
11i. MOTION TO INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS 



SUBMITTED TO THIS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, 
1v. MOTTON TO RESCIND SIGNATURE OF ELlOT BERNSTEIN IN ESTATE OF 



SIIIRLEY BERNSTEIN, 
v. MOTION TO RESPOND TO THE PETITIONS BY TllE RESPONDENTS, 



n SECOND MOTION TO REMOVE PERSONAL REPRESENT/\. TTVES, 
v1 1. MOTION FOR INTERIM D1STRI13UTION fOR BENEf!Cl ARIES NECESSARY 



LIVING EXPENSES, 
viii. MOTION FOR FAMILY ALLOWANCE, 



1x. MOTION FOR LEGAL COUNSEL EXPENSES TO BE PAID BY PERSONAL 
REPRESENT J\ TTVES, 



x. MOTION FOR RE1MBURSEMENT TO BENEFICIARIES SCHOOL TRUST FUNDS, 
xi. SECOND MOTTON TO FREE7J~ ESTATES OF SIMON BERNSTEIN DUE TO 



ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED NOTARY PUBLIC FOR.GERY, FRAUD AND 
MORE BY TIIE LAW flRM or TESCIIER & SPALLINA, PA, ROBERT SPALLINA 
/\ND DONALD TESCHER ACTING AS ALLEGED PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES 
AND TH EIR LEGAL ASSISTANT AND NOT ARY PUBLIC, KIMBERLY MOR.AN, 



x11. MOTTON FOR INTERIM DISTRTRlITION DUE TO EXTORTION BY ALLEGED 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHERS, 



Xlll. MOTION TO STRIKE TIIE MOTION or SPALLINA. TO REOPEN THE ESTATE OF 
SHIRLEY; 



xiv CONTINUED MOTION FOR REMOVAL OF ALLEGED PERSONA!, 
REPRESENTATIVES /\ND ALLEGED S1JCCESSOR TRUSTEE." 



xv. MOTION TO ORDF.R ALL DOCUMENTS BOTH CERTIFIED AND VERil'IED 
RF.GARDING ESTATES OF SHIRLEY AND SIMON (SIMON' S DOCUMENT ARE 
REQUESTED AS IT RELATES TO SlIIRLEY' S ALLF.GED CHANGES IN 
BENEFICIARIES) l3E SENT TO ELIOT AND IIIS CIIII ,DREN IMMEDlATEL Y IN 
PREPARATION FOR THE .EVIDENTIARY HEARING ORDF.RF.D RY THIS COURT 



xv1. MOTION TO FOLLOW UP ON SEPTEMBER 13, 2013 IIE/\.RTNG AND CLARIFY 
AND SET STRAIGHT THE RECORD 



xv11 MOTION TO COMPEL FOR IMMEDIJ\ TE, EMERGENCY RELIEr ! ! ! , INTERIM 
DISTRII3UTIONS AND FAMILY ALLOWANCE FOR ELIOT, CANDICE & THEIR 
THREE MJNOR CI IILDREN DUE TO ADMITTED /\.ND ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD 
BY FIDUCIJ\RfES OF THF. F.ST/\.TE OF SHIRLEY AND ALLEGED CONTINUED 
EXTORTION 



XVIII. MOTION TO CORRECT AND DETERMINE nm BENEFICIARIES OF TllE EST/\.TF. 
BASED ON PRIOR CLOSING OF THE ESTATE TlIROUGI-I FRAUD ON TIU.: COURT 
RY USING FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS SIGNED BY SIMON WHILE HE WAS 
DEAD AND POSITED BY SIMON IN THIS COURT WIIEN HEW AS DEAD AS PART 
OF /\ T ,AR GER FRAUD ON THE ESTATE BENEFICIARIES 



xix. MOTION TO ASSIGN NEW PERSONAL REPRESENT/\. TJVES AND ESTATE 
COUNSEL TO TIIE ESTATE OF SHIRLEY FOR BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY 
DUTIES /\ND TRUST, VIOT,ATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL ETIIICS, VIOI,J\TIONS OF 
LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED 
FRAUD, ADMITTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED FRAUD ON TIIE COURT, ALLEGED 
FORGERY , INSURANCE FRAUD, REAL PROPERTY FRAUD A.ND MORE 



xx. MOTION FOR GUARDIAN AD LIT JM FOR TT-IE CHil ,DREN OF TED, P. SIMON, 
I ANTONI AND FRIEDSTEIN AND SSIGN A TRUSTEE AD LJTlJM FOR TED FOR 



.~::.:~~ 
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xx1. MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED I3Y TllIS COURT 
"ORDER ON NOTICE OF EMERGENCY MOTION TO FREE7.E ASSETS" ON 
SEPTEMBER 24TI-I FOR ERRORS AND MORE AND 



xxu. MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND RESCIND ORDER ISSUED I3Y llllS COURT 
"AGREED ORDER TO REOPFN TIIF ESTATE AND APPOINT SUCCESSOR 
PERSONAL RJ:::PRESENTATIVES'' ON SEPTEMBER 24TH FOR ERRORS AND 
MORE 



xx111. BFNFFfCIARY AND INTERESTED PARTY ELIOT RFRNSTElN OL3JECTIONS TO 
SUCCESSOR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S OBJECTIONS TO FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND FrnST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
AND THINGS PROPOUNDED 13Y ELIOT BERNSTEIN 



xx1\'. MOTION TO TAX ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS J\ND IMPOSE SANCTIONS 



xxv. 013.IECTION TO MOTION TO STRIKE PETITION TO DETERMINE AND RELEASE 
TlTI ,E OF EXEMPT PROPERTY 



NOTE: All pleading listed in items (i -xiv) above filed in each of the state and 
federal courts listed above are hereby incorporated by reference in entirety, including but 
not limited to inclusion of, ALL motions, petitions, orders, etc. in each case, as they all 
relate to the same nexus of events in the Estates of both Simon and Shirley. 



That I will close stating that much of what is occurring may revolve around 
Trillion Dollar Intellectual Properties that me and my father owned in technologies that I 
invented and that I allege were stolen by local Attorneys at Law and others. That recent 
news information regarding a New York Supreme Court Whistleblower Lawsuit on 
Public Office Corruption, filed by an Attorney Regulatory Expert, Christine C. Anderson, 
which my RICO and ANTITRUST action was LEGALLY RELATED to by Federal 
Judge Shira Scheindlin, were all interfered with through a bizarre series of crimes that 
intended to Obstruct Justice in our cases. Obstruction by Members of the Courts and 
prosecutorial offices and Disciplinary Departments of New York, who actually had what 
was referred to as a Cleaner, a one Naomi Goldstein who is alleged to have whitewashed 
complaints and coordinated efforts to block due process rights of countless victims of the 
system. The recent articles imply that other states were also infected. My RICO alleges 
the main perpetrators were Attorneys of Law from Boca Raton and that part of the crimes 
included putting a bomb in my family's minivan in Del Ray Beach in efforts to murder 
my family and graphic images can be found at www.iviewit.tv my homepage. Several of 
these same Law Firms now appear to be involved in my parents estates and may have 
much to do with any interference in state investigatory agencies. I am suing the Florida 
Bar, Members of the Florida Supreme Court, members of the Fifteenth Judicial were the 
Probate is occurring and more and so any nvestigators should be screened for conflicts in 
advance of handling these matters. 



. ~'.:~' -'·~ - ? 
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Based on the information of the below news articles, we (the legally related cases 
to Anderson who were also Victims of this Obstruction in our cases and violations of our 
privacy rights are looking at filing appeals to rehear our entire cases due to these 
explosive new facts. These facts also include that former Chairman of the New York 
Senate Judiciary Committee and head of the New York Democratic Party, Senator John 
Sampson, who Anderson and I and several other related cases testified before at Judiciary 
Committee hearings on Public Office corruption and where it is now learned that he was 
threatened and took bribes to cover up the corruption. We are waiting for further 
information regarding the Sampson matters and other matters relevant in the articles 
below. Therefore, the idea of official corruption in these matters is a very real possibility, 
especially again where key players in my RICO are now involved in the Estates of my 
parents. 



Breaking News 



INDICTMENTS COMING! US SENATOR JOHN SAMPSON 
FORMER HEAD OF THE NEW YORK DEMOCRATIC PARTY AND 



CHAIRMAN OF THE NEW YORK SENATE JUDICIARY 
COMMITTEE WAS THREATENED & BRIBED TO COVER UP NY 



& FEDERAL CORRUPTION!! 



UPDATE - INDICTMENTS COMING : lviewit Breaking News: NY Supreme Court 
Ethics Oversight Bosses Alleged MISUSE of Joint Terrorism Task Force Resources & 
Funds & Violations of Patriot Acts Against Civilian Targets for Personal Gain ... US 
Senator John Sampson Threatened & Bribed to Cover Up NY & Federal Corruption!! 



http://www.free-press-release.com/news-iviewit-breaking-indictments-coming-us-senator
john-sampson-threatened-bribed-to-cover-up-ny-federal-corruption-1369140092.html 



Wednesday, May 15, 2013 
Expose Corrupt Courts 



INSIDER SAYS NY STATE OFFICIALS BRIEFED ON JUDICIAL 
CORRUPTION INDICTMENTS 



BREAKING NEWS: A New York State Court administrative insider says that top state 
officials have been briefed by the feds on pending federal corruption indictments that will 
include New York state court employees... . ,, 
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And late this morning, a Washington, D.C. source confirmed the information, adding that 
the target of one federal corruption indictment will include at least one sitting New York 
State judge and other individuals- all with ties to major banks ...... . 



http: 11 exposecorruptcourts. bl ogspot. coml2013105/insi der-says-ny-state-offi cials
bri efed. html 



UPDATE: SENATOR JOHN SAMPSON, FORMER NEW YORK 
SENATE JUDICIARY CHAIR THREATENED AND BRIBED TO 



COVER UP OFFICIAL CORRUPTION 



FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2013 



Washington, D.C. Insider Says Senator John Sampson Covered-Up Court Corruption 



BREAKING NEWS: Washington, D.C. insider says NYS Senator John Sampson 
covered-up evidence of widespread corruption in New York Surrogate's Courts. 



Source says Sampson was first threatened, but then successfully bribed, to bury evidence 
involving countless state and federal crimes involving billions of dollars. 



Syracuse, Rochester, Albany, White Plains, Brooklyn and Manhattan Surrogate's Courts 
are said to top the list of areas involved. 



It was revealed on Wednesday that a New York State Court administrative insider said 
that top state officials had been briefed by the feds on pending federal corruption 
indictments that would include employees of New York's Office of Court Administration 
(a/ka/ "OCA"). Most court employees, including judges, are employed by OCA. 



It was further confirmed by the Washington, D. C. source that judges, with ties to banks, 
would be among those charged. 



http:llethicsgate.blogspot.corn/20131051washington-dc-insider-says-senator-john.html 



IVIEWIT BREAKING NEWS: NY SUPREME COURT ETHICS 
OVERSIGHT BOSSES ALLEGED MISUSE OF JOINT TERRORISM 



TASK FORCE RESOURCES & FUNDS & VIOLATIONS OF 
.I ~ ~ 
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PATRIOT ACTS AGAINST CIVILIAN TARGETS FOR PERSONAL 
GAIN .. 



May 14,2013 



See Full Story at: 



http://www.free-press-release.com/news-iviewit-breaking-news-ny-supreme-court
ethics-oversight-bosses-alleged-misuse-of-joint-terrorism-task-force-resources-funds



violations-of-patriot- 1368533 73 l .html 



and 



http: //ethicsgate. blogspot. com/2013/04/formal -complaint-fil ed-against-nys.html 



FORMAL COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST NYS EMPLOYEES FOR 
ILLEGAL WIRETAPPING ... THE WIDESPREAD ILLEGAL 



WIRETAPPING INCLUDED TARGETED NEW YORK STATE 
JUDGES AND ATTORNEYS ..... 



http: //ethicsgate.blogspot.com/2013/04/formal-complaint-filed-against-nvs.html 



SELECT QUOTES FROM THAT NEWS STORY AND LETTER TO THE DOJ 



April 3, 2013 



Robert Moossy, Jr., Section Chief 
Criminal Section, Civil Rights Division 
US Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
via facsimile# 202-514-6588 



RE: Formal Complaint Against New York State Employees Involving Constitutional 
Violations, including widespread illegal · retapping. 



Dear Mr. Moossy, 
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In researching and reporting on various acts of corruption in and about the New York 
State Court System, specific reviewed evidence supports allegations that over a ten-year
plus period of time, certain NYS employees participated in the widespread practice of 
illegal wiretapping, inter alia. As these individuals were in supervisory positions at 
"ethics oversight" committees, the illegal wiretapping largely concerned attorneys and 
judges, but their actions also targeted other individuals who had some type of dealings 
with those judicial and attorney "ethics" committees. 



The NY state-employed individuals herein complained of include New York State 
admitted attorneys Thomas Joseph Cahill, Alan Wayne Friedberg, Sherry Kruger Cohen, 
David Spokony and Naomi Freyda Goldstein. 



At some point in time shortly after 9/11, and by methods not addressed here, these 
individuals improperly utilized access to, and devices of, the lawful operations of the 
Joint Terrorism Task Force (the "JTTF"). These individuals completely violated the 
provisions of FISA, ECP A and the Patriot Act for their own personal and political 
agendas. Specifically, these NY state employees essentially commenced "black bag 
operations," including illegal wiretapping, against whomever they chose- and without 
legitimate or lawful purpose. 



To be clear, any lawful act involving the important work of the JTTF is to be applauded. 
The herein complaint simply addresses the unlawful access- and use- of JTTF related 
operations for the personal and political whims of those who improperly acted under the 
color of law. Indeed, illegally utilizing JTTF resources is not only illegal, it is a complete 
insult to those involved in such important work. 



In fact, hard-working and good-intentioned prosecutors and investigators (federal and 
state) are also victims here, as they were guided and primed with knowingly false 
information. 



Operations involving lawful activity- and especially as part of the important work of the 
JTTF and related agencies- are not at issue here. This complaint concerns the illegal use 
and abuse of such lawful operations for personal and political gain, and all such activity 
while acting under the color of law. This un-checked access to highly-skilled operatives 
found undeserving protection for some connected wrong-doers, and the complete 
destruction of others- on a whim, including the pre-prosecution priming of falsehoods 
("set-ups"). The aftermath of such abuse for such an extended period of time is 
staggering. 



It is believed that most of the 1.5 million-plus items in evidence now under seal in 
Federal District Court for the Eastern istri\;;t of New York, case #09cr405 (EDNY) 
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supports the fact, over a ten-year-plus period of time, of the illegal wiretapping of New 
York State judges, attorneys, and related targets, as directed by state employees. 



To be sure, the defendant in #09cr405, Frederick Celani, is a felon who is now regarded 
by many as a conman. Notwithstanding the individual (Celani), the evidence is clear that 
Celani once supervised lawful " black bag operations," and, further, that certain NYS 
employees illegally utilized access to such operations for their own illegal purposes. 
(Simple reference is made to another felon, the respected former Chief Judge of the New 
York State Court of Appeals, Sol Wachtler, who many believe was victimized by 
political pre-priming prosecution.) 



In early February, 2013, I personally reviewed, by appropriate FOIL request to a NYS 
Court Administrative Agency, over 1000 documents related to the herein complaint. 
Those documents, and other evidence, fully support Celani's claim of his once-lawful 
supervisory role in such JTTF operations, and his extended involvement with those 
herein named. (The names of specific targeted judges and attorneys are available.) 



One sworn affidavit, by an attorney, confirms the various illegal activity of Manhattan's 
attorney "ethics" committee, the Departmental Disciplinary Committee (the "DDC"), 
which includes allowing cover law firm operations to engage in the practice of law 
without a law license. Specifically, evidence (attorney affidavits, etc.) supports the claim 
that Naomi Goldstein, and other DDC employees supervised the protection of the 
unlicensed practice of law. The evidence also shows that Ms. Goldstein knowingly 
permitted the unlicensed practice of law, over a five-year-plus period of time, for the 
purpose of gaining access to, and information from, hundreds of litigants. 



Evidence also supports the widespread illegal use of "black bag operations" by the NYS 
employees for a wide-range of objectives: to target or protect a certain judge or attorney, 
to set-up anyone who had been deemed to be a target, or to simply achieve a certain goal. 
The illegal activity is believed to not only have involved attorneys and judges throughout 
all of the New York State, including all 4 court-designated ethics "departments," but also 
in matters beyond the borders of New York. 



Other evidence points to varying and widespread illegal activity , and knowledge of such 
activity, by these and other NYS employees- all of startling proportions. 



For example: 



- The "set-up" of numerous individuals for an alleged plot to bomb a Riverdale, NY 
Synagogue. These individuals are currently incarcerated. The trial judge, U.S. District 
Court Judge Colleen McMahon, who publicly xpressed concerns over the case, saying, 
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"I have never heard anything like the facts of this case. I don't think any other judge has 
ever beard anything like the facts of this case." (2nd Circuit l lcr2763) 



- The concerted effort to fix numerous cases where confirmed associates of organized 
crime had made physical threats upon litigants and/or witnesses, and/or had financial 
interests in the outcome of certain court cases. 



- The judicial and attorney protection/operations, to gain control, of the $250 million-plus 
Thomas Carvel estate matters, and the pre-prosecution priming of the $150 million-plus 
Brooke Astor estate. 



-The thwarting of new evidence involving a mid 1990's "set-up" of an individual, who 
spent over 4 years in prison because he would not remain silent about evidence he had 
involving financial irregularities and child molestation by a CEO of a prominent 
Westchester, NY non-profit organization. (Hon. John F. Keenan) 



- The wire-tapping and ISP capture, etc., ofDDC attorney, Christine C. Anderson, who 
had filed a lawsuit after being assaulted by a supervisor, Sherry Cohen, and after 
complaining that certain evidence in ethics case files had been improperly destroyed. 
(See SDNY case #07cv9599 - Hon. Shira A Scheindlin, U.S.D.J.) 



- The eToys litigation and bankruptcy, and associates of Marc Dreir, involving over $500 
million and the protection by the DDC of certain attorneys, one who was found to have 
lied to a federal judge over 15 times. 



- The "set-up" and "chilling" of effective legal counsel of a disabled woman by a 
powerful CEO and his law firms, resulting in her having no contact with her children for 
over 6 years. 



- The wrongful detention for 4 years, prompted by influential NY law firms, of an early 
whistleblower of the massive Wall Street financial irregularities involving Bear Stems 
and where protected attorney-client conversations were recorded and distributed. 



- The blocking of attorney accountability in the $1.25 billion Swiss Bank Holocaust 
Survivor settlement where one involved NY admitted attorney was ultimately disbarred
in New Jersey. Only then, and after 10 years, did the DDC follow with disbarment. 
(Gizella Weisshaus v. Fagan) 



Additional information will be posted on .Reform2013.com 
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The allegations of widespread wiretapping by New York's so-called "ethics" committees 
were relayed to New York Governor Andrew M. Cuomo on February 15, 2013, and to 
the DDC Chairman Mr. Roy R. L. Reardon, Esq., who confirmed, on March 27, 2013, his 
knowledge of the allegations. (Previously, on March 25, 2013, I had written to DDC 
Deputy Chief Counsel Naomi Goldstein, copying Mr. Reardon, of my hope that she 
would simply tell the truth about the improper activity, inter alia.) 



New York judges and lawyers, and obviously the public, deserve immediate action to 
address the widespread corruption in and about New York' s so-called "ethics" oversight 
entities. 



Please take immediate action regarding this troubling issue, and so as to continue the 
DOJ's efforts to help all New Yorkers restore their faith in their government. 



cc: 



U.S. Attorney Loretta E . Lynch via facsimile 718-254-6479 and 631 -715-7922 
U.S. DOJ Civil Rights Section via facsimile 202-307-1379, 202-514-0212 
The Hon. Arthur D. Spatt, via facsimile 631-712-5626 
The Hon. Colleen McMahon via facsimile 212-805-6326 
Hon. Shira A. Scheindlin via facsimile 212-805-7920 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Demetri Jones via facsimile 631 -715-7922 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Perry Carbone via facsimile 914-993-1980 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Brendan McGuire via 212-637-2615 and 212-637-0016 
FBI SSA Robert Hennigan via facsimile 212-384-4073 and 212-384-4074 
Pending SEC Chair Mary Jo White via facsimile 212-909-6836 
Posted by Ethics Gate at 5:53 AM 



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------



NY SUPREME COURT BOSSES ILLEGALLY WIRETAPPING 
JUDGES CHAMBERS & HOMES. CHRISTINE ANDERSON 
WHISTLEBLOWER ILLEGALLY TARGETED FOR 24/7/365 
SURVEILLANCE IN RELATED CASE TO IVIEWIT ELIOT 



BERNSTEIN RICO ... 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAS 
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(Free-Press-Release.com) May 14, 2013 -- According to news reports, yes, the heads of 
the NY Supreme Court Ethics Department have been accused of derailing Justice by 
targeting victims and misusing Government Resources against private citizens with no 
other motive then Obstruction of Justice in court and regulatory actions against them or 
their cronies. 



World Renowned Inventor Eliot Bernstein files NEW RICO RELATED CRIMINAL 
ALLEGATIONS against Law Firms Proskauer Rose, Foley & Lardner, Greenberg 
Traurig and more. Allegations that Bernstein was a target of these criminals cloaked as 
ATTORNEY AT LAW ETHICS BOSSES at the NY Supreme Court were presented to 
Federal Judge Shira A. Scheindlin. That evidence was presented that Bernstein's father 
may have been a target and murdered for his efforts to notify the authorities and more!!! 



READ ALL ABOUT IT @ 



http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanyDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%20Di 
strict%20NY /20130512%20F I NAL%20 M otion%20to%2 0Rehear%20a nd%20Reopen%200b structi 



on %20of%20J u stice 16555 5%20WITH%20 EXHIBITS. pdf 



PREVIOUS PRESS RELEASES RELATING TO JUDGES ILLEGALLY 
WIRETAPPED 



That on Tuesday, February 19, 2013, ECC released the story, 



ETHICSGATE UPDATE FAXED TO EVERY U.S. SENATOR THE ULTIMATE 
VIOLATION OF TRUST IS THE CORRUPTION OF ETHICS OVERSIGHT 
EXCLUSIVE UPDATE: 



http:// exposecorruptcourts. blogspot. com/20 13/02/ethicsgate-update-faxed-to-every
us. html 



That on August 24, 2007 Expose Corrupt Courts released the following story, 



"JUSTICE DEPARTMENT WIDENS "PATENTGATE" PROBE BURIED BY 
ETHICS CHIEF THOMAS J. CAHILL. .. " 



http://exposecorruptcourts.blogspot.com/2007/08/justice-dept-widens-patentgate
probe.html 



Captain Gregg, thank you for your prompt consideration of these requests and feel 
free to call me or email regarding any · formation you may need from me to get all of 
this clarified. 
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Re: CASE NUMBERS - #1 (13097087), #2 (13097087) & # (12121312) 



cc/ec: Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin 
Florida State Attorneys 
Marc R. Garber, Esq. 
Caroline Prochotska Rogers, Esq. 
Michele Mulrooney, Esq. 
Christine Yates, Esq. 



Enclosure(s)/Attachment(s)/URL's 



Respe . 



!dings, Inc. - DL 
!dings, nc. - DL 



Iviewit dings, c. - FL 
Iviewit Technologie , Inc. - DL 
Uview.com, Inc. - DL 
Iviewit.com, Inc. -FL 
Iviewit.com, Inc. - DL 
I.C., Inc. - FL 
Iviewit. com LLC-DL 
Iviewit LLC - DL 
Iviewit Corporation - FL 
Iviewit, Inc. - FL 
Iviewit, Inc. - DL 
Iviewit Corporation 



All Uniform Resource Locators ( URL's ) and the contents of those URL's are 
incorporated in entirety by reference herein and therefore must be included in your 
hard copy file WITH ALL EXHIBITS, as pa1·t of this correspondence and as 
further evidentia1-y material to be Investigated. Due to allegations alleged by New 
York State Sup1·eme Court Whistleblower Christine C. Anderson and similar claims 
in the Iviewit RICO & ANTITRUST Lawsuit regarding Document Destruction and 
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Tampering with Official Complaints and Records, PRINT all referenced URL's and 
their corresponding exhibits and attach them to your hard copy file, as this is now 
necessary to ensure fair and impartial review. 



In order to confirm that NO DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION OR ALTERCATIONS 
have occurred, once complete forward a copy of this correspondence with all 
exhibits and materials included to, Eliot I. Bernstein at the address listed herein. 
This will insure that all parties are 1·eviewing the same documentation and no 
additional illegal activity is taking place. If you, for any reason, a1·e incapable of 
providing this confirmation copy, please put your reasons for failure to comply in 
writing and send that to Eliot I. Bernstein at the address listed he1·ein. Note, that 
this is a request o y for a copy of this Correspondence and the referenced materials 
and NOT a reque for any Case Investigation information, which may be protected 
by law. 
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Eliot Ivan Bernstein



Subject: FW: UPDATE CASE NO. TBD - URGENT INFORMATION RE KIMBERLY MORAN ARREST 
and SENTENCING HEARING



Attachments: 20131203 Letter to Sheriff and State Attorney Regarding Moran Arrest and other 
crimes.pdf



 
 



From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@iviewit.tv]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Michael Rachel @ Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (mrachel@sa15.state.fl.us); Jean Francis @ Florida - 
State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) (jfrancis@sa15.org) 
Cc: Detective Ryan Miller #7704 ~ Special Investigations Division / Financial Crimes Unit @ Palm Beach County Sheriff's 
Office (millerr@pbso.org); Caroline Prochotska Rogers Esq. (caroline@cprogers.com); Michele M. Mulrooney ~ Partner @ 
Venable LLP (mmulrooney@Venable.com); Andrew R. Dietz @ Rock It Cargo USA 
Subject: UPDATE CASE NO. TBD - URGENT INFORMATION RE KIMBERLY MORAN ARREST and SENTENCING HEARING 
 
Dear Michael, Jean and Det Miller, 
 
I just was notified that the attachment to my earlier email below was truncated when converted to Adobe PDF in my 
rush to get it over to you before the hearing.  Please replace that document with the one attached herein, which should 
have 20 pages.  Sorry for any troubles, as I have been having tremendous email problems over the last several weeks 
due to a continued server attack, per my ISP, therefore please confirm receipt of this email and the entire 
attachment.  Thank you and I look forward to speaking with all of you soon regarding these matters. 
 
Eliot 
 



 
 
Dear Jean,  
 
I was just informed yesterday by your office that you have a hearing scheduled to charge Kimberly Moran tomorrow and 
I did not get a time and place as of this time.  After speaking with you I expressed concerns that the wrong charges may 
be filed and that new evidence shows perjury in the official statements you are relying on for prosecution of Moran, 
which leads to a need for further investigation, not immediate prosecution.  I have attached a draft letter I was sending 
to the Sheriff’s office regarding the new crimes and misstatements in the Sheriff’s arrest report that must be clarified 
and corrected so that Moran is charged with the exact crimes she committed and confessed to.  I asked Det. Miller to 
have your offices call several weeks ago and he stated you would call me as you needed me and so I was awaiting a time 
to discuss the case with your offices for the first time and expose the new evidence and crimes alleged.  I did not expect 
the call to be two days before the sentencing hearing and this leaves me rushing to get you this information that I was 
working on for Detective Miller and your offices.  Due to this short notice of the hearing and the need to assess if she is 
being charged according to all the new evidence, I would like to have the hearing postponed until after we can meet to 
discuss these new issues.  The new evidence shows both Moran and her employer have also perjured themselves in 
statements made in official proceedings to several different agencies and indicate far more serious crimes than those 
confessed to already.  I have left several messages for Michael Rachel to call me back but I wanted you and him to have 
this document attached so that we may discuss it more in detail when he calls back and come to a decision regarding the 
hearing and the charges being filed and if they should be modified after further investigation.  As a victim I feel that I 
deserve a chance to explain these matters before the prosecution of Moran for what I believe is the wrong crime as I will 
explain further when we speak why the crime being prosecuted for may in fact not be the crime admitted and confessed 
to.  Since I have not been given ample time to review these new evidences and crimes with your offices or the Sheriff’s 
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office matters that directly affect me and my family I ask that we not rush to prosecution.  The document enclosed is a 
draft and due to our limited time I am sending it hurriedly without some of the exhibits installed yet and I will get you 
those as I finish them, if you would like any of the missing documents referenced in advance of that time please feel free
to send me a request and I will email them over. 
 
 
Eliot I. Bernstein 
Inventor 
Iviewit Holdings, Inc. – DL 
2753 N.W. 34th St. 
Boca Raton, Florida  33434‐3459 
(561) 245.8588 (o) 
(561) 886.7628 (c) 
(561) 245‐8644 (f) 
iviewit@iviewit.tv  
http://www.iviewit.tv  
 



NOTICE:  Due to Presidential Executive Orders, the National Security Agency may have read this email without warning, 
warrant, or notice.  They may do this without any judicial or legislative oversight and it can happen to ordinary 
Americans like you and me. You have no recourse nor protection save to vote against any incumbent endorsing such 
unlawful acts. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  
This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 2510‐2521.   
This e‐mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 
and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e‐mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call (561) 
245‐8588. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium, please so 
advise the sender immediately.  
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510‐2521 et seq., governs distribution of this 
“Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the specified recipients only; it may contain 
the originator’s confidential and proprietary information. The originator hereby notifies unintended recipients that they 
have received this Message in error, and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination, copying, and content‐
based actions. Recipients‐in‐error shall notify the originator immediately by e‐mail, and delete the original message. 
Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.  
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must have the originator’s 
full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator acknowledges others’ copyrighted content in this 
Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and www.iviewit.tv.  All 
Rights Reserved. 
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Eliot I. Bernstein 
Direct Dial: (561) 245-8588 (o) 
                     (561) 886-7628 (c) 
 
Sent Via Email:  
 



Tuesday, December 3, 2013 
 
Detective Ryan Miller 
Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office 
Financial Crimes Unit 
17901 US Highway 441 
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6445 



and 



Jean Francis 
Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) 
401 North Dixie Highway 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
 
and 
 
Michael Rachel 
Florida - State Attorney (15th Judicial Circuit) 
401 North Dixie Highway 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
 
RE:  CASE # 13097087 - RESPONSE TO SHERIFF’S ARREST REPORT FOR 



KIMBERLY MORAN 
 
Dear Detective Ryan Miller, Jean Francis and Michael Rachel, 
 



I received and reviewed a copy of your official report attached herein and there 
are several issues that need correction in light of new and damning evidence of other 
crimes, committed by other parties, all involved in preparing fraudulent documents in the 
estates of my parents and then looting the estates with the use of the forged and 
fraudulent documents.  These new crimes and documents are in addition to the crimes 
already admitted to by Moran of forgery, fraud and notary fraud in the six Waivers 
initially complained about that you arrested her for already.  Since these are new crimes 
than those originally complained about against Moran, I would like to file new criminal 
complaints for each crime committed by each of the new individuals alleged to have 
committed or participated in each crime herein, for the crimes that fall under the Sheriff’s 
office jurisdiction.  I would also like to reopen the Moran investigation based on new 
evidence of perjury in her statements to your office, the Governor Rick Scott’s office and 
Judge Martin Colin and where there is perjury there is more to the story that must be 
investigated. 
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As for waiting for Judge Colin to file charges for the crimes identified by him in 



his court committed by Spallina, Tescher, Manceri and my brother Ted, as you requested 
after talking with the Judge, this leaves me feeling uncomfortable.  I cannot wait for 
Judge Colin to file charges, as there are statutes of limitation issues as a victim for each 
crime that could interfere with my rights later, if Judge Colin fails to file criminal 
complaints as required by Judicial Canons and Law for the crimes he discovered and 
exposed.  Therefore, I must file the criminal complaints myself to protect my rights for 
every crime discovered by Judge Colin and the new crimes alleged herein.  In the 
alternative, if you still want to wait for those crimes discovered by Colin to be filed by 
Colin with your agency for prosecution, can you have your legal departments contact me 
in writing and explain how this will not cause me a loss of my rights in any way? 



 
In a recent Court Order, dated, November 14, 2013, Judge Colin stated, “The 



Court has determined that it will take no action regarding the form of the pleadings or 
other documents that were submitted to the Court to close the Estate while Simon 
Bernstein was serving as Personal Representative.” Judge Colin thus ruled that all 
documents that were submitted by my father when he was “serving” as Personal 
Representative have no further process after his review.  However, the documents signed 
and filed in the estate of my mother with Colin, filed illegally POST MORTEM in my 
father’s name, when my father could not be “serving” as Personal Representative, as he 
was dead at the time they were filed, are still actionable and in need of further 
investigation and prosecution.   



 
The documents still actionable in Colin’s court that were submitted POST 



MORTEM while Simon WAS NOT “SERVING,” include but are not limited to, the 
Moran Forged and Fraudulent Waivers, the Petition of Discharge (Full Waiver) and other 
documents filed POST MORTEM for my father in my mother’s estate, all are alleged 
FORGED and FRAUDULENT. These POST MORTEM documents which were filed not 
just in my mother’s estate but also in my father’s estate (not handled by Colin), include 
some done by Moran, others that were not and all of these must now all be investigated 
for FORGERY AND FRAUD, as these documents all combine to facilitate a host of 
other crimes.   



 
A pattern and practice of criminal fraud is further evidenced when the Attorneys 



at Law, Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher, then illegally file a multitude of fraudulent 
documents over a period of four months with the courts, after my father is dead, with 
documents he allegedly was signing in the present.  These attorneys failed to notify either 
of the probate courts that the man closing the estate and making significant beneficiary 
changes in the present, my father, was dead at the time he was doing so.   The estate of 
my mother was closed and discharged by my deceased father by these attorneys as if he 
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question in the hearing how this closing of an estate could be legally possible with a 
dead personal representative.  
 
12 THE COURT: So you agree that in Shirley's 



13 estate it was closed January of this year, 



14 there was an order of discharge, I see that. 



15 Is that true? 



16 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: I don't know. 



17 THE COURT: Do you know that that's true? 



18 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: Yes, I believe. 



19 THE COURT: So final disposition and the 



20 order got entered that Simon, your father ‐‐ 
21 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: Yes, sir. 



22 THE COURT: ‐‐ he came to court and said I 



23 want to be discharged, my wife's estate is 



24 closed and fully administered. 



25 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: No. I think it 



00025 



1 happened after ‐‐ 
2 THE COURT: No, I'm looking at it. 



3 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: What date did that 



4 happen? 



5 THE COURT: January 3, 2013. 



6 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: He was dead. 



Page 14 



In Re_ The Estate of Shirley Bernstein.txt 



7 MR. MANCERI: That's when the order was 



8 signed, yes, your Honor. 



9 THE COURT: He filed it, physically came 



10 to court. 



11 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: Oh. 



12 THE COURT: So let me see when he actually 



13 filed it and signed the paperwork. November. 



14 What date did your dad die? 



15 MR. ELIOT BERNSTEIN: September. It's 



16 hard to get through. He does a lot of things 



17 when he's dead. 
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18 THE COURT: I have all of these waivers by 



19 Simon in November. He tells me Simon was dead 



20 at the time. 



21 MR. MANCERI: Simon was dead at the time, 



22 your Honor. The waivers that you're talking 



23 about are waivers from the beneficiaries, I 



24 believe. 



25 THE COURT: No, it's waivers of 



00026 



1 accountings. 



2 MR. MANCERI: Right, by the beneficiaries. 



3 THE COURT: Discharge waiver of service of 



4 discharge by Simon, Simon asked that he not 



5 have to serve the petition for discharge. 



6 MR. MANCERI: Right, that was in his 



7 petition. When was the petition served? 



8 THE COURT: November 21st. 



9 MR. SPALLINA: Yeah, it was after his date 



10 of death. 



11 THE COURT: Well, how could that happen 



12 legally? How could Simon ‐‐ 
13 MR. MANCERI: Who signed that? 



14 THE COURT: ‐‐ ask to close and not serve 
15 a petition after he's dead? 
  



b. The Petition for Discharge was filed with the court as if Simon were alive in October 
2012, as if Simon were making the statements in the present at that time in October 
when he was deceased, further made under penalty of perjury, is full of perjurious 
statements made by Simon if signed at any time.  For instance, in the Petition to 
Discharge it states that at the time Simon signed the Petition in April 2012, he 
possessed all the signed Waivers from his children.  Obviously and without doubt 
this claim of Simon’s cannot be true according to the statements made by Moran to 
the Sheriff’s department, whereby she claims first to have sent them out to the 
children in May 2012, so how could he claim to have them all back in April 2012?  
Further, Moran claimed she did not receive the Waivers all back until October 2012, 
after Simon was deceased and therefore Simon never had all the Waivers in his 
possession at any time while he was alive making his sworn statement false 
unequivocally.  Thus, how could Simon who died on September 13, 2012, claim in a 
sworn official document signed under penalty of perjury filed with the court, to 
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have had all the Waivers in his possession at any time while he was alive, if Jill’s 
Waiver was not returned to Moran until October 2012?   This makes the Petition to 
Discharge also suspect as yet, another fraudulent and possibly forged document in 
the chain of documents used to attempt to seize dominion and control of the 
estates in order to fraudulently change the beneficiaries of Simon and Shirley’s 
estates and convert the assets through a series of frauds that have followed. 



c. Note that almost all of the statements made by Simon in the Petition to Discharge 
made under penalty of perjury and supposedly signed on April 09, 2012 (the same 
day Moran admits to forging his name on the other Waiver), are factually perjurious 
and untrue at the time allegedly signed or filed by Simon.  So either Simon was 
committing fraud and perjury in the document or it to is a fraudulent document 
forged for him POST MORTEM.   



d. The Waivers and Petition to Discharge were filed with the Court in October 2012 
through January 2013 as part of a series of alleged fraudulent documents to close 
the estate of Shirley, with Simon allegedly filing these documents with the court and 
acting as the Personal Representative & Trustee while he was deceased.  The 
documents were filed by Tescher & Spallina with the court as if Simon were alive in 
order to perpetrate a Fraud on the Court through Identity Theft and more, as was 
learned in the September 13, 2013 hearing.  Tescher and Spallina filed documents 
for several months POST MORTEM on Simon’s behalf and never notified the court 
that Simon was deceased.  These crimes were evidenced in the September 13, 2013 
hearing, where Judge Colin first warned the lawyers and my brother that he should 
read them their Miranda warnings for the crimes he had prima facie evidence had 
taken place in his court by them, crimes separate and distinct from those of Moran 
and using a variety of different documents.  
 



16 MR. MANCERI: Your Honor, what happened 



17 was is the documents were submitted with the 



18 waivers originally, and this goes to 



19 Mr. Bernstein's fraud allegation. As you know, 



20 your Honor, you have a rule that you have to 



21 have your waivers notarized. And the original 



22 waivers that were submitted were not notarized, 



23 so they were kicked back by the clerk. They 



24 were then notarized by a staff person from 



25 Tescher and Spallina admittedly in error. They 
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1 should not have been notarized in the absentia 



2 of the people who purportedly signed them. And 
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3 I'll give you the names of the other siblings, 



4 that would be Pamela, Lisa, Jill, and Ted 



5 Bernstein. 



6 THE COURT: So let me tell you because I'm 



7 going to stop all of you folks because I think 



8 you need to be read your Miranda warnings. 



9 MR. MANCERI: I need to be read my Miranda 



10 warnings? 



11 THE COURT: Everyone of you might have to 



12 be. 



13 MR. MANCERI: Okay. 



14 THE COURT: Because I'm looking at a 



15 formal document filed here April 9, 2012, 



16 signed by Simon Bernstein, a signature for him. 



17 MR. MANCERI: April 9th, right. 



18 THE COURT: April 9th, signed by him, and 



19 notarized on that same date by Kimberly. It's 



20 a waiver and it's not filed with The Court 



21 until November 19th, so the filing of it, and 



22 it says to The Court on November 19th, the 



23 undersigned, Simon Bernstein, does this, this, 



24 and this. Signed and notarized on April 9, 



25 2012. The notary said that she witnessed Simon 



00028 



1 sign it then, and then for some reason it's not 



2 filed with The Court until after his date of 



3 death with no notice that he was dead at the 



4 time that this was filed. 



5 MR. MANCERI: Okay. 



6 THE COURT: All right, so stop, that's 



7 enough to give you Miranda warnings. Not you 



8 personally ‐‐ 
9 MR. MANCERI: Okay. 



10 THE COURT: Are you involved? Just tell 



11 me yes or no. 



12 MR. SPALLINA: I'm sorry? 



13 THE COURT: Are you involved in the 
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14 transaction? 



15 MR. SPALLINA: I was involved as the 



16 lawyer for the estate, yes. It did not come to 



17 my attention until Kimberly Moran came to me 



18 after she received a letter from the Governor's 



19 Office stating that they were investigating 



20 some fraudulent signatures on some waivers that 



21 were signed in connection with the closing of 
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In Re_ The Estate of Shirley Bernstein.txt 



22 the estate. 
 
i. The series of exchanges here presumes that Simon’s signed the document 



on April 09, 2012 and it was later submitted in November.  Yet, according to 



Moran’s statement that is NOT Simon’s signature on the document, it is her 



FORGED signature, it was not merely notarized in his absentia, it is not his 



signature at all on the document.   



 



e. Judge Colin has not at this point arrested Ted, Spallina, Tescher and Manceri for the 



crimes that he is fully aware of that took place in his court with these forged 



documents, and I am unclear if he has reported these felony crimes to the proper 



authorities as required by Judicial Cannons and Law at this time.  These felony 



crimes are not those of Moran or related to her document forgeries and fraud and 



are wholly new crimes I did not report in my initial complaint, as I had not learned of 



them at that time.  I do believe I sent to your offices updates regarding these 



matters however.  That the Sheriff’s department should note that the Judge stated 



twice in the September 13, 2013 hearing, the transcript exhibited herein, that he 



should read Robert Spallina, Esq., Donald Tescher, Esq., Mark Manceri, Esq. and my 



brother Ted, their Miranda warnings.  Not for the crimes committed and admitted 



to by Moran that you have most successfully prosecuted but for NEW CRIMES he 



found they had committed, including Fraud on the Court and filing of false 



instruments in official proceedings through identity theft of a deceased person.   



f. Further, at the hearing Spallina LIES to the Court by stating that the signatures on 



the Waiver’s resubmitted by Moran were the same signatures as on the alleged 



originals, yet Moran’s statement to the Sheriff contradicts this statement entirely. 



 



23 THE COURT: So what's the resolution of 
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24 the notary problem? Has that been resolved? 



25 MR. SPALLINA: I can speak to it. 



00050 



1 MR. MANCERI: Please, Robert, go ahead. 



2 The Judge is addressing you, be my guest. 



3 MR. SPALLINA: In April of last year we 



Page 28 



4 met with Mr. Bernstein in April of 2012 to 



5 close his wife's estate. 



6 THE COURT: No, I know that part. 



7 MR. SPALLINA: Okay. 



8 THE COURT: I mean everyone can see he 



9 signed these not notarized. When they were 



10 sent back to be notarized, the notary notarized 



11 them without him re‐signing it, is that what 
12 happened? 



13 MR. SPALLINA: Yes, sir. 



14 THE COURT: So whatever issues arose with 



15 that, where are they today? 



16 MR. SPALLINA: Today we have a signed 



17 affidavit from each of the children other than 



18 Mr. Bernstein that the original documents that 



19 were filed with The Court were in fact their 



20 original signatures which you have in the file 



21 attached as Exhibit A was the original document 



22 that was signed by them. 



23 THE COURT: It was wrong for Moran to 



24 notarize ‐‐ so whatever Moran did, the 



25 documents that she notarized, everyone but 
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1 Eliot's side of the case have admitted that 



2 those are still the original signatures of 



3 either themselves or their father? 



4 MR. SPALLINA: Yes, sir. 



 



g. From the statement above Mr. Spallina, an Attorney at Law, has falsified 



information in a court proceeding by stating the signatures were not forged and 
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the forged and fraudulent documents and the allegations against Moran and others.  



The Petitions served to them on May 6, 2013 filed with both Judge Colin and Judge 



French were titled “EMERGENCY PETITION TO: FREEZE ESTATE ASSETS, APPOINT 



NEW PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, INVESTIGATE FORGED AND FRAUDULENT 



DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO THIS COURT AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES, 



RESCIND SIGNATURE OF ELIOT BERNSTEIN IN ESTATE OF SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN AND 



MORE” (“Petition 1”.)  The Petitions containing the forged and fraudulent 



documents can be found @ 



www.iviewit.tv/20130506PetitionFreezeEstates.pdf 15th Judicial Florida 



Probate Court and 



www.iviewit.tv/20130512MotionRehearReopenObstruction.pdf US District 



Court Pages 156‐582 



 



In the September 13, 2013 hearing Spallina also claims to the Judge falsely that, 
   



15 MR. SPALLINA: I was involved as the 



16 lawyer for the estate, yes. It did not come to 



17 my attention until Kimberly Moran came to me 



18 after she received a letter from the Governor's 



19 Office stating that they were investigating 



20 some fraudulent signatures on some waivers that 



21 were signed in connection with the closing of 
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  22 the estate. 
 
Therefore, Spallina’s claims in your investigation that he did not know about the 
crimes until Moran confessed to him which is factually false as he must hide that 
they knew of the crimes in May and did nothing but try to liquidate assets as fast as 
they could before anyone caught on.  Spallina was well aware of the crimes of 
forgery and fraud alleged against Moran in May 2013 when he was served the 
Petitions months before he tries to claim in court and to investigators.  What is 
important to note is that Spallina failed to take any actions to notify authorities or 
correct the matters with the court when he learned of them in May.  Until the long 
arm of the law came knocking months later at Moran’s door does he finally take 
action in September to rectify these matters, claiming that he just learned of them 
in July when Moran was noticed by the Governor.  This again is making false 
statements in official investigations and in a court and I would like to file a 
complaint against Robert Spallina for this false statement of fact.  
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b. You were also given evidence of the criminal wrongdoing of Spallina, Tescher, 



Manceri and Ted exposed in the September 13, 2013 hearings.  These crimes 



involved new crimes in closing the estate with a dead person as if alive and while 



related to the crimes of Moran, were committed with a variety of different 



documents and by different parties, who committed fraud on the court and more by 



Tescher, Spallina, Moran, Manceri, Baxley and Ted.  Judge Colin identified these 



crimes and criminals as already exhibited herein and earlier submissions to your 



office in the Moran case. 



c. That you were also aware that the documents changed who received personal 



properties and this is a crime of conversion and theft as well, as the fraudulent and 



forged documents of Moran, according to Spallina, caused a conversion of personal 



properties to the wrong beneficiaries.     



d. Did you review the alleged Will and Amended and Restated Trust filed in my father’s 



estate given to you?  Whereby these documents also appear fraudulently notarized 



by now a one Lindsay Baxley, whom complaints were filed against with the 



Governor’s office for improper notarization.  On these documents, both Moran and 



Spallina aided Baxley, as they signed as witnesses to the documents she improperly 



notarized.  Further, the fraudulent Will and Amended and Restated Trust give 



Tescher & Spallina alleged powers as executors/personal representatives of the 



estate of Simon and where Spallina drafted these documents as Attorney at Law 



only days before Simon passed away, while undergoing a battery of physical and 



psychological tests for problems with his brain and more.  Spallina further witnesses 



the documents on these fraudulently notarized documents, again evidencing 



alleged fraud and fraudulent official documents in an official proceeding filed with 



the courts.  This fraudulent witnessing of key estate documents that Spallina 



drafted, witnessed and gained financial benefits from and control of the estates 



with, represents new crimes which Spallina should be investigated for and 



prosecuted for.  Again, it is alleged that the Will and Amended Trust were done post 



mortem and are further forgeries and that these documents were used to ILLEGALLY 



seize Dominion and Control over the estates and begin conversion of the properties 



to the knowingly wrong parties through a variety of felony frauds and thefts.   



e. Did you review the real estate documents signed by Ted that appear fraudulent and 



were submitted as part of the additional evidence provided to you in the Moran 



case?  It should be noted that it was learned that prior to the October 28, 2013 



Evidentiary Hearing that Ted was acting in fiduciary roles that he had not had prior 



to that day to liquidate assets.  During the time Ted acted in the false fiduciary 



capacities he sold and converted real estate property and distributed the funds 
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6/21/95.”  EXHIBIT 5 – SPALLINA CLAIM FORM.  That MORAN is also involved in 



drafting and sending via mail and wire letters on behalf of Spallina to the insurance 



carrier to effectuate this fraud. 



b. Robert Spallina knew he was not the “trustee” of this lost trust, as he has 



consistently maintained that he has never seen the trust or had possession of the 



trust and that due to the trust being lost, it was a “best guess” as to who the 



beneficiaries and trustees were, see  EXHIBIT 6 – SPALLINA CORRESPONDENCES 



REGARDING THE “LOST” TRUST 



c. After the claim was rejected by the carrier for failing to provide a clear path to the 



beneficiaries or trustees and failing to provide a trust document validating Spallina’s 



and Ted’s claims to be trustees.  Ted and his brother‐in‐law’s brother, attorney at 



law Adam Simon, Esq. then filed a breach of contract lawsuit in Federal Court with 



Ted claiming to the federal court now to be the “trustee” of the lost trust.  The same 



lost trust that Spallina claimed to be “trustee” for when filing his fraudulent 



insurance claim.  The breach of contract suit was brought because the carrier would 



not pay Spallina acting as Trustee of the lost trust and asked for a probate court 



order approving the lost trust beneficiaries Spallina claimed.  The lawsuit was filed 



without my knowledge despite claims the benefits were in part for me and I was 



notified when the life insurance company filed a counter complaint against Ted and 



A. Simon and sued me as a third party defendant.  This suit alerted me that they 



were trying to abscond with the benefits through this frivolous breach of contract 



lawsuit, constituting Abuse of Process, Fraud on a US District Court and insurance 



fraud.  That Ted, Pam, Jill and Lisa do not want the benefits to flow to the estate as 



is the law in a lost beneficiary situation typically, as their children will get the funds. 



In Ted and Pam’s case, their children are adults and would directly receive the 



proceeds if paid to the estate, which provides a motive for the fraud.  That the lost 



trust and the lost insurance policy (not even the carrier appears to have a copy) and 



the documents and records of certain of the trusts involved were maintained by 



Pam and her husband David B. Simon, Esq. Despite Rule 26 disclosures from the 



carrier and Ted, at this time no trust or insurance contract has been produced by 



any party making claim, including the insurance companies and banks involved and 



this may indicate suppression or destruction of documents in efforts to perpetrate a 



fraud. 



d. That Tescher and Spallina have also been counter sued in this federal case but have 



failed as of this date to respond. 



 



7. Questions for Det Miller 
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a. Did you just take statements from people at face value when determining the 



voracity of their statements? Did you investigate any of the perjuries that occurred 



in the various criminal and civil investigations and court transcripts of Moran or 



Spallina that were sent to you that wholly contradict statements made to the 



Sheriff’s office? 



b. Did you review the hearing transcript statements whereby Judge Colin identified 



OTHER documents that were presented to the court by Spallina, Tescher, Manceri 



and Ted filed POST MORTEM by my father, not the documents done by Moran but 



other documents used to perpetrate a fraud on the court to close the estate, using 



documents and claims of Simon after he was dead, using him as if he were alive?   



c. For all of these NEW crimes presented herein I would like to file NEW criminal 



complaints for identity theft, fraud on the court, conversion, insurance fraud, fraud, 



etc. against each and every party involved and for each and every crime committed 



where there is prima facie evidence for each and admissions.  Millions of dollars of 



cash and assets are missing from the estates, inventories are specious, and 



documents are suppressed from the beneficiaries including two trusts, an insurance 



contract and more. 



d. Did you review the reasons for Judge Colin claiming that he should read Miranda’s 



to Ted, Spallina, Tescher and Manceri for fraud on a court and more in the closing of 



Shirley’s estate with a series of other apparently fraudulent documents that are all 



improperly notarized or otherwise signed. 



That based on the information contained herein and in my prior complaint regarding 
Moran and others, I would like to file the following criminal charges in separate claims or 
as one conspiracy claim, including but not limited to; 



1. Perjury, several counts against Moran for conflicting statements regarding forgery and 



fraud in investigations. 



2. Forgery, against Moran 



3. Fraudulent Notarizations and alleged Forgery, against Lindsay Baxley 



4. Perjury and false statements in official proceedings by Robert Spallina 



5. Fraud on a Court and False official documents filed in the Probate Court, against Robert 



Spallina, Donald Tescher and Mark Manceri. 



6. Personal and Real Property Theft and Conversion against Spallina, Tescher, Manceri, 



Ted, Moran, Baxley, Pam, Jill and Lisa.   



a. New evidence in approximately $1,000,000.00 of jewelry stolen from the 



estates now exists that was not reported in inventories of Simon or Shirley and 
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were removed from the estate by Ted, Pam, Jill and Lisa.  Certain items that 



were listed on inventories prepared by Ted do not match up to appraisals that 



were done in 2010 for insurance purposes and the numbers are hundreds of 



thousands different for what appear identical pieces, yet the discrepancies in 



color and clarities may indicate that fencing of jewels took place and 



replacement with inferior jewels were used for Ted’s appraisal.  See EXHIBIT __ ‐ 



TED 2013 ESTATE JEWELRY APPRAISAL AND 2010 CHARTIS INSURANCE 



APPRAISAL 



7. Conspiracy, against Spallina, Tescher, Manceri, Ted, Moran, Baxley, Pam, Jill and Lisa 



8. Identity Theft, Robert Spallina, Donald Tescher and Moran. 



9. Mail and Wire Fraud against Spallina, Tescher, Moran and Baxley. 



10. Insurance Fraud 



Where allegations of MURDER of my father abounded from day one of his death, with 
claims of overdosing and poisoning and an autopsy and police investigation ordered and 
controlled by Ted, blaming or framing my father’s girlfriend, Maritza Puccio.  



While there were talks in May 2012 that my father was considering making changes to 
his estate plan, these plans were never completed and without the fraudulent and forged 
documents done post mortem for him, the changes would never have taken place.   
 
These fraudulent and forged documents materially change the beneficiaries, the trustees 
and the distribution of the estates assets, converting the assets to improper parties and 
therefore all these other documents than the Waivers Moran admitted criminal acts in 
creating must be individually investigated and the crimes they permit must then also be 
prosecuted.  Where Moran and Spallina are found perjuring statements to officials there 
is indisputably more to investigate and properly prosecute.  
   
My father was an expert estate planner, he invented complex insurance plans involving 
complex estates for 40 years or more, he was one of the most successful in the industry 
and if he had wanted his estate beneficiaries changed they would have been perfect 
documents and not materially flawed, improperly notarized and forged and illegally 
notarized for him.  My father stood for integrity in my life and he would have never filed 
perjured statements in official documents like on the Petition to Discharge or filed 
fraudulent inventories and other documents. My father would be ashamed of what his 
children have done to change the beneficiaries to their likings, POST MORTEM, through 
these frauds and not allow his and Shirley’s last wishes to be executed properly and 
monies transferred to the beneficiaries they elected prior to the attempted frauds.  
 



  Thank you for your prompt consideration of these requests. 
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Detective Ryan Miller   Page 20 of 20 
Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office   Tuesday, December 3, 2013 
Financial Crimes Unit   
   
Re:  CASE # 13097087 - RESPONSE TO SHERIFF’S ARREST REPORT FOR KIMBERLY 



MORAN 
 
 
 



 
2753 N.W. 34th St. Boca Raton, Florida 33434-3459 



(561) 245.8588 (o) / (561) 886.7628 (c) / (561) 245-8644 (f) 
iviewit@iviewit.tv - www.iviewit.tv  



ANTITRUST Lawsuit regarding Document Destruction and Tampering with 
Official Complaints and Records, PRINT all referenced URL’s and their 
corresponding exhibits and attach them to your hard copy file, as this is now 
necessary to ensure fair and impartial review. 



In order to confirm that NO DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION OR 
ALTERCATIONS have occurred, once complete forward a copy of this 
correspondence with all exhibits and materials included to, Eliot I. Bernstein 
at the address listed herein.  This will insure that all parties are reviewing the 
same documentation and no additional illegal activity is taking place.  If you, 
for any reason, are incapable of providing this confirmation copy, please put 
your reasons for failure to comply in writing and send that to Eliot I. 
Bernstein at the address listed herein.  Note, that this is a request only for a 
copy of this Correspondence and the referenced materials and NOT a 
request for any Case Investigation information, which may be protected by 
law. 



cmb/eib 












This message and any attachments are covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18
 U.S.C. SS 2510-2521.  
This e-mail message is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may
 contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-
mail and destroy all copies of the original message or call (561) 245-8588. If you are the intended
 recipient but do not wish to receive communications through this medium, please so advise the
 sender immediately.
*The Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 119 Sections 2510-2521 et seq., governs
 distribution of this “Message,” including attachments. The originator intended this Message for the
 specified recipients only; it may contain the originator’s confidential and proprietary information.
 The originator hereby notifies unintended recipients that they have received this Message in error,
 and strictly proscribes their Message review, dissemination, copying, and content-based actions.
 Recipients-in-error shall notify the originator immediately by e-mail, and delete the original
 message. Authorized carriers of this message shall expeditiously deliver this Message to intended
 recipients.  See: Quon v. Arch.
*Wireless Copyright Notice*.  Federal and State laws govern copyrights to this Message.  You must
 have the originator’s full written consent to alter, copy, or use this Message.  Originator
 acknowledges others’ copyrighted content in this Message.  Otherwise, Copyright © 2011 by
 originator Eliot Ivan Bernstein, iviewit@iviewit.tv and www.iviewit.tv.  All Rights Reserved.
 
 





